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SPORTS: Maddux, Braves Unable To Pull Away
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Gigantic cranes assembled at 'Ground Zero'
NEW YORK (AP) — Crews working in
the smoldering ruins of the World Trade
Center have begun assembling giant cranes
capable of lifting hundreds of tons of debris
at a time.
The delicate search continues for victims
of the Sept. II terrorist attacks. But with the
powerful cranes — one 420-feet high and
with a base the size of a basketball court —
workers will be able to remove more debris
and larger chunks blocking access to parts of
the wreckage.
"Every day we come down here, another
50 feet off the pile is gone," said Brian

Hazel
preparing
for Oct. 6
celebration

Bowman. 26, a Verizon worker restoring
phone service near the site. "Every day we
come down here, there's a new crane."
The official number of people missing in
the rubble dropped to 5,960 on Thursday.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said the number
was lowered after a recheck of victims lists,
compiled primarily from missing persons
reports and information from foreign consulates.
As debris is cleared from the 16-acre site,
human remains continue to be removed for
identification. Forensic scientists say the
majority of remains collected will be identi-

fled, mostly through DNA comparisons. So
far, 305 deaths have been confirmed.
Dr. Robert Shaler, chief of forensic biology in the New York City medical examiner's office, said most victims examined died
from "blunt trauma" and others from burns.
smoke inhalation and injuries fr&rn sharp
debris. Some likely were crushed by falling
debris, he said.
"If you stare at the debris and think of all
the people buried there it will get to you,"
said Peter Russo, 55, a carpenter from Old
Bridge: NJ., who was building sheds for
crews working at the site. "I have to look at

it as a job, that the cleanup and rebuilding
needs to be done."
Tons of steel and concrete cover the
blocks where the 110-story World Trade
Center towers stood.
On the 10th-floor roof of a nearby building, a color guard ceremony was held
Thursday to honor the veterans who died in
the collapse.
Broken glass littereil the rooftop where
the color guard of active Marines in uniform
and former or reserve Marines from the
Police Department, all in hard hats, flew the

McConnell quiet on 101st possibilities
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On the building, a banner read:"We Will
Never Forget."
"We don't know how many veterans
were killed in this terrorist act,- Marine Maj.
David Andersen said."We may never know.
"But we do know there were many
among the rescuers and the other victims
and this is to honor them all."

Strike Up The Band (s)! Property code
clears city's
first hurdle

HAZEL. Ky. — Plans have been
finalized for the 12th Annual Hazel
Celebration. Held annually on the
first Saturday in October, this year's
celebration will be Oct. 6.
The 2001 Hazel Celebration will
kick off on Friday evening. Oct. 5,
at 6 p.m. with a chili supper and
gospel singing. This will take place
on Center Street and is sponsored by
the Hazel City Churches.
Saturday events include an open
car show, hosted by the Hazel
Womans Club, at the Hazel
Community Center with over 100
trophies to be awarded.
Other activities include live
music. an old fashioned cake walk,
arts and crafts booths, a flea market,
free horse -and- buggy -rides, _a
parade. a quilt display, an antique
tractor display. a washer pitching
tournament and much more.
The community parade starts at 1
p.m. on North 3rd Street and will
travel south to State Street. This
year's grand marshals will be the
family of the late John Tom and,
Della Taylor, including their sons
Tommy D., Dwain and Dan Keith.
KRISTY HOPPER Ledger & T --Ps photo
The Taylors have been residents and
TOOTING
HORN
YOUR
...
OWN
Tuba
players
practiced
evening in preparation for
Thursday
business owners in the Hazel comSaturday's
of
Champions
Festival
band
competition
Stadium
at
Stewart
here.
munity for over 50 years.
The Little Miss and Mr. Hazel
Pageant begins at 10 a.m. Boys
under age 5 and girls under age 8
may enter. For more information on
the pageant. please contact Sharon
By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Ray at 731-498-8312.
At 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.. the Paris Associated Press Writer
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)—
Pairs western square dance group
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell said
from Paris. Tenn.. will perform in
the front of the stage. The Red soldiers in the 101st Airborne
Division are prepared to fight terrorWiggins Band will play country
music from 1:45-4 p.m. followed by ism overseas, but he would not say
gospel bluegrass music featuring Thursday whether that would happen.
New Kentucky Harmony from
McConnell. R-Ky.. met on post
4:30-7:30 p.m.
with Maj. Gen. Richard A. Cody.the
The annual quilt auction will be
101st Airborne Division's corn
at 4 p.m. This 'year's quilt is an
strawberry design. manding general.
appliquéd
"I think everyone knows there is
Several of the quilts auctioned in
past years will be on display in the certainly a chance the soldiers at
Fort Campbell could end up being
building next to the post office. An
information booth will be set up in involved in a conflict, but as you
the Food Court area on Center know, we're not announcing what
we may be doing in advance,"
Street.
McConnell said. "All I can tell you
Some booth space is still available for food vendors, arts & crafts is that I think our people at Fort
DANNY VOWF I Kentucky New F-a AP Photo
and flea market items. Please con- Campbell are totally ready.'
McCONNELL SUPPORT ... U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
tact Kathi or Hillis Farris at 270McConnell. speaking to reporters
speaks during a support rally held in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
492- 6303 for more information.
following a community rally
McConnell spoke of continued support for the United
Thursday.
There will be T-shirts, sweat- Thursday afternoon in Hopkinsville.
country battles terrorism.
as
the
States
shirts, caps, mugs and key chains refused to say what was discussed
for sale. In addition to all of the during his meeting with Cody.
Appropriations of the 101st Airborne.
Senate
the
activities planned. the antique stores
He did, however, encourage Committee and has been instrumenSince the terrorist attacks Sept.
will be open all day for shopping.
Americans to be patient.
tal in securing funding for the base, 11 in New York and Washington. the
The Hazel Fire Department will
"We should just ease up and be said he met with Cody for a couple base has been on full alert. The solcollect donations for the New York assured whatever military action we of hours.
diers are trained to deploy anywhere
Fire Fighter 9-11 Disaster Relief do take will be based on sound intelFort Campbell, 13 miles south of in the world in 36 hours.
Fund. One hundred percent of the ligence and highly likely to suc- Hopkinsville,
the
straddles
Some soldiers have been sent to
money collected with assist families ceed." McConnell said. '
Tennessee border. A majority of the central Kentucky and Indiana to
of fallen fire fighters and relief
McConnell, who as a member of base's 24,000 soldiers are members guard chemical weapons.
workers.

Kentucky Lottery

flags of the United States and its Marine
Corps, Navy. Air Force, Army and Coast
Guard.
As the ceremony ended, the color guard
and some workers below snapped salutes.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The establishment of a property
maintenance code in the city of
Murray has cleared its first hurdle.
The Murray City Council voted
unanimously Thursday evening to
approve the introduction of an Ordinance that would establish the 1996
Building Officials and Codes
Administrators
(BOCA)
International Property Maintenance
Code as the city's own property
maintenance code.
"I think a lot of the interest in
,passing this code was to deal with
nuisances around town," said City
Administrator Don Elias. "We just
didn't have the authority to do that."
The code must pass a second
reading before it officially becomes
a city ordinance. A public hearing
was held during Thursday's meeting, but no one in attendance spoke
in opposition to the ordinance being
approved.
"I showed it to a few people I
know in the plumbing, electrical
and construction business, and no
one I spoke to found anything
wrong with it.- said council member Dr. Dan Miller. "Most of them
said this was the code they were
using anyway."
The ordinance would establish a
fine of not less than $100 and not
more than $500 for violations of the
code. A prison term of no more than
30 days could also be imposed, at
the discretion of the court.
Murray Fire Inspector Dickie
Walls, who first brought the BOCA
code to the council's attention in
August, said he believes the penalty
section of the ordinance will rarely
have to be enforced.
"It's not like we're going to go
out and levy a tine on this," he said.
"We're going to give people ample
notification to get the situation
cleaned up before we can do anything." 4°
"It will be complaint-based,"
Elias said."We really don't have the
personnel to go out and look for
things."
Walls said copies of the BOCA
code can be picked up at his office
on the second floor of City Hall. He
can be reached by phone at 7620321.
In other business, the council
approved the introduction of ordinances establishing 2001 tax rates
on real estate, business/personal
property and motor vehicles and
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rl of the • oceeds from fres ad will be donated to Amerman Red Cross

watercraft in the Murray city limits.
Pending approval of the second
reading of the ordinances, the city's
real estate tax rate will rise from
$0.3472 per $100 assessed value to
$0.3567 per $100. The business/personal property rate will also
increase from $0.3472 per $100 to
$0.3567 per $100.
The tax rate of vehicles and
water craft in the city limits vk
remain the same as it was in 2000 at
$0.3800 per $100 assessed'due.
According to City Finance
Officer Don Leet. the increase in the real estate and personal property
rates should help the citv !'roin a
revenue standpoint since assessments for both categories vverc up
from the previous year
Real estate assessmenis
from $448.419,022 in 2t ii
$475.163,007 in 2001. 'Personal
property assessments jumped from
!„
2001
$104,984,245
in
$119,870,573 this year.
The council also:
• Authorized the mayor to ,i,1Nt
a $200.000 grant from
the
Renaissance Kentucky Allianek.• Mat
will go to the Murray \lain Street
program.
• Approved a resolution arrio ing supplemental assistance ,i,:tL.1..Kentucky
the
with
ments
Infrastructure Authority to proceed
with the extension of water ser‘R.:c.
to the Blood Riv if area. The resolution was needed because the env
already had outstanding bonds w ith
the authority relating to an upg:•ade
of its water treatment plant.
• Approved a resolution appio‘
ing the submission of a .S;ti,000
recreational trails fund grant request
on behalf of the Murray-Callow av
County Parks Board by the c11‘ The
park would match the grant oh
$30.000 of its own funds. -11,e cit\
will not put any money toward the
grant. but a government enttty vv
needed to file the request.
• Granted the city. :atonic\ the
authority to draft an cirdinaticc
annexing a 3.866-acre tract of land
owned by Danny Claiborne and
located at 21(10 College Farm Road
into the city limits.
• Approved the purchase 01
landfill gas flares for $47.167 from
Landfill Service Corporation of
Appalachian. N.Y.
• Scheduled a public hearing on
the rezoning issue inv oh ing
Hopkinsville Federal Bank prior to
the council's next meeting Oct. II.

Mostly Sunny

Tonight...
Clear.
Saturday...
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70 to 75.
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Murray woman
sustains severe
injuries from accident
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray woman sustained severe injuries following a two-vehicle accident Thursday afternoon on U.S. Highway 641 South.
Anita Stanfield, 31, 3212 State Route 121 N., Murray, was driving south
on U.S. 641 when her vehicle crossed the road's center line. The vehicle
then struck a tractor trailer driven by Edward G. Lopp, 67, 4260
Waynesboro Highway, Lawrenceburg, Tenn., head on, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Stanfield's vehicle came to rest on the side of the road, while the tractor
trailer jackknifed in the roadway. Firefighters from the Murray Fire
Department had to use the Jaws of Life to free Stanfield from her vehicle.
According to the report, Stanfield suffered multiple breaks to both of her
legs. She was airlifted from Murray-Calloway County Hospital to
Vanderbilt Medical Center, where she was in surgery as of press time this
(Friday) morning.
Lopp received no injuries, and his tractor trailer remained in service following the accident.
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BUCKET BRIGADE ... Jean Masthay, executive director of the Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross, helps Murray Elementary School students fill a bucket with money they
had collected to be donated to the agency and relief efforts.

New York Mayor Giuliani
lobbies for 3-year extention
NEW YORK (AP) — Nlay or
Rudolph Giuliani is lobbying to
staying in office an extra three
months, and two of the three major
candidates vying to replace him say
they'll go along with his plan.
Republican Michael Bloomberg
and Democrat Mark Green both
gave their support after private
meetings with Giuliani. But
Democrat Fernando Ferrer. who
faces Green in a runoff Oct. II.
declined.

Kopperud Realty's

WEN HOUSE
Sundiiy, September 30 • 2-4 p.m.

2115 Edinborough Drive
Gatesborough Subdivision
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths with new floor coverings and paint in 1999.
A bonus room could be playroom or 5th bedroom. New gas logs in
fireplace. New landscaping in back of the house.

753-1222

711 Main St.
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24th Annual Festival of Cham ions
Marching Band Competition
September 29, 2001
Murray State University, Stewart Stadium
0.
0
,
Preliminary Competition Time Table
School

Warm Up

Practice
Field

Prepare
To Enter
North Gate

Perform

9:45-10.15
A
10:00-10:30
B
10:15-10:45
A
1030-11:(X1
B
10:45-11:15
A
Lunch Break 11:45-12:30

10 20
10 35
10 90
Ito;
11 20

10 30
10:45
11(X)
1113
11.30

11:45-12:15
1200-1230
12 15-12:45
1230-1:00
12:45-1:15
100-1:30

1221)
12-39
12 50
1:09
1 -20
1 19

12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

CLASSA
Hall H.S.
Lyon Co. H S
Ballard Memorial H.S.
Southern Baptist Edu. Ctr.
Trigg County H.S.
CLASS AA
Murray H.S
Reidland H.S.
Haywood H.S
Reitz Memorial H.S.
Calloway Co. H S
Apolla H.S.

A
A
A

Judges Break 2:00-2:15
CLASS AAA
Lone Oak H.S
Elizabeth H.S.
Daviess Co. H.S.
Christian Co H S.

130-2:00
1.45-2:15
200-230
2:15-2:45

A
13

2:05
2:20
2:35
2:50

CLASS AAAA
Marshall Co. H.S.
2.30-3:00
Henderson Co. H.S.
2 45-3:15
Madisonville N. Hopkins H S 300-3-30

A
B
A

305
320
135

315
3:30
3.45

B

310

4.(11

A

both Green and Bloomberg confirmed Thursday that their candidates would support delaying the
mayoral inauguration for up to three
months to keep Giuliani in charge.
Details of how that would work
are unclear. It would likely need
approval from the state Legislature
as some type of emergency measure.
The New York Civil Rights
Coalition has been critical of the
plan, accusing Giuliani of bullying
the mayoral candidates and being
"disruptive to electoral democracy.'
Gov. George Pataki, who has
praised Giuliani's leadership in the
response to the attack, said
Thursday that it was premature to
say whether he would sign legislation to extend the mayor's term.
"But obviously I would be supportive of any such effort.- he said.
Giuliani said Bloomberg "agreed
to it immediately."
Green. who as the city's elected
government watchdog has been a
frequent critic of the Giuliani
administration, agreed because he
sees an "urgent need for a seamless
transition and the importance of a
united city.- said Green spokesman
Joe DePlasco.
"These unique circumstances
justify such a nonpartisan. nontraditional approach to encourage unity
and planning,- DePlasco said.
Bloomberg, the billionaire owner
of a financial information business.
will face the winner of the
Democratic runoff in the Nov. 6
election.

Correction
Due to an editorial error, the first names of hospital board chairman Scott
Seiber and chief of staff Dr. Phillip Klapper were incorrect in an article in
Thursday's Ledger & Times.
The Ledger apologizes for the error.

Should I
refinance my
home loan now?
Now is the time to consider refinancing your current
mortgage loan. If your current fixed rate mortgage
is above 7.00%,or if you have an adjustable rate
mortgage loan that is due for a rate increase...‘Ne
can help!
Because current interest rates are so low, we can show
you ways to lower your monthly payments or take cash
out of your property, or both.

WASHINGTON (AP). — Top
Pentagon officials don't worry about
a military pilot having to shoot
down a hijacked airliner as much as
the pilot being too reluctant to fire
when necessary, the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff said.
"Don't get the impression that
anyone who's flying around out
there has a loose trigger finger.
That's not the case," Gen. Henry H.
Shelton said.
Shelton and other top military
brass sought to reassure air travelers
Thursday about the military's rules
for dealing with hijacked civilian
planes. Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld said he could not
reveal details of the procedures, but

said the president would be consulted before military action was taken,
if time allowed.
If time was too short, the final
decision on firing at a civilian airliner could be made by a general
responsible for U.S. air defense.
Rumsfeld and others stressed this
would be a last resort.
"Very, very senior people are able
to address a matter in real time and
ask the right questions and make the
right judgments," Rumsfeld told a
Pentagon news conference. He said
he has been consulted a number of
times since the attacks about "concerns, questions about what various
aircraft might be doing in various
locations of the world."

MHS Band photo

THIRD TIME'S CHARMING ... For the third time in as many
outings this fall, the Murray High School Marching Band
has swept its class and come home with a Grand Champion
trophy. On Sept. 22, the Tiger band competed in the
Henderson County Invitational with this year's show. The
Last of the Mohicans." Murray's band once again won the
Division I Grand Championship and placed first in Class
2A, winning both Best Percussion and Best Color Guard
awards. In addition, the band earned its third straight
Distinguished Rating. The Marching Tigers next compete at
Murray State University's Festival of Champions on
Saturday. All band parents and friends of the band are invited to attend MHS's preliminary competition scheduled for
12:30 p.m. in Stewart Stadium. Shown with Saturday's trophies are (from left) Dee Bishop, band director; Emily
Runnels. color guard captain; Daniel Runnels. field commander; Michael Swain, percussion leader and Beth
Stribling, assistant band director.

SALE

Friday & Saturday Only
•Sport Coats staring at $4999
•Group of Ties
•Group of Sweaters
•Group of Pants

1/2
Price

For more information or to apply
for a /ow cost or no cost refinance loan, call

Matt Garrison

F.201111110N
Murray State Racer Band

"I know the politics of the
moment might dictate a different
position, but I am deeply concerned
about the precedent this would set,"
Ferrer said Thursday. The Bronx
borough president told cable news
channel NY 1 he would name
Giuliani to oversee the rebuilding
efforts instead.
Giuliani's second term expires
Dec. 31. and term limits prevent him
from running again. But during discussions with at least one of the
Democratic candidates, a mayoral
aide said Giuliani would consider
running on the Conservative Party
line if no agreement was reached.
In front of the news cameras,
Giuliani has remained focused on
the massive recovery effort underway since Sept. II when two
hijacked planes crashed into the
World Tradenter towers.
Behind
the
scenes,
the
Republican mayor and his aides
have been furiously lobbying to
keep Giuliani in City Hall after his
term expires — all in the name of
political unity, according to more
than a dozen government officials,
business leaders and other people
close to Giuliani.
Giuliani mentioned the plan at a
news conference Thursday, saying
"a lengthy, sensible, thoughtful.
careful transition- was needed.
"It will give people in the city
who have fears about what's going
to happen, and how it's going to
happen, a certain sense of confidence,- he said.
Campaign representatives for

Public assured of plane
'shoot down'policy

1 1-i 4

Finals Begin at 6:30
Combination tickets for both prelims and finals are $7.00
for adults and $5.00 for children under 12.
Single Session tickets are $5.00 for adults and $4.00 for
children under 12.

(270) 762-0414
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Delay being weighed for Social Security overhaul
WASHINGTON (AP) - A plan
by a presidential commission to
allow workers to invest some Social
Security taxes in the stock market
could be delayed until next year
because of the Sept. II terrorist
attacks.
The White House and the commission's staff were weighing political and practical consequences of
backing off from the fall deadline
President Bush set to receive plans
for the overhaul.
"Right now the president is

focused on winning the war against
terrorism," said White House
spokesman
Wilkinson.
Jim
"However, ensuring the retirement
security of all generations of
Americans remains a key domestic
priority for the president."
Bush assembled the commission
to devise a plan to shore up future
funding for Social Security that
would let younger workers invest
some of their payroll taxes in the
stock market. But the troubled times
since Sept. 11 are placing the fall

deadline in question.
Commission spokesman Randy
Clerihue said no decisions have
been made about a delay.
The commission canceled a public hearing in Cincinnati last week.
An Oct. 18 meeting in Washington
is still planned.
Commissioner Tim Penny, a
Democrat and former Minnesota
congressman, said the panel had not
expected Bush to press forward with
legislation this year, so a delay
wouldn't hurt the report.

Domestic concerns such as
Social Security are now eclipsed by
issues involving the military, international affairs and national security.
The president must lead the
charge to gamer support for a major
overhaul of the nation's 66-year-old
retirement system, and that's almost
impossible now, said David John,
senior Social Security analyst for
The Heritage Foundation, a conservative Washington think tank.
"The president has to be directly

involved, and the president has only
a certain amount of hours in the
day." he said.
The attacks also have rocked
Wall Street, making a plan for personal investment accounts even
more difficult to sell. The Dow last
week posted its biggest point loss
and fifth worst week ever.
Other political consequences are
being weighed, such as handing
Democratic opponents a weapon
with a delay. Bush must convince
the public that he hasn't softened on

private accounts, especially going
into the congressional election next
year, John said. Voters' anti-terrorism fervor could fade, focusing their
concerns on domestic issues such as
Social Security, he said.
"The one thing the White House
cannot afford if the debate turns
back to Social Security is to have a
commission that has not reported
well before the 2002 elections," he
said. "They need to have all the
answers and they need to have time
to sell their solution."

'Small activation'
KentuckyBriefs
planned for Kentucky
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton said Thursday he supported President Bush's request for
National Guard troops to protect airports.
"We stand with the president,"
Patton said in a brief statement.
Bush's request for all governors
to activate guardsmen for airport
security duty caught officials in
Frankfort by surprise.
But by late in the day, a
spokesmatfi said Patton and Adjutant
General D. Allen Youngman were
planning a "visible National Guard
presence" at Kentucky's five commercial
airports:
Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky
International,
Louisville
International, Bluegrass Airport at
Lexington, Barkley Regional at
Paducah and Owensboro-Daviess

County Regional.
Troops should be in place by the
middle of next week, the Guard
spokesman, Lt. Col. Phil Miller, said
in an interview.
The exact units or probable number of guardsmen were not known.
Miller said officials expected "a
small activation."
Patton was awaiting a plan from
Youngman before signing an activation order, Miller said.
In a related development, three
Air National Guard troops were
activated on federal orders late
Wednesday to help guard military
aircraft. Miller said all three are
assigned to the 123rd Security
Forces Squadron in Louisville. They
were awaiting further assignment
Thursday, Miller said.

Rail spur gets funding
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

GLORY. GLORY ... Murray Middle School students present
flags as the National Anthem was performed yesterday
afternoon. The presentation was part of a -Glory" assembly
the school held, in which over S2,000 was donated to Red
Cross.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Army officials at the Pentagon have
authorized immediate funding to speed completion of the railroad spur linking Fort Campbell to the CSX rail line near Hopkinsville, according to a
spokesman for U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.
"The terrorist attacks amplified just how much we need to get the rail
spur done," Anthony Hulen, spokesman for the congressman from
Hopkinsville, said.
According to Hulen, the rail spur is now scheduled for completion by
Oct. 19.
Several members of the state's congressional delegation apparently were
involved in lobbying for emergency funding to complete the rail spur.
The rail spur — originally was scheduled for completion by Dec. 31 —
will provide Fort Campbell with a direct link from the post to a switching
station on the CSX line near the Hopkinsville Industrial Park.

BARDWELL, Ky.(AP) — A 73-year-old man was killed when his pickup
truck was struck by a train near this western Kentucky community.
Jesse Dalton Adams Sr. of Bardwell was driving westbound on U.S. 51
when he collided with an Illinois Central maintenance train Wednesday after-,
noon, Carlisle County ambulance service director Wayne Floyd said.
Adams was following his wife, who was in a separate car.
Adams'truck flipped and was pinned under the sole train car as it rolled
to a stop. The train was equipped with a crane, which was used to lift the car
off the truck to give emergency crews room to treat Adams. Floyd said it took
nearly an hour to get to the truck.
Adams was pronounced dead in the Lourdes hospital emergency room.
McCracken County Coroner Dan Sims said Adams died of massive blunt
trauma.
Floyd called the tracks "a little driveway crossing," with no warning lights
or safety rails.
LIVERMORE, Ky.(AP) — Two men drowned in the Green River while
apparently camping near this McLean County community, Kentucky State
Police said Thursday.
The men were identified as Leonard Carter, 51, of Dubach, La., and
Jeffrey Keller, 47, of Owensboro, police said. An autopsy completed
Thursday determined both men drowned, police said.
Keller and Carter were seen together last Friday, and it appeared they
were camping near the area where they were found in the Green River,
police said.
State police said they are conducting a death investigation.
No other details were immediately available.
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Campbellsville University recordled its
largest enrollment in the history of the school, which was founded in 1906.
Campbellsville enrolled 1,776 students for the fall period, compared with
1,601 last fall, the school said in a statement.
Campbellsville University, located in south-central Kentucky, is affiliated
with the Kentucky Baptist Convention.

News — Local, State &
National — Are All Right At
Your Fingertips In Each
Murray Ledger & Times!
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From Our Readers
Dear Editor:
We have returned from New
York City, after serving with the
Kentucky Baptist Disaster Relief
Unit. The unit is located under the
Brooklyn Bridge, with volunteers
sleeping on cots in a warehouse and
working 12-hour shifts.
The unit has the capabilities of
preparing 25,000-plus meals daily,
for distribution by the Red Cross,
as needed. We have seen the devastation and the needs, and felt the
loss.
The outpouring of love from our
nation to those who are suffering
has been extensive. It has been
through prayers. through donations
of needed items: and through onsite services by individuals, nationally known companies and government agencies.
Churches of various denominations are open to those who wish to
pray and assemble. The hotels in
New York City are full, as volunteers have poured into the state to
offer help.
The warehouses are full of needed items, to the extent that New
York City does not have facilities
for accepting. storing or distributing
donations of supplies. According to
the American Red Cross. donations
of supplies of any kind are NOT
being accepted.
The ARC is recommending that
any. items already collected be _
given to a local shelter.
Should anyone choose to Make a
monetary donation, please consider
the Kentucky Baptist Disaster
Relief Unit that is currently on site.
Make your check to the Kentucky
Baptist Convention. designated
Disaster Relief, and mail to
Kentucky Baptist Convention, P.O.
Box 43433, Louisville. KY 402530433.
Van and Marjorie Yandell
Fredonia, Ky.
Dear Editor.
On behalf of the Board of
Directors of the Humane Society of
Calloway County', I thought you
should know that many pets were
displaced or left alone when their
owners were involved in the tragic
events of Sept. 11.
After speaking with officials at HSUS the Humane Society of the
United States), we learned that
many human and animal welfare
organizations are coordinating
efforts with local animal shelters to
care for animals affected by the
devastating events.
We have all been made aware
through TV and Internet coverage
of the many rescue dogs actively
working side by side with fire and
rescue personnel at Ground Zero
and elsewhere.
Donations to honor these canine
heroes and to help continue aid and
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assistance in reuniting with their
owners or finding good homes for
animals made homeless in the disaster can be sent to several organizations such as the following:
New York Center for Animal
Care and Control
2336 Linden Blvd.
Brooklyn. New York 11208
And/or
ASPCA Animal Disaster Relief
Fund
424 92nd St.
New York, NY 10128
Sincerely,
Tom Ewing
Treasurer,
Humane Society of
Calloway County
Dear Editor:
As Calloway County High
approaches its 25th year of football,
it is a good time to reflect on what
this game of football has meant to
many former students (including
myself) who have participated.
A tradition has been built
through the hard work and dedication of coaches, parents, school
staff, students and student athletes.
Through perspiration and perseverance, current and former student
athletes have laid the foundation for
which a solid program has been
built.
For the past 20-plus years, the
lessons learned on Calloway
County High School's field of
dreams have carried over into the
lives of many former student athletes. The character, values and fortitude forged in the game of football have prepared young men for
the many triumphs and tragedies
that are faced in life.
Rest assured, the obstacles overcome in the game of football are
not unlike the obstacles confronted
in life each day. It is not always
first and goal but sometimes fourth
and 15, yet the lessons learned, the
morals instilled and the character
built will assist young men who
participate in this game of football
to become successful in their future
profession, their community, and
most importantly, successful in
their family life by passing these
same values on to their children.
When a young man becomes a
grown man, he looks back on the
significant people who impacted
and changed his life. For me and
many others, it was a coach and
teacher.
I am very thankful to have
played a small role in the building
of an athletic tradition at Calloway
County High School and to have
been a part of a community that
cares deeply about instilling values
and character into the lives of
young people.
Thomas Toy (Workman)
Palm Harbor, Fla.

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines:
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name, address
and telephone number so we may contact you if there are
questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350 words
TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by email to
mItgmurrayledgercom or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office !Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web www.urn bunning@bunning.senate.goy
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.0 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Washington Today
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer

Intelligence U.S.'s most
essential weapon
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. aircraft carriers. agency was covertly airlifting supplies to French forces
bombers and other tools of war are converging on in their losing fight in Vietnam.
This time the CIA is part of a wide U.S. intelligence
Osama bin Laden's neighborhood, but it's becoming
increasingly clear that in President Bush's promised war network searching for signs of the al-Qaida leaders, sifton terrorism — in Afghanistan or elsewhere — the most ing through millions of pieces of information from one
powerful weapon will be intelligence.
of the most remote regions on Earth.
To attack or capture bin Laden and others in the alDefense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld says bin
Qaida terrorist network, U.S. forces first must find them Laden and his associates "live in the shadows," and thus
— "smoke them out of their holes" and then "get them the U.S.-led forces targeting them likewise will have to
running" is how Bush has put it.
operate in the shadows.
That's where intelligence comes in: spy satellites in
He told reporters on Tuesday the government needs
space, Cold War-era U-2 spy planes peering down from more resources to track the terrorists, whom he called
70,000 feet, lower-flying CIA surveillance drones and "people who previously had been of less interest
RC-135 eavesdropping aircraft, plus Russian or because they seemed to be of less immediate threat."
Pakistani intelligence sources and perhaps U.S. special
Bin Laden, a millionaire Saudi exile who has been
operations troops infiltrating northern Afghanistan operating from Afghanistan since 1996, is believed by
under the cover of darkness to kill or kidnap.
American officials to have masterminded numerous ter"It's a war that requires the best of intelligence," rorist attacks, including suicide bombings of two U.S.
Bush told CIA employees Wednesday in a pep talk at the embassies in Africa in 1998. Bush has called bin Laden
agency's northern Virginia headquarters. "You see, the
the prime suspect in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks that
enemy is sometimes hard to find.killed more than 6,000 people in New York, Washington
Pinpointing the enemy and his greatest vulnerabilities
and Pennsylvania.
is an important challenge in any war, but it's even
The Taliban that rule most of Afghanistan have been
tougher in this case.
sheltering
and bin Laden and benefiting from his finanBin Laden and his associates have few visible targets
cial
network
since he left Sudan in 1996. The U.S. govworth bombing. They function in a nearly invisible netdemanded
they turn him over or face punernment
has
work, with little reliance on military might. It may do little good for the United States to hammer the ruble of ishment, but Taliban officials said earlier this week they
Afghanistan with more bombs and missiles: the answer don't know his whereabouts. The United States apparently doesn't either.
may lie in secret raids by small groups of special operaPaul Wolfowitz, the deputy secretary of defense, told
tions forces — if solid and timely intelligence can point
NATO allies Wednesday the United States needs more
the way.
When former President Clinton ordered air strikes on information to find bin Laden and his followers, and he
Afghanistan in 1998, Navy ships in the Arabian Sea asked their help in gathering intelligence.
Wolfowitz's comments to reporters afterward suglaunched more than 70 Tomahawk cruise missiles
against the Zhawar Kili Al-Badr training complex near gested Bush is focusing first on nabbing bin Laden and
Khost, based on intelligence information that bin Laden others in his al-Qaida network rather than planning a
large-scale military attack.
would be there. He was not.
"It can't be stressed enough that everybody who's
The CIA has played a role in every U.S. conflict since
its creation in 1947, starting three years later with the waiting for military action ... needs to rethink this
Korean War in which it trained Korean agents for air- thing," he said. "We don't believe in just demonstrating
borne infiltration behind enemy lines. By early 1954 the that our military is capable of bombing."

Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa(AP) — Al
Gore faces a political landscape that
has shifted dramatically and a world
shaken by terrorism as he prepares
to step back into the limelight.
On Saturday, Gore is scheduled
to address the biggest annual fundraising event in a state where the
presidential nominating season
begins. State Democratic Party officials say they're going forward with
the event despite the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, and some said Gore
could add to public understanding of
terrorism.
"Gore knows national security
like few other people," said Chicago
political consultant David Axelrod.
"If he goes there and speaks softly
about terrorism and the national
interest, it could be interesting. He
could exhort people to support the
president and that would be helpful."
The event comes as Gore begins
raising his profile after his agonizingly narrow loss of the White.
House. Now he must deal not only
with a nation focused on anything
but politics, but a party that isn't
ready to concede the nomination to
him.
"If he is going to run again, he is
going to have to win a nomination,"
said Jeff Link. "It's not going to be
handed to him."
Link, a former top aide to Sen.
Tom Harkin,ran Gore's campaign in
the state last year, and has maintained ties since the election.
Paulee Lipsman, a veteran
activist who was a big Gore backer
in the last campaign,said Democrats
look at Gore cautiously. "People
invested a lot of time, money and
effort in that campaign. You don't
do that again unless there's some
assurance that something is going to
be different."
The doubts come as Gore raises
his profile in the state where
precinct caucuses launch the presidential nominating season. Since his
loss, Gore has been low key, appearing at select campaign events and
putting together a training academy
for activists.
Gore is the keynote speaker at the
Iowa Democratic Party's annual
Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner, a
prized forum before thousands of
the state's most active Democrats.
The event is shaping up as a far different one than the traditional, hotly
partisan,
bash-the-Republicans
evening.
"I don't think this is a time when
rip-roaring partisan attacks will be
well received," said Axelrod.
The political message Gore
offers is less important than his presence. Few expect him to send any
overt signals about his intentions to
run again, but making an appearance
in Iowa is a statement by itself.
Gore has a long history in the
state. When he sought the
Democratic nomination on his own
in 1999 and 2000, Gore built a solid
organization in Iowa and overwhelmingly defeated former Sen.
Bill Bradley in the caucuses.
But Gore has lost some advantages he had last time. Most of the
major power. brokers in the
Democratic Party started the last
campaign reluctant to split with a
sitting vice president.
"This time around, I think the
Democratic structure will be a little
more flexible," said Phil Roeder, a
Des Moines activist. "As more candidates emerge in the field, the neutrality of key people will be more in
evidence this time."
The attitudes are sharply different from in the days immediately
following the election. As a disputed
count in Florida handed the White
House to Bush — though Gore won
the popular vote — many
Democrats assumed Gore would get
another shot.
A lot of Democrats argued the
election had been stolen and "Reelect Gore in 2004" symbols were
everywhere. That's cooled.
"I'm inclined to support him
again, but I want to hear everybody
out," said Link.
Gore is not the only Democratic
consider spending time in Iowa.
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry has
stumped in Iowa, as has North
Carolina Sen. John Edwards.
Bradley has paid a return visit, as
has House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt.
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Attacks bring demands for clergy

Deaths
Mrs. Bea Tidwell
Mrs. Bea Tidwell, 79, St. Rt. 97, Sedalia, died Thursday. Sept. 27,2001,
at 5:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married Dec. 17, 1949, to Plas L. Tidwell who died June 14,
1974. One sister, Lovielou Sims, also preceded her in death. Born April 5,
1922, in Sedalia, she was the daughter of the late Charles Enoch Hendon
and Cynithia Jane Motheral Hendon.
Mrs. Tidwell was a retired hairdresser and delivery person for Clinic
Pharmacy in Murray. She was a member of Old Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church, Palmersville, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shelia Harrison and husband,
Glenn, Sedalia; two sons, George Cochran and wife, Sue, Aurora, Colo.,
and Robert Tidwell and wife, Sue, Sedalia; two sisters, Mrs. Betty Watts,
Sedalia, and Mrs. Rozella Spalding and husband, Sonny, Fancy Farm;
three brothers, George Hendon and wife, Alberta, Union city, Tenn., and
Charles Hendon and Ray Hendon and wife, Maritta, all of Sedalia; nine
grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home, Mufray. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Saturday.

William (Will Ed)Edward Walters
William (Will Ed)Edward Walters,65, Hansen Road, Paducah, brother
of Mrs. Betty Wilkerson Of the Coldwater community in Calloway County,
died Wednesday, Sept. 26, 2001, at 3:25 p.m. at Paducah Center Nursing
Home,Paducah.
He was a retired carpenter. His mother, Mrs. Margaret(Marie) Burkhart
Walters, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Walters; three daughters, Mrs.
Anita Cathey, Paducah, Mrs. Belinda Middleton, St. Joe, Ill., and Mrs.
Darla Walters, Paducah; one son, Allen (Bo) Walters, Paducah; his father,
Gilbert Walters, Symsonia; two sisters, Mrs. Polly Cox, Symsonia, and
Mrs. Betty Wilkerson, Coldwater community; one brother, Tommy
Walters, Oak Level; 10 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be today (Friday) at 1 p.m. at Oak Level United
Methodist Church Cemetery, Benton. The Rev. Ronnie Cunningham will
officiate.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.

Evansville airport
losing five daily flights
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP)- A
slowed-down economy combined
with problems stemming from the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks has led to
cutbacks for the Evansville
Regional Airport.
At least five of the airport's 41
daily flights have been cut in recent
days or will likely be cut by Oct. 1.
As of Aug. 31, total revenue at
the airport was down 5 percentor about $127,000 - in comparison to last year, said Steve
Angermeier, accountant for the airport.
The airport's financial figures
since the Sept. 11 attacks in New
York and Washington are not complete, the Evansville Courier &
Press reported Tuesday.
But preliminary figures given to
the airport's board members

Monday show that revenues from
the airport's car rental businesses
are down from 30 to 70 percent
from a year ago, Angermeier said.
Parking revenues were down 65
percent the day after the terrorist
attacks and have remained down,
he said.
Three of the airport's flights to
Indianapolis have been cut and a
flight to Memphis and a flight to St.
Louis are expected to be Cut Oct. 1,
said Nelson Bailes, the airport's
marketing representative
"Were going to keep 36 flights,
which is better than we hoped,"
Bailes said.
Once a more complete financial
report is available, airport officials
are expected to begin reassessing
airport operations, said board member Richard Shymanski.

Man shows patriotism
with lighted U.S. flag
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP)- A
millionaire whose home Christmas
display was declared a public nuisance has erected a 24-by-60-foot
lighted American flag in his front
yard.
So far, neighbors haven't complained about Jennings Osborne's
patriotic display. In 1995. their
annoyance over traffic attracted to
Osborne's display of 3.2 million
Christmas lights led a state court to
declare it a public nuisance.
Osborne on Wednesday was still

sprucing up the electric Old Glory,
with its lights fixed on metal scaffolding. He said he wanted to show
his patriotism after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on New York and
Washington.
Neighbor Arleta Power said she
likes the *display as long as it doesn't attract crowds; she was one of
mans' neighbors who sued Powers
in the mid-1990s because of the
five-mile traffic jams and litter in
their yards caused by people driving by.

The Rev. Stephen McConnell
thought the task facing him in the
early hours of Sept. II would be the
grimmest of his day.
A car accident had killed a father
of four, and the Basking Ridge, N.J.,
minister had to tell the widow.
Within hours, three more fathers
from McConnell's community
would be gone, lost in the New York
terrorist attacks, turning the minister's Liberty Corner Presbyterian
Church into a vessel for the town's
grief.
"The church has been open 16 to
18 hours a day. I've been working
an average of 14 hours a day,"
McConnell said.
The terrorist strikes have created
enormous demands on ministers,
priests and rabbis, called on to comfort mourners, counsel rescue workers and guide Americans wondering
where God was that Tuesday morning.
Many Manhattan churches
remained open around the clock for
days after the tragedy. Clergy walking through the city say they've
been deluged with requests for
prayer. One minister said a stranger
came up and hugged him.
Memorial services and funerals
have been held daily, sometimes
more than one a day. People with little or no previous interest in organized religion have been packing

houses of worship.
"It's unrelenting," said Bishop
Stephen
Bouman
of
the
Metropolitan New York Synod of
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America. "Just when you think
you're going to get a chance to take
a deep breath you get another story
that breaks your heart."
In the hours after the destruction,
Bouman's voicemail filled with
requests for support from pastors
who had to tell children their parents
had been killed. People who saw
others jump from the burning twin
towers have sought Bouman's counsel.
Bouman said once you show up
with your collar, people share their
innermost pain."I really pray for the
strength to be able to offer myself as
a safe place to people," he said.
The bishop has been helping
coordinate Lutheran relief efforts,
while also leading services. At one
Manhattan church, 250 people
showed up for midday worship
instead of the usual 15, Bouman

said.
For rabbis, the destruction came
six days before their most important
and busiest time of year, the Jewish
High Holy Days. Attendance at synagogues skyrocketed.
In a Gallup poll conducted Sept.
21-22, 47 percent of respondents
said they attended church or synagogue in the last seven days, a level
rarely seen since the 1950s.
For a large number of clergy in
New York, the stress is compounded
by personal loss. Many witnessed
the towers crumbling and knew people inside.
Catholic
The
Roman
Archdiocese of New York lost the
!ley. Mychal Judge, the fire department chaplain killed when the trade
center collapsed.
Bouman didn't learn until the
early evening of Sept. 11 that his
daughter who works in the Wall
Street area survived.
The Rev. Samuel Johnson
Howard, vicar of the Episcopal
Trinity Church Wall Street, about

300 yards from the twin towers, wa.s
with his wife and congregants inside
the church when the trade center
crumbled.
In a strange pilgrimage through
the clouds of ash outside, Howard
ministered to police and firefighters,
many of whom were Roman
Catholic.
"Ti) the first half dozen, I said,
You understand I'm an Episcopal
priest,' and they would say, 'Father,
I don't care,- Howard recalled. "I
stopped saying it. I knew in the
midst of that tragedy and the terror
all around us, all the folks in the
street wanted was someone to reassure them that God was with them."
Since then, Howard has been
running his church and its many
ministries by cell phone, and is helping feed the rescue workers. The
collapse forced him and his wife out
of their apartment in lower
Manhattan and they have been living in a hotel. Their church is intact,
but in an area authorities have
closed off.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ................8775.39 + 93.97
37.88 + 0.53
Air Products
AOL Time Warner .33.01 + 0.66
19.11 + 0.41
AT&T
42.27 + 0.32
Bell South
30.90 + 0.66
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....56.59 + 0.79
44.25 + 0.45
Caterpillar
28.70 - 0.10
Daimler Chrysler
46.65 + 0.14
Dean Foods
39.34 + 0.92
Exxon-Mobil
17.05 + 0.49
Ford Motor
36.41 + 0.46
General Electric.
42.03 + 0.87
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -55.82 + 0.04
19.08 + 0.32
Goodrich
18.15 + 0.16
Goodyear
12.10 B 12.45 A
HopFed Bank*
91.16 + 1.16
IBM
Ingersoll Rand ..... 31.95 + 0.43
20.78 + 0.23
Intel
24.87 + 0.47
Kroger
5.55 + 0.06
Lucent Tech
15.47 + 0.28
Mattel
27.55 + 0.55
McDonalds
66.93 + 0.72
Merck
50.10 + 0.14
Microsoft
20.88+ 0.38
J.C. Penney
49.04 + 0.15
Pepsico, Inc.
40.08 + 0.33
Pfizer, Inc
36.70 - 0.07
Schering-Plough
34.35 - 0.31
Sears
63.95 + 1.00
Texaco
43.44 + 0.63
Union Planters
22.25 +0.36
US Bancorp
33.00 + 0.05
UST
49.70 + 0.31
Wal-Mart ...15.30 + 0.82
Worldcom Inc.
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Sports Injury Clinic
For area middle & high school students injured in the current week of sports activity

Murray's Best Properties
between
$120,000 - $150,000

Center for Rehab & Sports Medicine
Saturdays throughout
September & October

Call Judy Today!
Judy Denton
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759-8780
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Adorable and Affordable. $137,5(10

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY

CAMPBELL
REALTY

• Physician fellowship trained in Sports Medicine on-hand
• Physical Therapy services provided
• X-ray services available

Sponsored by
Todd Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist

and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Rehabilitation Services
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Center for Rehab & Sports Medicine
at the Center for Health & Wellness
716 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071

Call 762-1854 for more information
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Jo's Datebook

Whitten retires
Special to the Ledger
On Sept. 30, Judy Whitten will
retire after 23 years of service to
Murray Head Stan, 22 of those
years as its director.
Murray Head Start is a federally funded program operated
through the Murray Board of Education, but it has grown under Whitten's leadership into a regional
program which now serves nearly 1,500 children from birth to
kindergarten, and their families,
through partnerships with 11 school
districts and 2 universities in western Kentucky.
When she became the director
of Murray Head Start in 1979,
the program served 40 children
in the city of Murray and was
located at the old Training School
building on the campus of Murray State University. The next year,
the program expanded its service
area to include all of Calloway
County and the enrollment doubled to 80. Growth and expansion have continued under her
leadership as Murray Head Start
now serves children in almost 100
classrooms throughout the Jackson Purchase.
After the passage of the Kentucky Education Reform Act, Whitten was instrumental in forging
partnerships between Murray Head
Stan and local school districts to
provide quality services to the
greatest number of eligible preschool children and families in

our area.
In 1995, Murray Head Start
was selected one of 68 programs
nationwide to receive a competitive Early Head Stan grant to provide services to pregnant women,
infants, and toddlers, throughout
this same service area.
Whitten has served as .a board
member for the National Institute
for Innovative Leadership in Early
Education and Care. She was also
the recipient of the Regional
Administrator's Leadership Award
from the Administration for Children and Families, a past president of the Kentucky Head Start
Association, and was appointed by
Gov. Paul Patton to serve on both
the Kentucky Child Care Policy
Council and the Kentucky Early
Childhood Advisory Committee.
Locally, she is also a co-founder
of the Odyssey Project in western Kentucky, and is a graduate
of the Leadership Murray program. She has been a consultant
to other Head Start programs
around the country, and has also
served as a validator for the National Academy of Early Childhood
Programs in assessing the quality
of early care and education programs throughout the Southeast.
There will be a retirement reception for Ms. Whitten on Sunday
at the Carter Administration Building at 208 S. 13th St., from 2-4
p.m. The public is cordially invited to attend.

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors®

Greer
Houston

••1•11.111••

Serving the Nashville Area
4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville,TN 37215
Bus 615-383-0183 Ext. 119
FAX 615-353-6583

1-800-218-3557
Mobile 615-406-5937
GreerHouston@compuserve.com

Miss Jamie's
Tea Party
For Your Child's Birthday,
Special Occasion or "just Because"
•Tea & Tea Cakes Served
•Picture Of Each Princess Is
Provided
•Ball Gowns, Hats, Makeup,
Jewelry & Accessories Provided
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL JAMIE BLACK - 753-6599

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
As we were returning home Wednesday about
8 p.m., we came upon the three-vehicle accident at Highway 121 North and Robertson Road
North.
J.B. immediately saw the corn all over the
highway and we hoped that no fatalities had
occurred. Reading about it in the Murray Ledger
& Times yesterday, we were relieved to see that
only two of the occupants of the vehicles were injured.
As we approached the intersection, we could see the flashing
lights and knew immediately that an accident had occurred. With
the many police officers and members of the DES and Rescue
Squad assisting, we were able to go right through on to our home.
I thought as we drove through, we cannot appreciate the efforts
of the police officers and volunteers who assist at accidents for it
can be very dangerous for them.
When I left for work Thursday morning, J.B. warned me to
be very careful at the place of the accident as some of the corn
might still be there. But as I came to work, the only evidences
of corn were on the sides of the highway. I gave a prayer of
thanks for those officers and men and women who assisted and
cleared the highways at the accident scene. We can never give
those public officers and volunteers enough praise for their efforts.

Posy number is corrected

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Armstrong

Collins and Armstrong
wedding vows are said
Sandi Collins of 3012 Poor Farm Rd., Murray, and Tim Armstrong of 1417 Kelso Rd., Murray, were married Saturday. Sept. I.
2001, in an outdoor sunset ceremony at Pine Creek Resort, Murray.
John Dale performed the ceremony.
Music played before and during the ceremony were favorites selected by the bride and groom. Stefanie Borders Collins played "The
Wedding March" which faded into a song, "I Could Not Ask For
More" by Sara Evans that the groom had selected and dedicated to
the bride.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marriage by
her parents.
Attendants for the bride were her stepdaughter, Taylor Armstrong,
and her two sisters, Jennifer Underwood and Ashley Collins. The
bride's niece, Taylor Underwood, was flower girl.
Attendants for the groom were his grandfather, Thomas Lee Armstrong, and his two brothers, Jamey Armstrong and Brett Armstrong.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents. Jerry and Donna Collins
and David and Brenda Barrow, followed the ceremony at Pine Creek
Resort.
Servers were Frances Spillman, Raquel Armstrong and Kim Littlefield. Entertainment was provided by Kerry Outland.
Also assisting at the wedding and reception were Leslie Banks
Lockhart. Troy Underwood, Amy Adams and Tina Carter.
The new Mrs. Armstrong is a 1988 graduate of Murray High
School. She is currently employed by Joseph W. Bolin, attorney at
law, and Peoples Land Title Company, Inc.
Mr. Armstrong is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He attended Universal Technical Institute in Houston, Texas, graduating in 1990. He is now employed by Murray State University in the
environmental department.
Following a seven-days honeymoon at a resort in Cancun. Mexico, the couple is now residing at 1417 Kelso Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Subscribe
8.- Please _loin
Our 3-lead Start Community at a

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

etirement Reception

NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

Zoolander
PG13- 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:15

91onoring

yudy Whitten
Director, Murray Head-Start

Sunday, September 30,2001
2:00p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Carter Administration Budding
208 S. L3th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
For More Information,
please caff270-753-6031

VAULT

EVENT
REAIIND RS

Hardball
PG13 - 1:30- 3:50 - 7:30 - 9:45
The Glass House
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:40
Don't Say A Word
R • 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:00 - 9:30
Hearts in Atlantis
PG13- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:00 - 9:20
The Others
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:40
Musketeer
PG13- 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:30
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Diamond Wedding Band
1/4

Carat*

8
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The following are reminders of
weddings for the coming week
that have been published previously in The Murray Ledger &
Times:
Miranda Eve Bergquist, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Stephen G.
Bergquist of Murray, and Jason
Lee Nesbitt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Nesbitt of Hazel, will be!
married Saturday, Sept. 29, 2001,,
at 4 p.m. at the Murray Woman's.
Club House, 704 Vine St., Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited.
Brandi Boyd, daughter of Joe.
and Sarah Boyd of Paris, Tenn.,
and Christopher Williams, son of;
James and Bonicha Williams off
Hazel, will be married Saturday,
Sept 29, 2001, at 5 p.m. at Hazeli
Baptist Church, Hazel. All relatives,
and friends are invited.
Kerni Donnene James, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwain James;
of Fnendswood, Texas, and Ran-.
dolph Todd Garrett, son of Mr..
and Mrs. Alfred William Garrett ofl
Gonzales, Texas, will be married'
Saturday. Sept. 29, 2001, at St.
Luke's United Methodist Church,. •
Houston, Texas.

"Hollywood
Hoops"
the hottest trend in
diamond earrings

One Carat*

In the published story about The Posy Collection offering free her
Flag of Freedom, a custom-designed representation of the United
States flag in the form of a counted cross stitch graph, the number
to use to download included a - because it was divided for a paragraph. The correct one is http://www.posycollection.com and follow
the links. Posy Lough said she had many calls saying they could not
find it on their computers.

Little Mr. and Miss Contest planned
"Reliving the Good Ole Days" will be the theme of the second
annual Hazel Day event on Saturday, Oct. 6. Entries for the Little
Mr. and Miss Hazel Day Pageant for girls, 0 to 8 years and boys,
0 to 5 years should be made by Monday, Oct. 1. Entries with a fee
of $15 for one child or $20 for two children in the same family
should be sent to Sharon Ray, 1320 Mason Lake Rd., Puryear, TN
38251.

Dexter Homecoming Saturday
Dexter Homecoming will be Saturday, Sept. 29, at the Dexter
Conimunity Center, located on Highway 1824 in Dexter. A potluck
lunch will be served at about noon at the pavilion. If you have old
pictures or memorabilia to display, please bring those items and they
will be returned to you. The event will be held rain or shine.

Garland reunion Saturday
A family reunion of the descendants of Burt and Lucille Garland
will be Saturday, Sept. 29, at Murray-Calloway County Park (new
area). For more information call Ernestine Garland at 759-1640 or
Rhonda Garland Rogers at 492-8678.

Hazel memorabilia needed
Hazel Woman's Club is collecting Hazel memorabilia for the 11th
annual Hazel Day celebration to be displayed at the Hazel Community Center on Saturday, Oct. 6, "Hazel Day." Anyone wishing to
donate memorabilia may do so by contacting Sondra Gallimore at
435-4200 or Mary Ann Orr at 492-8566, or any member of the Hazel
club. Any photographs, old Hazel advertising, newspaper articles, etc.,
that is donated will be maintained by the Hazel Woman's Club.

LifeHouse has special need
LifeHouse Care Center, 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, has issued a
desperate need of size 3, size 4 and size 5 diapers as well as baby
lotion. Any donation for the previous items would be greatly appreciated. For information call LifeHouse at 753-0700.

Hall of Fame for MHS
The Murray High School Football Hall of Fame ceremony, formerly scheduled for Sept. 14, will be held at the half-time of the
Murray High School and Hancock County High School football game
tonight (Friday), Sept. 28. New honorees will be Phil Cutchin, class
of 1938, Chad Stewart, class of 1949, Steve Porter and Wes Furgerson, class of 1975, and Lindsey Hudspeth, class of 1977. A reception will be from 6 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Middle School, prior to
the football game at 7:30 p.m. at Ty Holland field.

Toys being collected
Murray Electric System, along with the Bikers' 18th annual Toy
Run, will be collecting new Christmas toys for needy kids this year.
Collection will start Monday, Oct. 1, and end Thursday, Nov. 15.
Toys will be distributed to foster children in eight local purchase
counties including Calloway by the Kentucky Cabinet for Families
and Children's family services. Toys may be placed in the big collection box at the MES office at North 4th and Olive Streets, Murray, during office hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The 2001 Ky. State
HOG Rally is Sept. 27-29 at Executive Inn, Paducah. For more information call George Ligon at 762-1706 at the MES office.

Recognition fish fry planned
The annual volunteer and donor recognition fish fry of the Land
Between The Lakes Association will be Saturday, Oct. 6, at 3:30 p.m.
at the Golden Pond Visitor Center, just off Highway 68/80. Persons
are asked to bring winning entry for the fabulous dessert contest and
lawn chair. Ticket price is free with RSVPs made by Oct. 1 by calling 1-800-455-5897.

Nashville trip planned
Jackie Weatherford has planned an after Thanksgiving bus trip to
Nashville, Tenn., on Nov. 23. The bus will leave at 8 a.m., arrive at
Opry Mills at 10 a.m. for shopping, and then travel to Grand Ole
Opry to see the Radio City Christmas Spectacular, "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers" starring the Rockettes. Reservations are a must and
will be accepted until Oct. 12 or until the bus is full. For reservations call 753-4646.

"Popular"3 Diamond Anniversary Ring
1/2 Carat*
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WKMS needs volunteers for phone raising event
WKMS Public Radio Station
invites community volunteers to
join in the fall fund-raising effort
by answering phones in the Murray State studios during the onair portion of the fundraiser which
runs Thursday, Oct. 4, through
Saturday, Oct. 13.
Phone volunteers are helpful
throughout the fundraiser, especially during business hours and
selected weekend time blocks.
Ronda Gibson and Jessica
Byassee will assist volunteers with
scheduling appropriate times at 1800-599-4737.

A non-commercial, educational from Murray State University and
radio station, WKMS must build the Corporation for Public Broadits budget with listener support casting. "listeners hear their supand contributions during the bi- port each time they turn to
annual fundraisers. The station's WKMS,: said Ronda Gibson, pro2001 fall goal is $65,000.
motion and development director.
Money contributed by listenShe explained that listeners in
ers and underwriters are the sta- 27 counties have contributed to
tion's only revenues for broad- WKMS over its thirty-plus year
cast operations equipment acqui- history. "We believe listeners
sition and maintenance, business understand how important they to
operations expenses like postage, keeping public radio on the air
computers, etc., as well as com- now and in the future, especialbining with other funds to pay ly when its award-winning jourfor programming.
nalists help us deal with events
WKMS also receives support

Sigma Sigma Sigma
event on Saturday
RECITAL...Lauren Erickson, left, is pictured with her piano
teacher, Margaret Wilkins, at her recent graduation recital.

Erickson presents
graduation recital
Lauren Erickson, seven-year-old she learns to speak a native landaughter of Scott and Media guage.
Erickson, recently presented her
This is done by the child lisBook 1 graduation recital in the tening daily to recordings of the
Suzuki Piano method in Farrell music being learned and workrecital hall of Doyle Fine Arts ing with a parent who attends
Center, Murray State University. the lessons, learns the material
Erickson was assisted in her along with the child, and serves
recital by her mother who read 2 as• the home-teacher in an encoura story using the titles of the aging environment.
pieces woven throughout. The
The child moves in small steps
performance of the pieces by at his own pace to gain confimemory from the completed book dence and mastery of each conis a requirement of the Suzuki cept presented through quality
approach and is easily accom- repertoire.
plished by the student.
Note reading is delayed until
Following the recital a recep- the aural and musicianship skills
tion was held at the Erickson are developed just as .reading the
home where refreshments were native language is delayed until
served to the guests.
a child's speech is developed.
A second grader at Robertson
This allows the child to begin
Elementary School, Erickson is music study at an earlier age
a student of local piano teacher, than in many traditional methMargaret Wilkins.
ods and to develop the memory
The Suzuki Approach is based and ear first. Note reading is
on the philosophy of Dr. Shinichi begun in a traditional suppleSuzuki that a young child can mentary method book as the child
learn to play a musical instru- begins learning the pieces in the
ment in the same way he or second Suzuki book.

Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority at Murray State University will
hold its annual philanthropic event, "Play-a-thon," on Saturday, Sept.
29, starting at 6 p.m. at the sorority house at 1605 Miller Ave., Murray.
The purpose of the event is to stay up all night and PLAY. All
money raised will benefit the Robbie Page Memorial which funds
play therapy in two hospitals.
Featured will be food for sale, a D.J., midnight game of hide-andgo-seek in the campus quad, a "date" auction, a pie throwing booth,
board games in the house, penny wars, lip sync contest, tug o' war,
and many other fun things.
If you are interested in attending, call the Tri-Sigma house at 7599055. If you would like to make a donation to the Robbie Page
Memorial, please send a check made out to Tri-Sigma to Katrina
James (RPM), Sigma Sigma Sigma, 1605 Miller Ave., Murray, KY
42071.

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

HOES

like Sept. II," Gibson said.
The October on-air campaign
will be the final phase of the
fundraiser. Volunteers from the
Murray Woman's Club beglin calling WKMS contributors Sept. 24
while other WKMS Friends began
renewing their support for the station by mail earlier in the month.
WKMS program information is
available at wkms.org. You can
also call WKMS at 1-800-599-4737
to get a listening guide and more
information MSU's listener supported public radio service.

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai rood with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order.
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

CHECK OUT OUR TV
WEEK SECTION EVERY
SATURDAY FOR TIMES
AND LISTINGS OF YOUR
FAVORITE SHOWS

Glendale & 4th St • Murray

OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

TRUCKLOAD SALE
Ladies Boots

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079
OR MARILYN BEALE
AT 753-4147
}
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE

Enzo
Steve Madden
Nine West
Nike Athletic Shoes - $24.99

61999

MEN'S & WON'S

UP TO

7

10

OFF

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way-of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since
1946

SUGG RET

DRESS & ATHLETIC
lyE VV Si-1/F'11,4EIVTS EVERY VVEEK!
DOC MARTENS • ECCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!

Put his knowledge
to work for you!
Your 14eack4uorfers For Nursin9 ros,
re05-1- Puplps
•

\ursin9 T2ps

16 Crib 5 on -I-- he showroom floor

(6 5f\rle5 fo choose from)
2-7 b eddin9 corr\panies
fo choose from
• Port-raif, special occasi:n and
church clofhes up
• Con-\in9 in Ocf
Twin and full 31,e b eddin91..1/
Coll for more defails
• The b es-I- skover re9i5fr
in W est- Kenfuck),

Dave Hornback just naturally likes to help people. And with more
than 27 years involvement in the local banking scene, he's had lots
of opportunities to do just that - whether it's helping customers
realize financial goals, helping the community through an extensive
network of civic and volunteer activities, or helping students as an
adjunct professor at Murray State University. Dave has been part of
the Murray Bank team since the very beginning.

M UR\5

"People are not a number here," he says. "Each person is an
individual with different goals and they are treated that way."
Come by soon and let Dave show you why The Murray Bank is
how banking should be!"

The
Word

mairay Bank
How Banking Should Be

753-1,0AN

NM NON
LENDER

Member FDIC

414-13r naw(), Poducok, KY 42001
270.443.8870
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Murray Scout Troop recognized for work
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (Home
of Fort Bragg and 82nd Airborne)
- Individuals and families all across
the nation in schools and churches, with campus groups, youth
organizations, veterans groups and
auxiliaries, and many other kinds
of groups (including on military
bases) are already writing fan mail
to troops at home and abroad for
the Christmas 2001 Military Mail
campaign.
Mail from all over the nation
is sent to Friend. of Our Troops

headquarters, where it is thoroughly mixed. It is then made up
into well over 1,000 packages of
mail to be sent out, ranging in
size from just a handful for small
units up to several thousand for
an entire base or one of the Navy's
large ships.
"This helps to get an appropriate amount of fan mail to all
those places," said G.B. Wiser,
executive director.
As the continuation of the Vietnam Mail Call program established

in 1965, there have now been 35
years of service to and support
of our military folks.
A visual overview of how the
campaign functions has been posted in the on-line photo album,
http://www.troopfanmail.net/album.
htm. In addition, there are special
schools, colleges, churches, veterans groups, youth groups, Catholic
and military pages.
Special thanks to Girl Scout
Troop 1195 of Murray, led by

Cindi Cripps, which participated
in the most recent campaign. They
were in the top two among all
Scout groups in Kentucky.
To learn how to help boost
morale by writing fan mail for
U.S. troops all across the United
States and the world, send your
name and address to Friends of
Our Troops, P.O. Box 65408, Fayetteville, NC 28306, (and mention
where you read about this campaign).

Photography contest open to local persons
OWINGS MILLS, MD - The
International Library of Photography will award over $60,000 in
prizes this year in the International Open Amateur Photography

Contest.
Photographers from the Murray
area, particularly beginners, are
welcome to try to win their share
of over 1,300 prizes. The dead-

line for the contest is Dec. 31,
2001. The contest is open everyone and entry is free.
To enter, send only one photograph of the following categories:
People, Travel, Pets, Children,
Sports, Nature, Action, Humor,
Portraiture or other. The photo
must be a color of black-and-white
print (unmounted), 8 x 10 inches
or smaller.
All entries must include the

photographer's name and address
on the back, as well as the category and the title of the photo.
Photographs should be- sent to:
The International Library of Photography, Suite 101-2612, at 3600
Crondall Lane, Owings Mills, MD
21117. Entries must be postmarked
by Dec. 31, 2001. Persons may
also submit their photos directly
online at www.picture.com.

David Hudspeth, left photo,
spoke about the Main Street
Youth Center and its building
program at the September meeting of Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured in top photo were hostesses, from left, Donna Gibbs,
Laura Dziekonski, Dru McKinney and Sue Allison. The
department will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 2, at 6:30 p.m. for a salad
supper at the club house.

Delta Department
hears Bright speak
Barbecues: How To Stop The Sizzle Of Heartburn
Here are some helpful tip;', tor a‘olding heartburn while still enjoying that char-grilled
tla%or
•Choose loss -tat foods
-Skinless chicken. turkey. and tish are less likely to aggra‘ate heartburn than red meat
-Baked or roasted potatoes and grilled secetables has less fat than potato salad and cole
lass
-Fresh truit is easier to digest than high -fat desserts like brownies and ,oiik es
Substitute sv.eeb. ssith ii dtcrrnel, ol Wet non,itrus trials
•
id touthth-hased
At barbecue ,au.e I. a rieCesot
use
,t, a srtlhitisiit
•Nta‘ ass as trout alcohol onnaunng and catteinated he‘erap,
,
,
-Con,ILler nttn carbonated drink. ttr a ater
•Sta:, acto.c atter sou eat instead Of napping
Reelittiii a Is mg do,An atter a meal can increase the risk ot
heartburn Try a motleNt din%
Ater a meal. such as .1 long \Aalk
I - or mote intormatiori about heartburn. Sisit
ss 5.L..•ArtblII11.101.1[1,'C

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Jane Bright, MS, RN, was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Delta Department of the Murray' Woman's Club' held Wednesday, Sept. 12, at the club house.
Mrs. Bright's presentation covered general skin care, dry skin
treatments and the dangers of
melanoma because of sun exposure and tanning bed use.
The speaker, introduced by
Karen Olson, vice chairman of the
department, is with Dermatology
of Murray. Other Delta officers are Kay
W. Ray, chairman, Sally Alexander, secretary, and Alice Koenecke,
treasurer.
Serving on various committees
are the following:

MOTORISTS SHOULD EXERCISE EXTRA CAUTION AROUND SCHOOL AREAS

FARM BUREAU
,XND1 DUNN

Cheryl
Selby, civic;
Mayrelle
Clark, conAlice
test;
Koenecke,
Edna McKinney
and
Susan
O'Neill,
finance; Koenecke, Ray
Bright
and
Vanda
Gibson, nominating; Emma Story,
sunshine; Sally DuFord, publicity;
Rosa Crass, legislative; Ruth Cole,
scholarship.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Kay Ray, Rosa Crass and
Vanda Gibson.
The department will meet
Wednesday, Oct. 10, at 2 p.m. at
the club house. Rosetta Todd RN
will speak on "Benefits of Massage." Hostesses will be Susan
Johnson, Betty Milliken and
Mayrelle Clark.

Birth
Tori Beth Shoemaker
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Shoemaker of 3887 St. Rt. 121 S, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Tori Beth Shoemaker, born on Tuesday,
Sept. 18, 2001, at 10:32 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds and measured 19 3/4 inches. The
mother is the former Christi Coble. A sister is Jade Mahala Shoemaker.
Grandparents are Harold and Peggy Shoemaker and Chris and Sherry Coble.
Great-grandparents are George Wilson, Martha Shoemaker, and Ed
and Nell Langston.
Uncles and aunts are Mary and Anita Harper, Tony and Lisa Clinton, and Derrick and Mindy Coble.

TO ANNOUNCE YOUR
EVENT CALL 753-1916

1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • P.O. Box 469 • Murray, KY • 753-4703

sNills
urser

Vit5

HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725

PUMPKIN
DECORATING
For
Children
Up To 12

Fun
For The A
Entire :
Family

800-472-8852

FALL HARVEST PAY
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

"Ocet 4111
Mums - Pumpkins - Pansies
Ornamental Cabbage & Kale
Straw - Corn Stalks
Fall Flags & Decorations

lk

Fall Is For Planting

1/3

Charter Pipeline

0

FREE

Whether Dan Aykroyd's on the net to add to
his collection of badges or keeping in touch with his friends in

OFF

blue all across the country, he doesn't want traffic tO" slow him down. And
you can be sure he's fast with Charter Pipeline- high-speed Internet access

4iP

Enjoy
Refreshments
By Our
Water
Garden

All Container
ir Trees & Shrubs
Cash & Carry Only
0

First Month
Service & Cable
Modem Rental
FREE Installation

Unlike hurry-up-and-wait dial-up services, Charter Pipeline' offers instant
access because it's always on. Pius, there's no need for an additional phone

CALL TODAY
1-877-743-4783
us at www.charter.com

or visit

line. Whatever you want to do online, the company with the most advance-1

s,
111,

digital platform helps you do it faster and better.

Dish Buy Back Offer.

Os

Hours: Monday-Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

(save over $120)

IriT9. I

all
Charte, Pipeline services are not available
areas Residential adlomert One" Werner access
speed may vary Franchoe fees end taxes are apph
cabte Other reStricbons may apply AMMO. Ws
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Blood donors possibly in for shock
ATLANTA (AP) — Some
Americans who rushed to donate
blood for strangers hurt in the terror attacks will get a very personal
shock — news that traces of disease have turned up in their contributions.
Two weeks after the suicide
hijackings, the first letters and

phone calls are going out to donors
whose blood was rejected because
tests detected HIV, hepatitis or
other infectious agents.
For people who only wanted to
help, the news can be devastating.
"They're really at a loss. Some
of them are sobbing when they're
calling," said Thelma King Thiel,

chid executive of Hepatitis
Foundation International, which
has taken calls from blood donors
surprised to learn they have the
dangerous virus.
Donated blood is screened for
HIV, hepatitis B and C, syphilis
and other antigens. Because of the
risk of false-positive results, blood

Blockbuster plans
terrorist warning labels

KAYLA ELLIOTT/MSU Photo

NEW FACULTY RECEPTION...Just prior to the beginning of
the fall semester at Murray State University, faculty and
administrators gathered at a reception in Pogue Library to
welcome new members to the faculty ranks. Dr. Gary
Brockway, provost and vice president for academic affairs
greeted new faculty members who include (from left) Dr.
Takahiko Hattori, English and philosophy; Brockway; Dr.
Keith Weber, mathematics and statistics; Cami Pierce, organizational communication; and Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts, educational studies, leadership and counseling.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Blockbuster Video will put warning
labels on new movies and games
featuring terrorism in an effort to be
sensitive to customers still traumatized by the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, company executives said
Wednesday.
The company plans to keep the
disclaimers in place through the end
of the year at its 4,800 retail locations nationwide.
Signs on shelves holding the
movies and games will read: "In
light of the events of September 11,
2001, please note that this product
contains scenes that may be considered disturbing to some viewers."
The labels are intended only for
newly released videotapes, DVD's
and videogames. The first will
appear Oct. 30 with the release of

the
John
Travolta
thriller
"Swordfish," which features terrorist activity, company spokeswoman
Karen Raskopf said.
John Antioco, Blockbuster's
chairman and chief executive, said
the labels are a compromise.
"On one hand, we know that
there is heightened sensitivity to terrorist themes right now," he said.
"On the other hand, we do not want
to pull product from our stores. We
see that as playing right into the
hands of the people who would like
to curtail our freedoms in this country."
According to the company,
movies about terrorism — such as
1999's "The Siege" and the "Die
Hard" Movies — have actually been
some of the most sought-after titles
since the attacks.

that raises flags is sent through
more tests to confirm the infections.
That work generally takes several days. But contacting the infected donors — standard practice for
blood banks — takes longer, especially amid the crush of donations
that followed the Sept. 11 attacks.

El,MESON
MeldcaR RestamaRt
1006 Chestnut St., Murray
(Next to Cheri Theatre)
ME

ME

3a11 Special

3all Special

10010

10%

OFF MEAL
WITH COUPON

OFF MEAL
WITH COUPON

Not good with any other offer. One coupon
per person per visit. Expires Oct. 31, 2001.

Not good with any other offer. One coupon
per person per visit. Expires Oct. 31, 2001.

Illinois splits over death penalty standards
SPRINGFIELD,Ill.(AP) The
chiefjustice of the Illinois Supreme
Court proposed new trials for
scores of death row inmates, but a
majority of the court rejected the
idea in an unusually heated
exchange.
Chief Justice Moses Harrison II
pointed to the court's new rules for
handling capital cases and argued
Thursday that they set a new standard for fairness in death penalty
trials. That standard should be
aplied to old cases, he said, entitling many people to new trials.
"No proceeding conducted withcost the benefit of the rules can be

deemed reliable," Harrison wrote in
one of three death penalty cases
where he made essentially the same
points.
Justice Tom Kilbride agreed with
his arguments, but the rest of the
court did not.
They held that the rules — for
instance, requiring a certain amount
of experience for lawyers handling
death penalty cases — do not set
fundamental new standards that
must be used when reviewing old
cases. The rules just help ensure
that future trials meet the same constitutional standards already in
place, they held.

"In adopting the new rules we
never intimated that all cases tried
prior to the new rules were lacking
in reliability," wrote Justice
Thomas Fitzgerald, who headed the
court's commission on the death
penalty. "The new rules emerged
because ... the outcome of some, not
all, cases was flawed."
Justice Charles Freeman chastised Harrison for saying the court
has often "found a way" to uphold
the death penalty for people later
cleared of their crimes. He said the
phrase suggests the justices ignored
facts that merited overturning the
sentences, which Freeman denied

doing.
"By misrepresenting the past
actions of this court, the Chief
Justice does little more than fan the
flames of sensationalism and denigrate this court in the eyes of the
public," Freeman,joined by Justice
Mary Ann McMorrow, wrote in one
opinion.
Illinois' handling of the death
penalty has been under intense
scrutiny since a string of people on
death row were exonerated of their
crimes. In all, 13 people have been
declared wrongly convicted, while
only 12 people have actually been
executed since 1990.

That's why today's woman needs
a life insurance policy of her own.
State Farm Life Insurance can help meet your
immediate needs and help secure future goals.

Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
753-9627

State Farm is tit-ere for life.•
State Farm Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

statefarm.comT"

302 N. Main Street • Benton, KY • 270-527-2400
OPEN: Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Visa • Mastercard • Cash • Approved Checks • Financing Available
Going out of business Lic. #2001-01 Sale to end on or before October 29th,
2001 Discounts are off our Offenng Prices which may or may not have resulted in prior sales. Prior sales excluded

BETWAY
FURNITURE & MATTRESS
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Braves unable
to claim East
Florida starter Matt Clement left after being
By The Associated Press
These Atlanta Braves just aren't able to hit on the right wrist by Brian Jordan's liner
leading off the second. Juan Acevedo (2-4)
pull away.
Greg Maddux quickly fell behind in the allowed three hits in three scoreless innings.
Reds 2, PhiIlies 1.
first three innings, and the Braves lost to the
Lance Davis (8-3) pitched two-hit ball over
Florida Marlins 7-1 Thursday night as the
six innings and Corky Miller stole home on
NL East tightened some more.
With 10 days left in the regular season, a pickoff attempt at first by Omar Daal (12the Braves are one game ahead of second- 7).
place Philadelphia and three in front of the
"It makes you upset because we didn't
charging Mets, who play a three-game series take advantage," Jimmy Rollins said. "But
at Turner Field this weekend. '
we didn't lose any ground tonighr"
"The !Acts, the Phillies — it's the same
Cincinnati went ahead in the fifth on Wilton
thing. We have to win," Braves catcher Javy Guerrero's RBI single and Miller's first career
Lopez said. -We could have put more dis- steal.
tance on those teams, but we didn't do it.
Guerrero's error at shortstop allowed
We'll have to do it when we get back home." Philadelphia's run. Danny Graves pitched the
Philadelphia, which could have moved back ninth for his 29th save.
into a tie for first place, lost 2-1 at home to
Mets 12, Expos 6
Cincinnati. The Mets rallied from a four-run
Pinch-hitter Mike Piazza, who didn't start
deficit to in 12-6 at Montreal.
because of a bruised right thumb, lined a
"We're playing for something now and I've three-run double in the ninth as the Mets
never been in a season where we've had won for the eighth time in nine games.
"I don't know if we ever like playing in
something to play for," said Desi Relaford,
who hit a -go-ahead home run in the eighth Atlanta, but it sure is exciting," Mets manand an RBI double during a five-run ninth. ager Bobby Valentine said. "For all that was
In other games it was Arizona 13, Mil- said in May, June, July and August, that when
waukee 11; Houston 6, Chicago 5; and Col- we go there it won't mean anything, words
don't mean anything — none of them mean
orado 13, San Diego 9.
At Miami, Nladdux (17-101 pitched for the anything. They were all written incorrectly
first time since hyperextending his elbow Sat- and spoken incorrectly."
urday in New York and gave up Cliff Floyd's
Trailing 6-2, the Mets scored twice in the
RBI double and Kevin Millar's run-scoring sixth and once in the seventh, when first
single in the first, Derrek Lee's sacrifice fly baseman Todd Zeile and Valentine were ejectin the second and Mike Lowell's homer in ed. Relaford hit a two-run homer in the eighth
the third.
off Scott Strickland (2-6).
Maddux has lost three straight decisions
New York had 19 hits, including a teamfor the first time since July 22 to Aug. 2 record 10 doubles. Rick White (4-5) pitched
last year.
the seventh.

CCHS try
open Wall
of Honor
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County High
School will celebrate 25 years
of Laker football by unveiling
the Wall of Honor tonight at
Jack D. Rose Stadium as CCHS
hosts Marshall County for
Homecoming.
Organized by the Calloway
Football Alumni Association,
the Wall of Honor will be displayed in the Anne and Chuck
Hoke Athletic Complex and feature plaques of Laker football
players and coaches, including
this year's class.
The inaugural inductees are
players Tommy Workman
(1978-82). Craig Darnell (7983), Tim Brown (79-83), Todd
Contri (81-85), Allen Douglas
(82-86), Fred Jones (84-88),
Pookie Jones (86-90), Cliff
Curd (86-90), Sam Amen (9296), Jared Lencki (92-96), Josh
McKee! (93-97), Alberto Villanueva (93-97), Mitch Ryan
(94-98) and Jason Eaves (9498) and coach Joe Stonecipher
(77-present).
Also, members of the 1981
Laker football squad — Calloway's first playoff team —
will be recognized.
Homecoming festivities will
begin at 7 p.m., with kickoff
between the Lakers (3-2) and
Marshals (4-1) at 7:30 p.m.

ALAN DIAZ/AP Photo
HEADING FOR HOME...Florida's Mike Lowell (19) shakes the hand of
third base coach Lynn Jones after hitting a leadoff home run against
the Atlanta Braves during the third inning of Thursday night's contest
at Pro Player Stadium. The Marlins won 7-1.

Wann named to
Youth Sports board

Just For Kicks...

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The National Alliance For Youth
Sports has recently announced the
appointment of Murray State University's Dr. Daniel Wann to its
board of directors.
"The National Alliance For
Youth Sports' Board of Directors
is extremely proud to announce
the appointment of Dr. Wann to
our team of dedicated individuals
who believe wholeheartedly in the
values of sports instilled in the
lives of children," said board chairman Bob Bierscheid.
The Alliance is America's leading advocate for positive and safe
sports for children. The non-profit organization's programs are utilized in more than 2,500 communities nationwide, as well as on
military bases worldwide.
The Alliance, based in West Palm

IIR0GRIss11ILL
MILD

Beach, Ha., provides a wide range
of educational programs and services for volunteer coaches, parents, league administrators, officials
and youngsters involved in organized sports.
Wann is an associate professor
of psychology at MSU. He is an
expert on parent and spectator
behavior at sports events, and has
studied fan violence, parental
involvement with sports as spectators and the emotional responses of sports fans.
Last year, Wann authored "Sports
Fans: The Psychology and Social
Impact of Spectators," and prior
to that he published a general textbook titled "Sports Psychology." He
has a B.S. degree from Baker University, an M.S. degree from Emporia State University and a Ph.D.
from the University of Kansas.

MHS tops Reidland

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times phot(
Martial Arts America master instructor Tung Dinh leads members of the Calloway County Lady Laker basketball team
in an exercise during a workout session at the Martial Arts America studio on Thursday afternoon. The Lady Lakers are using Dinh's expertise to strengthen their offseason workout program.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High girls' soccer
team overcame a sluggish start to
outshoot Reidland
17-3 and defeat the
visiting
Lady
10')
Greyhounds 2-0
Thursday at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Lady Tigers 2
The
Lady
Reidland 0
Tigers
(9-2)
received two goals from Lacey

Latimer and a three-save shutout
from Lauren Massey to stop Reidland (2-6) in MHS' third match
in four days.
Latimer put the Lady Tigers on
top off an assist from Emily Seay
with 12:05 left in the first half
before capping the scoring off a
corner kick from Amy Meloan
with 26:57 remaining in the match.
Murray (4-1 district) will have
the week off to prepare for a trip
to Second District leader Marshall
County Thursday in Draffenville.

UK defense making strides under Morriss, Goodner
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky linebacker Jamal White
glanced up at the scoreboard as he and his teammates ran to the locker room at halftime of
the Wildcats' showdown
with No. 2 Florida.
It read Florida 16, GOODNER
Kentucky 3.
"We felt like we were hanging with
the second-best team in the country," said

White. a senior playing in his first game
of the season following a two-game NCAA
suspension. "We really thought we had a
chance to win the game."
As it turned out, the Wildcats (1-2, 01 Southeastern Conference) faltered in the
second half and lost 44-10, dropping their
15th straight meeting with the Gators.
Despite the lopsided margin, Kentucky
coach Guy Morriss left the field impressed
with the gritty performance of his defense.
So did the opposing coach.
"That was one of the things (Florida

coach) Steve (Spurrier) told me when he
congratulated me, that it looked like we'd
finally found a defense," Morriss said.
"I think there's a lot of signs that tell
us that we're improving. They kept the
game close enough for us to be in the
ballgame late in the third quarter. That's
a really good sign."
Statistics don't lie. Entering Saturday's
showdown with conference rival Mississippi (1-1. 0-1). Kentucky had given up
an average of 36 points and 493 yards
per game to Louisville, Ball State and

Florida.
The numbers do not, however, tell the
entire story of how the Wildcats' defense
has pulled together under Morriss and
new defensive coordinator John Goodner.
-We still have a lot of things to work
on, but there's no doubt that we're getting better." said senior linebacker Chris
Gayton, who leads the team with 28 tackles through three games.
"Now that we've got just about everybody back healthy, we feel like, if we're
playing our best, that we can play with

1st Annual Fall Celebration at

Beans
To Blossoms
1519 Bethel Rd., Murray, KY 42071

anybody. There's really no limit to how
good this defense can be."
Much of the change can be attributed
to Goodner's system, a simpler yet more
aggressive scheme than that of former
defensive coordinator Mike Major.
The rest is attitude, pure and simple,
which also can be traced back to Goodner.
"From day one, Coach Goodner told
us he expected us to be able to compete
with anybody," said junior defensive end
Dennis Johnson.

31ictt Art
Friattooin9 & Tiercin9
,44jn'1

Saturday, September 29th • 3:30-5:30 p.m.

By

Bring Your Children and Grandchildren!!!

Jerry • Les • Jayson

Free Pony rides(80 lb. weight limit). Free mini pumpkin to 1st 25
children. Games, Door Prizes and a hayride at 5:15. Will cancel if raihs.
we have nums. pumpkins, straw, corn stalk and a ode varlet, ofgourds for your fall decorating
Take 94 East to Van Cleave Rd.(across from Sandra D's), turn left on
Bethel Rd., 1.3 miles on left.

Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1.00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

(270) 759-2005
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'Hogs face
backfield
questions
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) - With
tailback Cedric Cobbs healthy
again, the Arkansas Razorbacks had
every reason to be optimistic as
they began the 2001 season.
But Cobbs, who rushed for a
team-leading 668 yards as a freshman in 1999, has yet to flash that
potential again. He was even
benched last week for criticizing
his offensive line after the loss
to Tennessee.
Cobbs got just one carry in the
31-10 loss to Alabama and promptly fumbled. The ball was returned
42 yards for a Tide touchdown.
Nutt instead has had to rely
on Brandon Holmes and Fret Talt carley, the backfield tandem
ried the load last year af r Cobbs
fell to a shoulder injIry in the
third game.
Arkansas (1-2,0-2 SEC) will be
its backfield by commitrunning
NET GAIN...Murray State women's volleyball team members (back row, from left) Trena
tee again Saturday night when the
Fish, Meesa Olah, Kim Cappa, Traci Buck and Emily Austin met with Michael Conley's Razorbacks visit Georgia (1-1, 0second-grade physical education class Thursday at Murray Elementary School, teaching
1), with both teams hunting their
the students the basic rules of volleyball and helping them to understand the game.
first Southeastern Conference win.
Nutt said Cobbs didn't get more
carries last week because Talley
and Holmes were running so well.
He expects Cobbs will see more
action against Georgia but won't
start. Talley hyperextended his knee
against Alabama and isn't at full
"The kids were great to work rating it into the physical educa- strength, so Holmes will probaStaff Report
and they were really inter- tion classes," Cappa said. "Vol- bly start.
with
Times
&
Murray Ledger
Despite the troubles, Georgia
Several members of, the Mur- ested in learning," said sophomore leyball isn't as well known here
Mark Richt said he's wary
coach
always
it's
and
sports,
some
as
enjoyreally
"It's
ray State women's volleyball team Emily Austin.
Hogs' three-headed tailthe
of
kids."
young
to
it
teach
to
fun
meet
to
chance
the
have
to
able
physical
a
paid a special visit to
Racer volleyball team members back.
education class at Murray • Ele- and teach the kids about volley"We've got to stop the run
will also visit students at North
mentary School Thursday to meet ball."
this team," Richt said.
against
October.
in
Elementary
that
members
team
MSU
The
with the students.
The Racer players met with met with the class included Austin,
Michael Conley's saond-grade junior Traci Buck, freshman Kim
physical education class, teaching Cappa, senior Trena Fish and junthem the basic rules of volleyball ior Meesa Olah.
-"It's nice to see the schools
and helping them understand the
teaching volleyball and incorpogame.

MSU volleyball players visit
Murray Elementary School

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

hisProwiting

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency isvLi
Auto
In.sucano•

can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Sutter

MAJOR LEACUE BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

NATIONAL LEAGUE

East Division
L Pct. GI3
W

L Pct. GB
596
61
90
75 503 14
76
74
78 487 16 1/2
401 29 1/2
61
91
97 362 35 1/2
55
Central Division
L Pct. GB
87
65 572
Cleveland
7 1/2
73 523
80
Chicago
7 1/2
73 523
Minnesota
80
91
405 25 1/2
Detroit
62
93 392 27 1/2
Kansas City
60
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
44 712
109
x-Seattle
14
58 621
95
y-Oakland
79 484 35
74
Anaheim
70
83 458 39
Texas
x-clinched division
y-clinched wild card spot
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox 9 Minnesota 3

Atlanta
Philadelphia
New York
Florida
Montreal

x-New York
Boston
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

N.Y. Mets 12, Montreal 6
Florida 7, Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia 1
Houston 6, Chicago Cubs 5
Arizona 13. Milwaukee 11

Oakland 6, Anaheim 2
Tampa Bay 5, Toronto 1
Baltimore 4, Boston 2

Today's Games

Today's Games
Boston (Nomo 12-9) at Detroit (Weaver 1215), 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Milton 14-7) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 15-5), 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Johnson 10-11) at N.Y. Yankees
(Mussina 15-11), 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Escobar 6-7) at Tampa Bay (Rekar

71 .536
82
81
72 .529
1
74 .516
79
3
71
82 .464 11
89 .418 18
64
Central Division
L Pet, GB
W
62 .595
Houston
91
4
66 .569
St. Louis
87
9
82
71 .536
Chicago
88 .425 26
Milwaukee
65
Cincinnati
90 .412 28
63
Pittsburgh
58
95 .379 33
West Division
L Pet GB
W
67 .562 86
Arizona
San Francisco 84 69 .549 2
72 .529
5
81
Los Angeles
76
77 .497 10
San Diego
85 .444K.,.16
68
Colorado
Thursday's Games
Colorado 13, San Diego 9

Kansas City 8, Detroit 7

Houston (Oswalt 14-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Lieber 18-6), 2:20 p.m.
Montreal (Yoshii 4-5) at Cincinnati (Acevedo 5-6), 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Person 15-6) at Florida (Dempster 15-11), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets(Trachsel 10-12) at Atlanta (Glavine
14-7), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Ritchie 11-13) at St. Louis (Hermanson 13-13), 7:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (J.Wright 10-12) at Colorado
(Elarton 4-9), 8:05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Adams 12-8) at Arizona
(Schilling 21-6), 9:05 p.m.
San Diego (Middlebrook 1-0) at San Francisco (Estes 8-8), 9:35 p.m.

2-13), 615 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garland 6-6) at Kansas
City (Durbin 7-16), 7:05 p m
Texas (Myette 3-4) at Anaheim (Valdes 911), 905 p.m.
Oakland (Mulder 20-7) at Seattle (Garcia
17-6), 9:05 pm

FREE PHONE OFFER HELD OVER ONE LAST WEEK!
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Lidle's five-hitter
lifts Oakland 6-2
By The Associated Press
The Oakland Athletics already
have clinched a playoff slot. Now,
Cory Lidle has locked up a spot
in their postseason rotation.
Lidle pitched the first complete
game of his career and the Athletics beat the Anaheim Angels 62 Thursday for their 15th straight
home victory.
Lidle, a throw-in from Tampa
Bay when the A's got Johnny
Damon in a three-team trade in
the offseason, won his fourth
straight decision and improved to
11-2 since July 4.
Manager Art Howe originally
was inclined to go with a threeman rotation - using Mark Mulder, Tim Hudson and Barry Zito
- when the wild card A's begin
the best-of-5 opening round.
But after watching Lidle (12.6) pitch a five-hitter, Howe said
he'd changed his mind.
"If we go four games. he's
going to get the ball," Howe said.
"He's earned that right."
Lidle, 29, has never pitched in
the postseason.
"I don't want to say anything
or get too excited," he said."There's
still a lot of time. Things could
change. But I think I've pitched
well enough to deserve it."
In other AL games, Baltimore
beat Boston 4-2, Chicago defeated Minnesota 9-3, Tampa Bay
topped Toronto 5-1 and Kansas
City held off Detroit 8-7.
The Athletics extended the
majors' longest home winning
streak since Cleveland took 18 in
a row in 1994, according to the
Elias Sports Bureau.
Jason Giambi - a high school

teammate of Lidle's - homered,
doubled and singled as Oakland
won its seventh straight overall.
Anaheim lost its sixth in a row.
Oakland outscored Seattle and
Anaheim 41-13 while completing
a 6-0 homestand. The A's have
won 22 of 24, and are 51-15 since
the All-Star break.
"That's the amazing thing about
this team: Nobody has let down,"
Giambi said. "Everybody has still
got numbers they're shooting for.
We want to keep pushing these
young guys not, to give up this
year just because we're already
going to the playoffs."
Orioles 4, Red Sox 2
Cal Ripken scored a run in his
final game at Fenway Park, and
Baltimore beat Boston.
The retiring Orioles star was
honored in a 15-minute pregame
ceremony. He went 0-for-2, and also
walked and was hit by a pitch.
As he came to the plate for
the last time in the eighth. Ripken received a standing ovation
and tipped his helmet. Public
address announcer Ed Brickley
introduced him by saying, "On his
way to Cooperstown, Cal, thanks
for the memories."
Ripken finished up at .297 with
10 home runs and 50 RBIs in
118 career games at Fenway.
Playing at home for the last
time this season, the Red Sox lost
for the 19th time in 24 games.
White Sox 9, Twins 3
Carlos Lee hit a two-run homer
and Chicago won its final home
game of the season.
The White Sox tied Minnesota
for second place in the AL Central.

SUNCOM'S PACKAGE OF FUN

400

2.000 500
END

INCOMING

ANYTIME

MINUTES

Sign up now for our SunCom Cities plan and get SunCom's Package of Fun.
UN L1

S3
A \1()\

Right now, with SunCom's Package of Fun, you'll get 2,000 Weekend minutes, 500 Incoming minutes
and 400 Anytime minutes all with Nations i de him; Distance include, for just $39. You'll even get
a free Nokia 5165 handset, plus SunBurst Messaging. So, now you can send text messages on your
state-of-the-art handset and enjoy 2,900 minutes of talk time. All simply yours to use in your
hometown or on the SunCom digital network in over 250 SunCom Cities, from the
Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes. What could be simpler than that? SunCom. Simply yours.

F,.

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK

S

unCom St^..p(7 yours

1- 800- SU NCOM -1

AT&T

Now opiv
9n Murray
SunCom Stores:
Paducah
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave Chrysler)
270-444-0104

Murray
310 N 12th Street
(next to Faye's)
270-762-9990
To better serve our customers, Lake Region Propane, is serving
only the Marshall County area and Calloway County Propane Gas
will be serving only the fine folks of Calloway County.

CALL US BEFORE YOUR NEXT PROPANE FILL UP!

Calloway County Propane Gas
1040 Hwy.94 East • 753-8011

www.SUNCOM1.com

Also available at:
ABC Digital Communications
Kountry 'Castle)
270-442-7979

(next to

Advantage Wireless
Fulton
270-472-2355

Cell Tech
Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444
2933 Lone Oak Road
270-534-9008
Cellular Accessory Connection
Paducah
270-898-1710
Ledbetter
270-898-7379
On Kentucky

Tri-Star
Communications
Mayfield
270-251-9150

Jackson Purchase
2-Way Radio
Paducah

270-443-5b04
Safety Research
International
(next to Banterra Bank)
270-415-0670

anises: Sales: 270-444-0324

a cancellation tee ot $12 ;0 per month remaining in contract and a TDMA tri0 2001 SunCom. Requires new activation, credit approval. activation fee, annual cOntract
if a call is placed or received offshore or outside of the SunCom
mode digital phone. Plan and coverage not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit ard calls or
cannot he carried over to any other month and must be used
Home Coverage Area. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included minutes
surc harges and taxes ma V apply. Weekend times are
in your SunCom Home Calling Area. Roaming, long distance, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges,
wekome Guide and service and feature plans and coverage area
from Friday at 8 p.m. until Monday at 7 a.m. Subject to terms and conditions contained in the SunCom
prepay plans and available until 9/30. One mail-in rebate per purchase of
brochures. May not be available with other offers. Advertised package offer not available with
To be eligible, phone must remain on SunCom Nerv ice for at least 30 days and
a qualifying handset and wireless service activation with SunCom between 8/1 and 9/30.
service at the time rebate is processed Rebate requests must be postmarked by 10/30. Other restrictions appls See rebate form for full details
phone must be active on SunCom.
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"Directory of Churches
ADVIIITISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Worship
Sat 9:00 a.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF BOO
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship
10:00 am.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services
10-45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10i45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8,9.15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 am.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
1 1 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
NEW MT. CARAIEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Worships
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.&6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 pie.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
I/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy.94
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Mein St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

Matthew 6:21

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
4:30 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
1030 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

10:30 a.m
730 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CH1JRCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
Wed. Bible Study
700 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

930 a.m
1030 a.m & 600 p.m
7.00 p m.

FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Sunday Night
Morning Worship
Wednesday Night

1000 a.m.
600 p.m.
1100 a.m.
700 p.m
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HOLESALE
LECTRIC

206 E. Main
Street
753-8194

SUPPLY

rn
Arbls'

(270)
759-8700

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a m & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Contemporary Worship
7:00 p.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11 a m & 6 p.m

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Hickory Woods

612 S. 9th St.

Retirement Center

BOONE
CLEANERS

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA
d• ,h North 4th Street
I
270-759-0901
500

0.

1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray

"We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962

212 E Main St.

1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

4

TheI)
Murray Bank

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

Hotv Banking Shouki Be

Murray
Appliance
CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.

753-5719
Call in orfax your order!
Phone:759-3663
Fax: 759-3329
Hrs: Sim.-Thars. 10 a.m.-I0 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.

LAI 7NDRI"

403 S. L.P. Miller•753-0212

759-4522

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years'

WOODWFTES
GALLERIES

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

s.

Hwy.641 North

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 am.& 7 p.m

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
Main Street
753-3540

CENTER

6

•101 ••••••• it

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

200 East Maio Street • 753-8201

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 am.
Children's Sun School
11 a.m

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

EPISCOPAL

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.:
Worship
11:00 a.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Worship
6:30 p.m

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP FIVE STAR

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

RENTAL' SALES

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 am.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

84
Utterback Rd.
Murray,KY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

RAY

COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

sszt-t-c•IststaIN z.vIsto lists/re. !hip: prts,aft• 1.)(ommihlt-%

formal Wear labP4 20 ft
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For All Special Occasion.%
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300• Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

East

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

CATHOLIC

MT.CARMEL
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH
GROVE
Sunday School
'9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
'Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans)0:8

753-1586

jO MURRA1
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Worship
Friday, September 28, 2001
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In His Service: Upcoming Sermons, Speakers & Specials
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship
services for the coming weekend as
follows:
Adventist:
Seventh-day
Worship services will be Saturday at
9 a.m. with Sabbath School at 10:15
a.m. David Holton is pastor.
Pleasant
Grove
North
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will
speak about "Disciples In Difficult
from
scripture
with
Places"
Philippians 4:19-23 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Jim Cain will be in
charge of children's time. Dennis
Gardner, Dean Cochrum and
Margaret Nell Boyd will be in charge
of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about "God Works on Both ends"
with scripture from Genesis 41:1-14
at the 11 a.m. worship service and
about "God Speaks to Men" with
scripture from Hebrews 1:1-3 at the
6 p.m. worship service.
Goshen United Methodist: The
Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will
speak about "How To Be Truly
Wealthy" with scripture from /
Timothy 6:6-19 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Lay assistant will be
Kelly Maxham. Keith Wright and Eric
Vilalflor will serve as ushers with Jo
Lovett directing children's church.
The choir, directed by Donna Parker,
will sing "Sharing the Love." Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. followed by
the non-traditional praise and worship service at 11 a.m. with Ronnie
Hutson as speaker. Renee Doyle,
Donna Parker, Tina Sexton and April
Arnold will be in charge of the music.
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Ray Hays, music director, will lead
the music. Special music at the
morning hour will be by Don and
Glenda Rowlett and at the evening
hour church-wide singing will be
held. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
and Discipleship Training at 5 p.m.
The adult choir will meet after the
evening service. For information call
753-7321 or 436-2204.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist:
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Diana Tatlock is choir director
and Betty Poole and Ginny
are accompanists.
Shropshire

Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist:
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service.
Ralph Robertson is choir director
and Carmaleta Eldridge is pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study will be at 9 a.m
Coldwater Church of Christ:
Jim Darman will be speaking at the
worship services today as a gospel
meeting will start. A potluck meal will
be served following the morning worship.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak
about "Grounded in Grace" with
scripture from / Timothy 1:12-17 at
the 10:30 a.m. Holy Communion
worship service for the 17th Sunday
after Pentecost. Joe Gupton will
serve as elder. Sunday School and
Adult Bible Class will be at 9 a.m.
and a social Hour at 9:45 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: The Rev.
Jeffery Elliott, pastor, will speak
about "How Old Is The Earth,
Really?" with scripture from Genesis
1 at the 11 a.m. worship.service and
about "History Predicted' with scripture from Daniel 11 at the 6 p.m. worship service. The youth will meet
separately at the 6 p.m. service. A
study of Acts will be at the
Wednesday night service while the
youth meet to begin practicing for
the Youth Christmas cantata.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ:
John Dale. pulpit minister, will speak
about "Does Forgiveness Extend to
Terrorists?" with scripture from
Matthew 18:21-35 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Seth Grogan will speak
at the 6 p.m. worship service. Curtis
Darnall and Jeff Page will direct the
song services. Garry Evans is
involvement minister, Alan Martin is
outreach minister and Nick Hutchens
is youth minister. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
Classes at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. John Wood is minister of
music with Dwane Jones and
Oneida White as accompanists. Jeff
Prater, minister of youth. will sing at
the morning hour. Brent Manning will
assist. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church-Wide Singing at 6
p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: The Rev.

Wald Copeland will speak at the 8:45
and 11 a.m worship services in the
absence of the pastor, Dennis
Norvell. The 7 p.m. service will be a
praise service. Ryker Wilson, minister of music, will lead the music with
Susan Reynolds, Hazel Brandon,
Jennifer Wilson, Anita Bradley and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
Discipleship Training at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian: Dr. David
Montgomery, co-pastor, and the Rev.
Betty Shepperson will give a dialogue sermon, "The Lord's Prayer''
with scripture from Matthew 6:9-12
and Luke 11:2-4 at the 10:45 a.m.
Holy Communion worship service.
Margaret Boone is choir director and
Mandie Green is organist. The choir
will sing "The Lord's Prayer."
Assisting will be Terry Holmes with a
"Minute for Mission" and Faye
McConnell, John McConnell and Jon
Mateja as ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean worship service at 4 p.m.
Memorial Baptist: The Rev. Jim
Simmons, pastor, will speak at the
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. His morning topic will be "The
Other Cheek - The Second-Mile" with
scripture from Matthew 5:38-42.
Paul Adams is minister of music with
Kathy Thweatt and Misty Williams as
accompanists. The sanctuary choir
will sing "The Tallest I Can Stand" at
the morning hour. Diane Basiak will
have "A Time for Children." Assisting
will be David Ramey and Bill Dale.
Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "Prayer & Fasting: A Road
Less Traveled" with scripture from
Matthew 6:5-18 at the 10:30 a.m.
Deacon
A
worship
service.
Installation and Ordination Service
will be at the 6 p.m. worship hour.
Tommy Scott is minister of music.
The choir will sing "In Christ Alone"
and Adam Scott will have special
music at the morning hour. Assisting
will be Danny Richerson and John
Yezerski. Jeremy Hudgin is minister
of students and Lisa Whitt is minister
of children. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
speak
about
will
pastor,
"Dishonoring God" with scripture
from Acts 5:1-11 at the 8:30 a.m.
and 10:45 a.m. worship services.

10:45 a.m.
worship service.
Assisting will be members of the
United Methodist Youth Fellowship.
St. John's Episcopal: Rev.
Carolyn West, vicar, will conduct the
Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
on Sunday and at 515 p.m.
Wednesday. Sunday School will be
at 9:15 a.m.
New Providence Baptist: The
Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at the
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Max McGinnis is song leader with
Joy Young and Janeann Turner as
accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9 a.m.

Mike Crook is minister of music with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists. At the early serv ice
music will be "Every Move I Make"
and "I Could sing of Your Love
Forever" by Students in Praise. The
sanctuary choir will sing "If My
People" at the 1045 a.m. service
when the ordinance of baptism will
be observed. Joetta Kelly, preschool/children minister, will have
the children's sermon. Also assisting
at the services will beBoyd Smith,
Christy Mattingly and Angela Noel at
the 8:45 service and the Rev. Terry
Garvin, associate pastor, and Jim
Kelly. A business meeting will be at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Christian: The Rev. William
C. Horner, minister, will speak about
"Ending Up East of Eden" with scripture from Genesis 4:1-10 at the
10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark
Dycus is choir director with Angie
Thome as organist. The chancel
choir will sing "Glory to God."
Worship leader will be Eric Roberts.
Charlton Claywell and Jordan
Benton will be acolytes. Assisting will
be Don McCord, Dan Parker,
Melanie Dawson, Don Bennett, Betty
Gore, Judy Eldridge, Trace Curd and
Carmen Garland. Erica Cheatham is
youth director. Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m., Sixth Grade Youth Group
at 4 p.m. and Youth Group from 5 to
7 p.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry Daniel, senior pastor, will
speak about "Is There Any Word
From The Lord?" with scripture from
Jeremiah 37:16-17 at the 8:45 and
11 a.m, worship services. Dr.
Pamela Wurgler is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist. Alaina
Evans will sing a solo, "All That I Am"
at the early service and the chancel
choir will sing "Praise the Lord" at the
later service. Becky Sanchez will be
liturgist with Worth Shemwell and
Jordan Patterson as acolytes.
Dwayne Sutton will have Children's
Moments.
Calvary Temple: Bro. J.H.
Lipford, pastor, will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Bill and Pat Balentine and Dee
Lipford will be in charge of the music
with Toy Ross assisting.
South Pleasant Grove United
Jack
Rev.
The
Methodist:
Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the

the 10:45 a.m. worship service with
Sunday School at 930 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church: Fr.
Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct
masses at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and 8
and 10 a.m. on Sunday.
Russell C. United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor, will
speak at 9:45 a.m. worship service
Sunday and at 7 p.m. service
Wednesday. Red Woods is songleader with Margie Charlton as
pianist. Sunday School will be at 11
a.m. and Wednesday service at 7
p.m.

Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist: The
Rev. Lester Peebles, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. worship services.
Gene Orr Miller will direct the music
with Gwyn Key and Rhonda Lamb
as accompanists.
Greater Hope Baptist: The Rev.
W.E. Cheaney, pastor, will speak at

Palestine United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and Wednesday Bible Study
at 7 p.m.
Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale
Mewman will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. worship services at the
church at 513C South 12th St.,
Murray. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. For information call cell phone
994-3074.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services.

Blood River Baptist Association
to hold annual meeting Oct. 1-2
Blood River Baptist Association will have its annual meeting with
evening sessions on Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 1 and 2 at 6:45 p.m. and the
morning session on Tuesday. Oct. 2. at 9:15 a.m., according to the Rev.
Harlan Williams, associational director.
The Rev. David York, pastor of New Bethel Baptist Church, Benton, will
deliver the annual sermon at the Monday evening session at New Bethel. A
mini-concert will be by Kingdom Bound at 6:45 p.m. Also taking part will
be Danny Pace. Robie Pace and John Sheppard.
Delivering the doctrinal sermon at the Tuesday morning session at Hazel
Baptist Church. Hazel, will be the host pastor, the Rev. Tim Cole. The
Pastors' Quartet will present a mini-concert at 9:15 a.m. Also taking part
will be Gene Miller, Richard Vance, John Sheppard, Alan Edwards, Richard
Edmiston, Allan Beane, Mark Whitt, Jason Ellerbrook and Randy Jones.
The missionary sermon will be the Rev. Dan Garland, director of evangelism of the Kentucky Baptist Convention, at the Tuesday evening session
at Lakeview Baptist Church, Benton. David Whaley will present a miniconcert at 6:45 p.m. Also taking part will be Jim Puckett, Darrell Howard,
Roger Rice, Bill Miller, Bob Morgan. Mark Thweatt, Joe Pat Winchester.
Jeremy Short, David Brasher, Wendell Ray and Roger Rice.
Presiding at the evening sessions *ill be the Rev. Darvin Stom, moderator, and at the morning session will be the Rev. David York, moderator-elect.
The public is invited to attend any or all sessions.

InOurChurches
Gospel singing
will be Saturday
A gospel singing will be Saturday. Sept. 29, from
noon to 10 p.m. at the location of 14865 U.S. Highway
68 East, located west of Aurora.
Donations will be taken to be sent to victims and
their families in New York City.
Anyone interested in singing or playing gospel music
for this cause are asked to call 1-270-358-8173. The
public is invited.

Special drama will
be at Gospel Mission

Life'," said the Rev. Terry Henderson, pastor at the mission.
The production will he under the direction of Reality
Outreach Ministries, Inc.. which has presented the program since its inception in Ontario. Canada, in 1979.
Admission is free, but tickets are available for groups
or individuals. For more information or to order tickets,
call 1-270-898-3613 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to
2 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The Murray Ledger & Times, for
its Christmas In Our Backyard
publication, is needing information
from local churches about special
Christmas programs and Nativity
scenes planned for this coming
season. Please turn in any information (date, times, locations,
etc.) by October 26 to the Ledger
& Times.

TEAM XTREME CRUSADE COMMITTEE
WOULD LIKE TO SAY

Tfiankyou
Had 315 decisions for Christ, Praise the Lord
MATERIAL CONTRIBUTORS TO THE TEAM XTREME CRUSADE

Jones' Iron and Metal, Murray

Calloway Co. Sheriff Dept.

Purity Party Ice; Reidland

Murray Police Dept. & Explorers

Fitt's Block; Murray

Underwood Construction; Murray

Murray Lumber; Murray

Murrav-Calloway Co. Ambulance Servict

Murray Fire Extinguisher; Murray

Lovett Staff & Management

Wal-Mart; Murray

Blood River Baptist Builders

Lowes; Murray

Cracker Barrel

Boones Laundry; Murray

Sirloin Stockade

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

Crass Furniture; Murray

Shonev's Inn

8467 State Route 121 N.• Murray, KY 42071

Murray Ledger & Times

Eastside BP

PADUCAH, Ky. — Gospel Mission Worship Center,
6905 Benton Rd., will host "Heaven's Gates and Hell's
Flames," a high impact, compelling drama on Sunday.
Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 and 2, beginning at 7 p.m. nightly.
"With a cast of 50, mainly volunteers from the
Gospel Mission congregation, the drama is a series of
vignettes about people who live, make choices, die, and
then find themselves outside the gates of heaven, anxiously asking if their name is found in the 'Book of

IFFALL GOSPEL MEETING
When: Sunday, Sept. 30th-Oct. 3rd
9:30 a.m.
Time: Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:30 a.m.
Fellowship Meal
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday
Jim Dearman
Speaker.
For Information: 489-2219
Speaker: Jim Dearman
Of Greenville,
Tennessee

Bring a friend, your Bibles and
hear the word of God preached!

Please consider this announcement your personal
invitation to come & be our Honored Guest!

CHURCHES AND/OR ORGANIZATIONS THAT HELPED
WITH TEAM XTREME CRUSADE

Baptist Student Union
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
New Zion Baptist Church
Westside Baptist Church
Impact Praise & Worship Ctr. of Murray
Blood River Baptist Church

111111111111111111U

Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Lakeview Baptist Church
Murray YMCA
Bethel Fellowship
Westfork Baptist Church

a0-a
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Towns near chemical depots fear attacks
Sponsored each week by

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county schools for the week
of Oct. 1 through 5 have been released by Janice McCuiston, food service director of Calloway County Schools.
Schools in the Murray City School System will not be in session,
according to Judy Clark, food service director.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLO WAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (Milk is served daily): Monday - cinnamon roll, fruit
juice, Tuesday - cereal, toast, fruit juice; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon,
toast, fruit juice; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy, fruit Juice. Lunch (Milk
is •served daily): Monday - mini corn dogs, sweet potatoes, cole slaw, roll;
Tuesday.- BBO on bun, raw veggies with dip, green beans; Wednesday - oven
fried chicken. California blend veggies, roll; Thursday - grilled cheese sandwich, fried okra, grapes.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, muffin, fruit (trice and
milk are available daily): Monday - oatmeal and Poptart; Tuesday - sausage
biscuit, Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - scrambled eggs, hashbrowns and toast; Friday - French toast sticks with syrup. Lunch (Vegetables,
fruit, chef salads and milk are available daily): Monday - pizza, fish sandwich,
grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - BBC) chicken with roll, corn dog, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich: Wednesday - ravioli casserole with Texas toast,
turkey club, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - baked ham with roll, cheeseburger peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Friday - steak nuggets with roll, submarine sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich.
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, fruit juice or fruit, yogurt and
milk are available daily): Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - donuts;
Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast; Thursday - biscuit with
sausage gravy, Friday - French toast sticks with syrup. Lunch - (Pizza, chef
salad. vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk are available daily): Monday
ham and cheese casserole with roll, ChuCkwagon on bun, submarine on
hoagie. grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - country fried steak with roll, hamburger, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - sweet and sour chicken with roll. corn dog, grilled cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich: Thursday - lasagna with Texas toast, philly
beef and Swiss sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, pork roast sandwich. Friday - chicken nugget with roll, BBQ ribette on hoagie, turkey club,
Tilled cheese sandwich.
Calloway High - Breakfast (Cereal. toast, Poptarts, muffins, donuts, fruit
i.oce and milk are available daily): Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday sausage biscuit; Wednesday - ham and cheese biscuit. Thursday -biscuit with
sausage gravy. Friday - Danish. Lunch (Vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches,
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, hamburgers. cheeseburgers, fries, chef
salads, pizza, fruit drinks, tea and milk are available daily): Monday - steak
nuggets with roll, breaded chicken on bun: Tuesday - vegetable soup with
. pizza cheese sticks. Chuckwagon: Wednesday - chili cheese crispito. turkey
club on hoagie, Thursday - turkey and dressing with roll, BBQ on bun Friday
- Mexican bean roll, tuna salad sandwich.

Security at military depots across the country
NEWPORT, Ind. (AP) — Wiping yellow us?
Residents in Anniston, Ala., know all about the has been increased since the Sept. 11 attacks. For
shards of cheese off a slicer at Gidget's Deli, on
the north side of the freshly mowed courthouse deadly substances held at a nearby chemical example, hundreds of members of the 101st
square, Linda Clawson's eyes grow wide as she weapons incinerator, like sarin, which kills by Airborne have been dispatched to the Newport
paralyzing the lungs and other vital organs. They Chemical Depot and to a rocket and nerve gas
describes her town's fear of a terrorist attack.
depot in Richmond, Ky.
With a population of about 700, flanked on all wonder who else knows.
Richmond native Rachel Rose said she was
the
terrorist
map
if
would
not
even
be
on
"We
sides by rolling farmland, it seems an unlikely targlad
to see the troops come, and she's noticed
said
Keith
out
there,"
the
stockpile
it
weren't
for
an
from
Newport
is
only
a
few
miles
But
get.
Army chemical depot that stores 2.5 million Howland, a salesman who also stars as they've kept the depot gates closed since they
pounds of VX,the deadliest nerve gas ever creat- Enviroman on a public-access television show. arrived.
"That was the first time in my life I've ever
"Right now, we're sitting ducks — it's public
ed.
seen the gates closed during the daytime," she
And that's reason for concern in this town information."
Kay Bryan, who lives eight miles from the said. "It feels safer though,it's just not easy sitting
about 100 miles from Indianapolis.
"If we get bombed, this town's wiped out," Umatilla Chemical Depot in northeastern Oregon, so close to that much ammunition and nerve gas."
Of course military sites aren't the only conClawson said. If the alarm goes off, it takes 11 said a routine check of the Army's alarm system
cern.
a
scare.
her
quite
week
gave
this
seconds for that gas to get here."
Karen Herrick, who works at a flower shop
"I had my windows open, I was sound asleep
Just enough time, some folks say, to start prayand the sirens went off," she said. "I jumped up near the Seabrook Station nuclear plant in
ing.
Across the country, people in towns and cities and panicked and thought:'Oh my God,I thought Seabrook, N.H., said the attacks have been
that are home to ammunition and chemical they said (Osama) bin Laden wasn't going to unnerving. She said local businesses and residents
get instructions each year about evacuation routes
weapon depots or nuclear power plants haven't attack again."
anything happen at the plant, but she usupercent
of
the
should
holds
12
depot
Oregon
The
been able to avoid the question: What if the terally throws them away.
rorists who have lashed out at America come after nation's chemical weapon stockpile.

Court revives child-support law
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
— •A federal appeals court has
upheld a law that allows the government to pursue criminal charges
against certain out-of-state parents
who owe child support.
The law had been struck down
by courts in Michigan and three
other states.
The 1992 law says a parent who
owes more than $5,000 for a child
living in another state can be
charged in federal court, sent to
prison and ordered to make the
overdue payments. Congress justified the law by pointing to its constitutional authority to regulate
commerce between the states.
On Sept. 25, 2000, a three-judge
panel of the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Cincinnati ruled that
the law was unconstitutional
because its core provisions exceed
the power of Congress. As a result,
the law was suspended in Michigan,
Kentucky. Ohio and Tennessee —

MOVING
SALE

the states covered by the court.
In a rare move, the full court
later agreed to rehear the case. In an
8-4 decision released Sept. 14, the
judges overturned,the panel's ruling.
"It's a great victqry for
America's children," Joan Meyer, a
U.S. assistant attorney in Grand
Rapids, said Thursday. "The Child
Support Recovery Act allows the
federal government to investigate
and prosecute beyond state boundaries so that deadbeat parents,
wherever they're located, would be
forced to pay their child-support
obligations."
When child-support payments
cross state lines, Congress has the
"power to regulate a 'thing' in interstate commerce," according to the
court's majority opinion. The law
"merely reinforces state laws,
which the states were unable to
enforce themselves. This is a most
appropriate use of federal power."

The opinion is tied to a Kent
County case that was referred to the
U.S. attorney's office in Grand
Rapids. The office, which covers
northern and western Michigan, has
23 investigations pending with
more than $800,000 at stake, Meyer
told The Grand Rapids Press.
"The backlog will now be taken
care of," she said.
The original case involved
Timothy Faasse, 36, who moved to
California in 1991 while Sandra
Bowman, 37, and their 10-year-old
daughter remained in the Grand
Rapids area.
From 1994 through 1998, Faasse
paid Bowman approximately
$8,000 in child support. During that
time, he claims he was out of work
recovering from serious injuries
suffered when a car struck him.
Federal prosecutors charged
Faasse in 1997 with one count of
willful failure to pay past due child
support, in violation of the Child

Stay Close, Stay Comfortable.

Get Away Without
GoingAway
AmeriHost
Inn'

Store Consolidation
We Are Consolidating Stores
For Your Shopping Convenience

Indoor Pool & S
Continental Breakfast
Whirlpool Suites

Large Amount Of
Inventory Must alco

OJ
25% TO 50% OFF
STOREWIDE
HARDWARE DIVISION ONLY
Savings Can Be Found On These Items:
•Housewares
•Nuts & Bolts
•Pet Supplies
•Electrical
•Unvented Gas Logs
•Pocket Knives

•Automotive
•Plumbing
•Hardware
•Small Appliances
•Coolers
•Sporting Goods

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00

Pay-Per-View Movies
SPECIAL RATE'
nu% 1.1% to 4 people per wpm.
.sertinions must he made in mitanti
I% id; the Wei(Myrrh awl are mNert
Oiler(Awn* ire used
it idi ant (Wier discounts and does not
ifif It Iii r.,mmrk tor (lents

$51.*
$89.*

STANDARD ROCOA
WHIRLPOOL SUITE

Sept. 18, 2001 to
Oct. 18, 2001

This original certificate must be presented upon arrival.

AME.RIHOST INN®
1210 NORTH 12TH STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TEL: 270-759-5910 FAX: 270-759-5912

Support Recovery Act. He pleaded
guilty, was ordered to pay $28,438
and was sent to prison for six
months, the maximum punishment.
Despite the guilty plea, Faasse's
attorney, Chris Yates, filed an
questioning
whether
appeal
constitutional
has
the
Congress
authority to step in.
"This takes a state obligation and
turns it into a federal criminal matter," Yates said Wednesday. "Just
because Congress can solve a pfbblem doesn't mean it has the power
to do so."
Some members of the appeals
court agreed. Writing in a dissenting opinion released Tuesday,
Judge Alice M. Batchelder said the
latest ruling turns the interstatecommerce clause into a "virtually
limitless federal police power,"
contrary to U.S. Supreme Court
precedent.
Yates said he plans to appeal the
latest decision to the high court.

Justice says
no to King
monument
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP) —
Chief Justice Roy Moore notified
black legislators Thursday that he
won't grant their request to place a
Martin Luther King memorial next
to Moore's Ten Commandments
monument in the state Supreme
Court's building.
But the chief justice said he will
put up a plaque at his own expense
by Friday.
"The placement of a speech of
any man alongside the revealed law
of God would tend in consequence
to diminish the very purpose of the
Ten Commandments Monument,"
Moore said in a letter.
Black legislators who have
pushed for a King monument were
not satisfied.
"We'll accept nothing less than a
monument like his," said Sen.
Charles Steele, state president of
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
Moore had a washing machinesize monument of the Ten
Commandments installed in the
rotunda in the State Judicial
Building on Aug. 1 to keep a campaign promise he made last year.

It's Christmastime
in the city
Dec. 6 - 9, 2001
It's a holiday dream come true! From silver bells along
sparkling Fifth Avenue to those legendary Radio City Music
Hall Rockettes, experience Christmas as never before as we
take a holiday bite out of the Big Apple Dec. 6-9!
From our wonderful 4-star hotel, Park Central, located
0 Midtown at 55th & 7th St. to our seats for the hottest show
ever headed to Broadway,"Mama Mia!," only The Good Life
could bring you a trip this fabulous!
Wonderful meals, fabulous touring in the city, and all of the
festive sights and sounds that are Christmas in New
York...what better excuse to grab a group of friends and treat
yourself or someone you love to this very special trip.
Our thoughts ck prayers remain with the families of those
lost as
well as with the firefighters, police and rescue
workers.

Call Patti Thomas at 753-5626 for complete
pricing and itinerary
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'Thursdays With Morrie'
group embraces dying issues
The October meeting of
"Thursdays With Morrie," a discussion group focusing on books and
other literature with end-of-life
themes, will meet at 7 p.m., Oct. 4,
at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
W. Main St., Murray. Participants of
all denominations are welcome,
whether or not they have read the
books slated for discussion.
"After the events of Sept. 11,"
remarked Rose Bogal-Albritten,
chair of St. John's outreach commission, "discussions about death and
dying are particularly relevant. We
expect many insights will be shared
in the Oct. 4 meeting, and hope that
people will find comfort and wisdom in talking about the books chosen for the month."
and
Bogal-Albritten
Ms.
Constance Alexander, a columnist
and independent producer who has
written extensively on end-of-life
issues, co-facilitate "Thursdays
With Morrie."
One of the titles on the Oct. 4

agenda, "Winter Grace," explores
the spiritual dimensions of aging.
"Is aging a decline or an ascent?"
author Kathleen Fischer asks in the
opening paragraph of her book.
"Should the journey be described as
one that peaks in middle age and
slopes downward to death?"
"A Grief Observed," by C.S.
Lewis, is the other October selection. Written after the death of
Lewis' beloved wife, Joy, the book
exposes the pain of losing a loved
one and chronicles Lewis's struggles with his own faith in the aftermath of Joy's death.
According to St. John's minister
Carolyn West, the community
exhibited keen interest in end-of-life
issues last year through the
"Promises to Keep" project of
WKMS-FM. St. John's is continuing to provide a venue in which
death and dying are examined in a
monthly book discussion group.
Later on in October, the church is
also hosting a community forum for

caregivers of ill and/or elderly loved
ones.
Minister West believes that conversations about death and dying are
an essential part of living well. "To
learn to die well is to learn to live
well," she said. "It's a topic of great
hope and great power."
Other books the group will read
this year include: "Final Gifts," by
Patricia Kelley and Maggie
Callahan, Dec. 6, 2001; "The
Virtues of Aging," by Jimmy Carter
OR "Tuck Everlasting," by Natalie
Babbitt, Jan. 3, 2002; "Our Town,"
by Thornton Wilder, Feb. 7, 2002;
"The Good Death," by Marilyn
Webb, March 7, 2002; "American
Way of Death Revisited," by Jessica
Mitford OR "The Loved One," by
Evelyn Waugh, April 4, 2002; and
"Aging With Grace: What the Nun
Study Teaches Us About Leading
Longer, Healthier and More
Meaningful Lives," by David
Snowdon, May 2, 2002. There is no
November meeting scheduled.

KRISTY HOPPERtedger 6. Times photu

ENCOURAGING LOCAL AWARENESS... Members of the Calloway County Domestic Violence
Coalition gather with Mayor Freed Curd (center) as he signs a proclamation declaring the
month of October as National Domestic Violence Awareness Month. This month urges citizens
to become aware of the tragedy of domestic violence and support those who are working
towards its end. Members of the coalition are Melissa Walker, Brenda Walley, Regina Berry,
Elizabeth Vaughan, Vicki Yoak, Twila Adams, Janice Thomasson and Carolyn Stubblefield.

State department warns against Indonesia travel
WASHINGTON (AP) - - The
State Department warned Americans
to stay away from Indonesia, saying
the terrorist attacks have "significantly" raised concerns for the safety of U.S. citizens there.
The department also authorized
all U.S. government employees with
non-emergency jobs to leave the
country and-advised those staying to
"exercise maximum caution."

On Monday, the department said Asia. U.S. flags and effigies of
the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta had President Bush have been burned.
Indonesia's President Megawati
received indications that "extremist
elements may be planning to target Sukarnoputri visited Bush last week
for
support
pledged
U.S. interests in Indonesia," includ- and
ing government facilities and possi- Washington's fight against terrorism.
Influential Muslim clerics conbly tourists.
There have been several small- demned the attacks on the United
scale anti-U.S. protests in Indonesia, States but said U.S. forces must not
on
attacks
revenge
a predominantly Muslim nation of launch
210 million people in Southeast Afghanistan.

Separately, the State Department
said Wednesday that the U.S.
Embassy in the former Soviet republic of Georgia has received credible
evidence that American citizens in
that country are being targeted for
kidnaping.
The announcement said there is
no information to suggest that the
threat has any connection to the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.

$114.95

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY.•(270) 674-5530

Floors
Materials

Completely Erected
Not Pre Fab Carpenter b,ir Al C.„

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds, 16'
0.C.
G. 7 1/16- Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J. 1/2- plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models

Vinyl Siding

Hardboard Siding
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

54.225
$5,025
$5,325
55.525
56.125
$7,475

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

S4.725
$5.425
S5.725
S5,875
S6,625
57,875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

•

call us at
753-1916

INDOOR HEATED

BOAT STORAGE
Premier offers indoor heated
BOAT and RV warehouse type
storage in our large heated building
with concrete floor. On site
management and camera
monitored for security.

Premier Mini Storage
located behind Goody's!

Overall Length

Monthly Rate

*Keeps your boat looking great

(September, 2001)

Jet Ski

$35.00
$65.00
$85.00

*Gives you peace of mind knowing
that your boat is protected from
harsh elements.

This competitive interest rate is guarnteed for one year upon issue and
subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regard(-,ss of rate changes over the years
>uthern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3000o Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

Boats Up to 21 ft.
Boats Over 21 ft.

Indoor Heated Boat Storage:
*Eliminates winterizing costs

INDOOR CLIMATE CONTROL STORAGE

•
•
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3351
X010901
X011911
X012711
X020501
X011572
X012593
X013201
X0135512
X054042
1341
X011271
4451

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car
NIP

Ask about storing your RV motorcycle, and automobiles

10151
11211
X011321
X013981
X004471
X014121
X020341

Green
2001 Chev, Tahoe 4x4, 9,000 miles, leather
Red
2000 Ford F-150 SWB, 15,700 miles
2000 Chev. Silverado Reg. Cab. Z-71,16,000 miles
Burgandy
Black
2000 Chev. S-10 Reg. Cab, 15,000 miles....
.. Pewter
1999 GMC Yukon 4x4 SLT, 40,800 miles........
Red
1999 Ford Mustang GT Coupe, 37,000 miles
miles...
Red
22,000
XL
Ext.
Cab.
1999 Ford F-150
1999 Chev. Silverado Ext. Z-71, 72.800 miles Burgandy
Pewter
1999 Chev. S-10 Ext., V-6, 18.000 miles......
Green
1998 Toyota Camry LE. 78.181 miles
Tan
miles.....
1998 Ford Ranger Reg. Cab, 28,700
1998 Chev. S-10 Ext. ZR2 4x4, All power, 63,000 miles
White
White
1998 Chev. Monte Carlo Coupe,48,900 miles
Green
1998 Chev. Blazer LT 4x4, ,_eather, 56.000 miles
55,000
miles
Sedan,
LeSabre
1998 Buick
Teal
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix Sedan, 97,111 miles
Grey
1997 Nissan Quest Van, 43,640 miles
Blue
miles... ..
1997 Ford Taurus Sedan, 61
White
1997 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat, 38,809 miles
Black
1997 Chrysler LHS Sedan, 72,800 miles
White
1997 Chev, 3500 Flatbed, ;_'2 000 miles
miles
Sedan,
55,500
Cadillac
Concour
1997
Diamond White
White
1997 Buick Regal Sedan,69,500 miles
Silver
1996 Olds 98 Elite Sedan,84.450 miles
miles...BUrgan
lvdeyr
1996 Nissan Sentra GLE Sedan,86,000
Iris
1996 Chrysler Town & Country Van, 91,703 miles
Black
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS, 48,000 miles
Blue
1996 Cadillac DeVille Sedan,63000 miles
1995 Olds Cutlass Ciera Sedan,73,000 miles...Burgandy
Green
1995 Dodge Dakota Ext. 4x4 SLT, 35,800 miles
Maroon
1995 Buick Riviera Coupe, 75,000 miles
miles..
Burgandy
66,000
1994 Chev. 1500 SWB Reg. Cab,
1996 Jeep Cherokee Country, Leather, 76,000 miles Green

il

PREMIER MINI STORAGE
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

X004372
X012241
11631

ee.

Call us at(270)753-9600

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

Pre-Owned Cars & Trucks

Meet -14$
Peppers
Alf-Star
Safes ‘111
4177:11c. Team! 1"7:74y

Now taking Winter Storage Reservations for 2001/2002

Indoor Heated Boat Storage

011

X054081
X013101
5252
991821
1801
X053992
X012401
10911
1962
X013352

2001/2002 Winter Storage Rates
Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

759-3663

GREAT DEALS

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

announce
your
engagement,
wedding or
anniversary

Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
(*On most cars & trucks)

at night, participants have days
free to explore the fascinating
attractions of London and go along
on CCSA day trips to such places
as Stratford-upon-Avon and
Stonehenge. The cost of the trip is
$2,650.
In Australia, students have the
chance to study the subjects of
economics and psychology. Those
participating in the trip will visit
the tropical climate of Cairns for
one week and city life of Sidney
the other week. Due to high travel
costs, the Australia trip fee is
$4,250.
Follow-up work for both programs will be completed during
the spring semester, with students
being able to earn three credit
hours. The departure date for both
trips is Dec. 26. The London participants will return Jan. 8. Those
on the Australia trip will return
Jan. 9. The application deadline is
Oct. 5.
For further information, contact
Celia Wall at (270) 762-3171 or
Ron Cella at (270) 762-4532.

Need a cool place to meet?

1510 Chestnut St.

MSU invites students
to Study Abroad
MSU News Bureau
The Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad (CCSA) at Murray
State University is offering everyone in the campus community the
opportunity to participate in a
study abroad program that is completed between the fall and spring
semesters.
The program consists oaf a twoweek trip to either London or
Australia and provides a way for
students, faculty and staff (and
their family and friends) to experience a different culture while
studying a variety of subjects.
The different subjects offered
during the London program
include anthropology, art, aviation, business, communication,
English, health care, history, hotel
and restaurant management, political science and theater.
Featured in London this year is
MSU professor David Balthrop's
theater class. Designed as a rich
cultural experience, the course is a
great choice for students in all disciplines, not just theater majors.
Since most of the classwork is

Planning a Party?

truck company."

PtP
— 17t/- 7s9

CHEVROLET-CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE-GEO
2420 E. Wood St.. Paris. TN • 731-642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CC:
7

CHEVROLET

Oldsmobile

'Al prices dier am rAwnifacturer to dealer incentives pnce are tax, tale, license additional

Soi.SP"
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270-753-1916

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
CD Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

flr
irt"

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Wallin 6 Day Pertod
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
060

D'S Shirts n' Things
16270 US Hwy 68E
A arora 270-474-8890
Open 1010 5
Wed thrJ Sun
FREE Want to show your
' Bay a shirt for
3,6 95 & receive an Amen:an Pride design FREE 5
ieoqs tc, choose from
Arrtr•,ushed name available
Offer ends Oct
&
,E
L r' Network
Sate.11te ,','stem free
,r.stailed free
Requ.rements are easy.
,JSt take 321 09 per month
'Dr 1 v r 8. have a valid
:rectit or debit card Call
Beasley, Antenna & Satellite at 759-0'901 for more
, r fo•rrat,o'n
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
Linn Rogers
,iears. service

BIBLE
MESSAGE
7594177
O RC ii''. ten to an in
STOCK I learance Sale Fea
tunn-,
•Hf me Intenors
•Ma. Kay
and
•Topperwave
Tuesday October 2nd
PrCir'' 3 00P M -8 OOP M
Whe.e Hardin Community
Budding
mare infor-ation Cali
Sherry 437-4811
Chrisly 753-7008
Dee Dee 527-3076

Rita's Neat Repeats

COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Men's, women's.
and children's
consignment clothes
& accessories

Initially Part-time wok
possible Full-time.
Up to $19 an hour.
Limited openings

Hours Mon-Sat 10-6

(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
FEMALE looking for room shift managers. Prior
mate to share expenses restaurant management
preferred.
experience
on house in country
Must be able to work
767-9117
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be deLost and Found
pendent on previous
management experience.
THIS space is reserved
Apply in person or send
the day might come,
resume to Sonic Drive-in
Your pet has strayed
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
can't find its way home.
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
PART-TIME Bookkeeper.
Your loved one we'll
30+ hours; bring resume to
try to find,
Myers Lumber Co. 500
'Cause we all have Furry South 4th: or mail P.O.
or Feathered Friends,
Box 350, Murray. KY
Here at the
42071.
Ledger & Times.
HEAVY Equipment Operators Needed NOWll BackCall 753-1916
hoe, Trackhoe & Dozer
You can be trained and
LOST' Sept 22. Beagle certified in 21 days No
mixed. Very old. Tan"white money down Transportafemale Vicinity Hwy 972 tion and lodging available
&732 5100 reward.
Operators are standing bY
436-5397
Call today, 1-866-432436-2730
8937
(Collect) 812-426-1951
040

Roommate
Wanted

Ledger s Times
ClaSSIfiedS

270-753-1916
Help Wanted

Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds,
Fresh Shrimp,
and ect.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

SIGNING BONUS

Murray
Southside Manor Mall

060

County Line
Pumpkin
Patch

$8,000

605 S. 12th

Shop for Fall Bargains

BIRCHTREE Healthcare is
accepting applications fro
RN's and LPN's full time
and PRN- all shifts. Please
apply in person Monday
thru Friday. 8,00am to
4.30pm
at
Birchtree
Healthcare 106 Padgett
Drive, Clinton, KY 42031.
Company seeks one-person Office Manager. Must
be computer literate &
bondable. Send resume to
513-A S. 121h. Murray, KY
42071.
SEEKING Industrial work
Call (270) 759-0650 or
(731) 644-2373

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

140

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.

LOCAL company looking
for self movitated people
to join sales force. Commission plus bonuses, and
advancement. No experience necessary. Free
training. 753-5477.

Paglials
Italian Restaurant-Since 1972
Seeking FT/PT help
•Servers - days. nights. weekends -*Cook & Pizza Makers - days, nights, weekends
Flexible schedule,. excellent wages. pay raise available to persons %killing to learn. Good tips for Ner\
Receive cross-training and have fun at work.
Established chentle. excellent food. very
clean environment. Apply in perso
Contact Manager on d uty.

How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
Good wages every week?
The Bestway Package
Puts You First!
Home most weekends!
Paid health & life ins. 100%!
Earn up to $915.00,week or more!
Minimum age + CDL 1 yr. OTR
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
Automotive Freight
Bestway Express, Inc.
800-886-7633 EOE
www.bestwayexpressinc.com

GRAND OPENING
OCT. 1ST

THE BULL PEN

Full-Time
Nurses Aide

Steaks and Spirits

Prefer CNA, but
will train interested
person who enjoys
working with
elderly. Good
working conditions
and pleasant
atmosphere.

Three Floors Of Upscale
Dining & Entertainment

Apply in person:

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
EOE

Est.2001

Serving Only 100.. Certified Angus
Beef As Well As Lobster Tails, Pasta,
Chicken With A Great Kids Menu.

Approx. 4,000 Sq. Ft. Gameroom
- featuring Billiards, Darts, and all the latest
Simulators and Games.
Specia/ Non-Alcoholic, Non-Smoking
Cameroon' For Children.
110 S. 5th Street. • Murray, KY
270-759-5030

STEVE VIDMER
1L".•rI

Attorney it Law
1 Nort h Fourth Street
Murray. Kentucky
270 733-1737
( ieneral Practice of Lass
In t
including

BANKRUPTCY
I

!iarize for Initial Consultation
t and Weekend Appoint runt,-.
Allah'', lin Roquet
AN Al ATifFISEMENT

WALLIS FARM
MUMS

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available

270-489-2462

Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 40IK, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations, Flexible Hours & More.
App/y in /tenon
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
crackerbarracorn

WANTED: Good used furniture. 1 piece or an entire
house full. Call 767-9100.

We Are In Demand Of Men
& Women Wanting To Get Into
The Trucking Industry.
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand

EOE

Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

Articles
RN Saki
14X70 Clayton 3br, 2 bath
condition
Excellent
$9,000. 753-2570.
16X80 mobile home. 3br.,
2 bath. Excellent condition.
OVER 5,000 movies,
w / porches. $19,000
DVD, & video games.
OBO. Call 753-7655, leave
Starting at $2.95 for sale.
message.
Shop early for Christmas.
1996 Dutch doublewide
Movie World
28x48, 3br, 2 bath, large
714 N. 12th St..
kitchen. Deck and front
REFRIGERATORsteps included. Excellent
Magic Chef $125.
condition. Must be moved.
Washer- Maytag $50.00 (270)492-8755.
Couch- $35.
SALE OR RENT. SINGLE
Call 492-8615
Trailer. Beautiful. Priced
STORAGE Buildings built $18,000. Now $8,000. or
on site. Lowest price in 250 p/mo., serious inquiarea.. Call 437-4877
ries only. 759-8317 Days
STRAW for sale.
9:30am - 4:30pm.
$2.00 bale.
759-4718 Night
753-4582. Day
WESTMINSTER grandfa
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
ther clock $600. 30-10 gal
No pets. 753-9866.
aquanums $5 each. 7591322.
Hams Lots For Rent
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400

150
Ankles
For Sale
EXPERIENCED individua
to care for infant twins, 2-3
days per week in our
home. 753-4549.
HAVE openings for home
and office cleaning. Mature, responsible, dependable adults. We work as a
team. Reasonable rates.
Have experience and can
supply references. Please
call 767-0410 or 759-4814.
MRS. Kim's Daycare now
has openings for infant
through School age.
767-0791.
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends.
Call 759-9215. Have references.
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda. 759-9553.
WILL do house, office, and
church cleaning. 7531016.
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
100
Balm=
OPPOttun4

16'X100' green house.
Redwood truss, special
greenhouse fiberglass. (also extra fiberglass sheets
for sale)
Can be seen at
500 N. 4th St. Murray Ky.
or call 270-759-0901
after 5pm 731-644-3625.
ASHLEY wood stove
753-1973
CRAFTSMAN 38" cut lawn
mower. Good shape, but
needs work. $275. Call
753-8854
EBONY clarinet $125.
Nordic Track $75.00
S&W 38 Special $225.00
Lawn mower trailer $75.00
Winchester 94 30-30
$200.
Sm trailer $100.
753-8274.
EXCELLENT condition. 1
year old white oak converted crib w/mattress, Precious Moments cover, dust
ruffle, sheets, bumper
guard & mobile. $150.
759-9424.
HazelAntiques.com

i

niA*Iances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers. .$699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Sell/Ice.
On 121S.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3558
110

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

QUIET family park in exclusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service. $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup.
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855.

160

Home Furnishings
KING size mattress and
box springs w/frame. 2 yr
old Maytag electric stove.
270-437-4539 leave message.
NICE full size bedroom
suite $175. Table & 4
chairs $75. with extra leaf.
474-8222.

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts, 4-wheels,
ect. Free pickup and delivery. 436-2867.
SELL-OUT
MOVING SALE
at BETHEL GARDENS
Every Friday & Saturday
until OCT. 21st.
Hwy 94E. 2 miles, turn
left,
follow signs.

HOMEWORKERS
MURRAY Sport
Needed.
& Marine Center
$635 weekly processing *Boats, motors, & trailers
mail. Easy! No experience accessories. 40% off
needed.
*1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
Call 1-888-517-2362
*Used store fixtures.
Ext. 4605 24hrs.
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
*Chrome & wood grains
Firewood
COMPAQ Computer, 3.4 display counters. Some
gig hardrive, CD-Rom, 266 old style for storage
FIREWOOD. Also tree
mhz Pentium II Processor, shelves.
service. 436-2562.
56K modem $240. 753- *1000 ft. of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures.
8630.
SEASONED firewood. Call
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
436-5394.
HP computer, 60 GIG,
Hard Dnve, 900 mhz AthIon Processor, 12X-DVD,
$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
CD-Rw, 128 meg ram.
Speakers, 56K modem
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel will sell
$600. 753-8630.

Waittollay

3029 Butterworth
Rd., off 121 North
at Stella

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

CET TRAINED. CET HIRED. CET PAID.

436-5933.

Grill Cooks and Back up Cooks.

Lots For Rent

150
Want to Buy

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCKERS

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sales
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale

060

060
Help Wanted

BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches.
Plenty of Hot coffee.
Starting 4. 6 00arn. also
serving Ilich and supper
Corner Pocket. Alm

LINE ADS
Day - 20 words or less
First
$8.00
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
VISO extra tor Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

150 Articles For Sale

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

your. collectibles for only $1.00 per day
rent. That's right...for $1.00 per day you
can rent one of our new large and secure
lighted showcases. Your items will be displayed in a prime location and marketed 7
days each week by our professional sales
staff. We take care of the sales hassle for
you and furnish you detailed computer
generated sales tracking reports and
monthly settlements. Experience the
Charlie's Antique Mall advantage... ',NAie
want to be your antique mall." Charlie's
Antique Mall, 303 Main St., PO Box 190,
Hazel, KY 42049. Call 270-492-8175 Or
Email: charlies10@aol.com.

33'X50' storage building or
shop. 16 feet overhead
door, concrete floor, high
w/fluorescent
ceilings
lights. $200. p/month. 607
S. 4th St. 753-8809.
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
OFFICE space $300 p/mo
on Johnson Blvd. in Murray. Call 759-8780.

& 2br Apartments, Kirksey. Appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Nor1hwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2,br apts. efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU. 7531252 or 753-0606.
1BR & Studio apt near
MSU, partial utilities. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 489-6222.
1BR Apt. $225.
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. apt near university.
Quiet neighborhood. Deposit & references required. Call 753-8854.
2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2br.- $230 r deposit in
Coldwater 489-2372 Call
between 4pm -9pm.
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances. 753-1492.
48R Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118

MURRAY
320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent
I

COMING SOON:

TI/D #1-800-545-I833 ext. 287.

.00king tor the
person w ho bought a
baby cradle an
sale on Radio Rd.

260
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

I next to car auction)
on Thurs. or In.,
Sept. 13 or 14.
Sentimental %Atte sold without my
know ledge.
PLIE %SE call Debbie
at 753-4301.

All Size Units
Available

St. Jude Children's
Hospital

753-3853

YARD SALE
Belew's Drive-In
Aurora, KY
Oct. 4-6
6 a.m.-Dark
Donations
Welcome
For Info:
Bruce 354-6838
Rodney 474-8665

STORAGE building for
rent. 45x26. Located
back of 703 S. 4th SI
250/mo. Call Carlos Black
436-2935
Pets & Supplies

10 month , Great Pyre
1BR. across from MSU on
16th St Newly refurnish- nees $100 753-6968 at
ed, partly furnished, appli- ter 10am
ances, W&D. $325/mo.
SHARPAE puppies AKC
Call evenings 527-5176.
2 females black & fawn, 2
RED OAKS APTS.
males black & cream 6
Special
wks old, shots & wormed
$100 Deposit
Females $375, Males
1BR From $280
$400 731-584-9072 or
2BR From $325
731-220-0207 (voice mail)
Call Today!
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
753-8668.
(Toy Collies) 1-270-354Southside Manor Apts
8211
1, 2 & 3br apts
SHIHTZU AKC Ready to
Section 8 housing
go , beautiful colors.
753-8221
731-352-0037
EHO
731-642-5151
2 male Yorkie. AKC, 1st
Houses For Rent
shots. Ready to go.
3 females & 3 male Yorkie
1 block from MSU cam
& Bichon-Frise mixed.
pus 2br 1 ba All applian Ready to go week of 9-24.
ces furnished wo garage 759-8147.
No pets Deposit, lease
DOG Obedience
$550/mo. 270-753-5126
Master Trainer.
2 - 4br Houses
436-2858
Near downtown
POMERANIANS for sale
753-4109
489-2245
5BR . 2 bath house @ 108
North 7th St Call 7594730
5BR , 2 bath, unfurnished.
Centrally located within the 8YR. old flea bitten grey
Thourghbred/
city. $500/mo., 5500 de- gelding
posit. Available immediate- Quarter horse. High-spirit
ly. 753-5865 days 492- ed, but great horse needs
attention. Circle Y saddle
8859 after 4PM
excutive bought new at $ 650, askBEAUTIFUL.
home on 1 acre lot. 4br. 2 ing $500., rode in 6 times.
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car Call after 5pm ask for
garage. Seroius inquiries Dominique 759-3881
only. Available 01/01/02.
753-6002
391-1020 pager
RENT or rent with
option to buy
3br. C/H/A,
323 Woodlawn/Sycamore
5495. per month
plus security
474-2520

Real Estate
COMPLETE
AUCTION
SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086

CARPORT SALE
1609 Loch
Lomond
Sept 29
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Lots of girls clothes
sizes 5-8. boys 4-7,
girl newborn, maternity and women's
clothes, white
daybed, stroller, cradle, medella pump,
toys & lots of misc.

It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Anv
Person Because of Race. Color. Religion.
Sex, Handicap. Familial Status, or
National Origin

•In advertising the sale or
rental of housing

•In the appraisal of
housing

'In the financing ot
housing

•Blockbusting is also
illegal

Anyone who feels he or she
has been dist:noun:tied
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination:

L'S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development Assistant
Secretary for Fair
Housing and Equal
Opportunity
Washington. DA'. 204111

I-14(10-424-8590 iToll Free)
I-WO-424-8529(TOD)

LEDGER & TIMES

i

753-1916

.

PETE'S YARD/
GARAGE SALE
94 E. &
Post Oak Dr.
Sat. 29th
8 a.m.-?
Kitchen table & chairs
tv stand, single bed
frame, Christmas
items, some tools
come see

BACKYARD
SALE
1517 Henry St.
Sat. Sept. 29
7 a.m. - ?

furniture. clothes
kids to 2x,
women sizes
something for
everyone

1

[In Awe"'

_

1

GOODIES
IL

2 PARTY YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Fox Meadow MH Office 1304 S. 16th
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

94 E. 10 miles
Rt on 1346
1 mile
Fri., Sept. 28
& Sat., Sept 29
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Global Mortgage Link

(MULTI-FAMILY)
2701 Radio
Rd. - N. of Murray.

Hwy. 641 across
from Taco Bell
next to St. Leo's
Church
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 28-29
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Clothes, TV., hood
stove, misc.

Stereo, Elvis records,
8 tracks, two bookshelves, lamps, dishes,
glass, Christmas
Village, lots of odd
things, cheap, afghans,
linens.

Hwy 299,
6 miles marker
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?

lots of good clean name
brand cloths boys size infant 10-12 girl size - infant - toddler, shoes. all sizes, toddler
bed. car seat, kitchen table
and 4 chairs. 2 swivel, rodung
chairs odds & ends

Piano, car, kids toys
and clothes, computers, household and
kitchen items, pictures
new game table

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

ATTIC CLEARANCE.

YARD SALE
312 S. 9th St.
Wed., Sept. 26Sat., Sept. 29
Kitchen items,
clothes, blankets,
books, shoes, kids
video, toys, Beach
Ranger Power
Wheels, plus much
more!

820 Sha Wa
Ct.
Fri., Sept 28
& Sat., Sept 29
7 a.m.
Clothes, furniture &
something for
everyone. Come see

old 641 Hwy. 1824 1
1/2 N. of 464.

Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothes, household
toys & misc

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
Corner Pocket
Radio Rd. Almo
Sat. Sept. 29
8 a.m. - ?
everything but the
kitchen sink
lots of bargains

Kirksey Rd.

YARD SALE
Terry's
Decorating
parking lot
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
new and used furniture, accessories,
pillows of all sizes.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
68 Cambridge Dr.
Hwy 121 N.
Turn on Baily Rd.
4 blocks
Sat., Sept. 29
7 a.m.- ?
Furniture, bedding, clothng all sizes, home interior.
toys and knick knacks

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

311 S. 10th St.
Sat., Sept. 29 &
Sun., Sept 30
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

823 South 4th
Sat., Sept 29
7am-5pm

1311 Sycamore St.
Sat., Sept 29
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sofa & loveseat, entertainment center, bbq grill, lots
of trinkets, odds & ends,
dinette set, beds, dishes.
pots & pans, phone &
answering machine
Everything must go!

Household, lots of
glass. knick
knacks, toys. misc.,
music, clothes.
Lots of stuff.
Come see.

9 ft Christmas tree &
Christmas decorations.
household items.
Honda 250 4-wheeler,
climbing stand & ladder
stand, muzzle loader, 2
riding mowers Lots
more

DOWNSIZING
SALE
802 N. 17th St.
753-5123
Sat., Sept 29th
7:30 a.m.-?
Wilton cookware,
Pfaltz-graft dishes &
tinware, down hunting
coats & overalls, tools.
Ethan Allen turn.,
clothes. Drazon Ballz,
Batman cave

Vans

YARD SALE

1706 Holiday Dr.
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.

7 a.m.- ?
Fri. (28) & Sat.(29)
579 Stella Dr. across
from West Fork
Baptist Church

Home decorating
items, large area rug
& runner, pictures.
ladies clothes 4, 6, 8
& 10, Mens & kids
clothes,

95 Pontiac Bonneville,
Wooded land for sale in
Hamlin area 1/2 mile from owner, dark blue, good
condition, extra clean
Kentucky Lake 15 to 150
$6.000 OBO 489-2033
acres Starling ta $675
per
acre Possible owner fi'97 Nissan Altima GXE
nancing Owner/agent
4dr,, auto, power $7500
753-8251
Call 270-354-95%
559-3272

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Children, adult
clothes, shoes,
toys, misc. items.

GARAGE SALE
641 North from
Murray. Turn left at
Flint Rd. Then immediate left at Walston
Rd. Follow signs to
Stonecrest Dr.
Sat., Sept 29
7am-?
Multi family sale, lots of
good stuff
Free donuts served at
7 00am No early sales

GARAGE
SALE

CARPORT
SALE
1615 Loch
Lomand
Sat., Sept 29
7 a.m.
Furniture, dishes,
glasses. queen size
bed mattress,
clothes . shoes.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753
7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753 9600

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth
440

!Alike Salt
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North Murray 753-1967
LOTS for sale Starting at
S11.000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena- 3 other outbuild
ings-- 8 miles east of Mur
ray Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

Aeneas*
16 acres 6 miles north o
town on Hopkins Rd 753
2861

YARD SALE

Old City Park, 8th
8i Payne Sts.
Sat., Sept 29
8 a.m.-Noon

117 S. 10th St.
Sat. 9/29
7 a.m.-?

Computer, household
items, collectibles,
wicker. country and
victonan decorating
items, plus size
ladies clothes,
Christmas tree &
decorations

Lots & lots of baby
clothes and toys,
women's and men's
clothes, tools, home
decor & exercise
equip Something for
everyone

HUGE YARD
SALE
1399 Johnson
Blvd.
Sat., Sept 29
7 a.m.
Men's & women s namebrand clothes, linens.
weight bench ab-cruncher, hunting clothes
boots, lots of knick knacks
& household items Too
much to list.

YARD SALE
Old City Park
8th & Payne St.
Sat., Sept 29
Clothes, household
items, exercise
machine. Barbies.
stereo, toys

MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
1106 Main St.
Saturday
7 a.m.-10 a.m.
I can't believe how
cheap my wife is
selling this stuff you won't either.

YARD OR
GARAGE SALE
4633 Airport Rd. approx. 4 miles
from 121 N.
Sat. 9/29/01
7 a.m.-?
New season& crafts quills
etc aluminum ladders, old
vases, new sweet potatoes.
12 ft deep freeze, good pressure washer, deck table &
umbrella. books & misc
drafting table

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $182 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $250.

Call 753-1 916 For Details

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
-Driveways 'Parking lots,
•Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating. 'Stripping
•Chip & seal
Fully insured.
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
•Compare our work
•Compare our prices
-References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
•Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
CARPORTS Starting at
(270)436-2113

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
11 Uty Vehicles
1port
1:
[

Ward-Elkins
On

The Square• Murray
(270) 753-1713

LAKE LAND PAINTING

1997 Jeep Gran Cherokee
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Limited. Silver. w/sunroof.
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
V-6, leather, CD w/infinite
stereo. $15,300. 489-2699
Specializing 01 Custom Workmanship
Want to buy: 8x10 storage
*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
*CUSTOM HOMES
*FAUX FINISHES
building.
*SPRAY PAINTING
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*PRESSURE CLEANING
1998 Toyota Rav4L 4x4.
*MULTISPEC COATINGS
*WATER PROOFING
Black, 45,xxx, loaded,
power sunroof. KBB.com
retail $17,200 will sell for
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
$16,200. Call Aaron @
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN
762-6649 or 762-4367
A-1 Tree Service
1999 Jeep Grand CheroFUTRELL'S Tree Service
Stump Removal
kee Excellent condition
Trimming, removal, stump
492-8737.
30,xxx miles $19,000
grinding, firewood Insur437-3044
753-7930
ed 489-2839
Free Estimates
96 Grand Cherokee LareJ&D LAWN CARE &
do White, ext cab, 84,xxx
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
LANDSCAPING
extras. Decks, Home Additions,
Many
miles.
•Power seeding
$10,000. OBO. 753-7684. Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
•Leaf Removal
Garages, Carports, Pole
(270)759-8912
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Used Cars
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
PAINTING
Quali1988 Labaron convertible Installed & Finished.
'For all residential and
Good condition $3,000 ty Workmanship Affordasmall commercial
ble Rates. Licensed
OBO 753-7602
painting needs
753-7860. 753-9308
*36 years experience
1991 Dodge Dynasty ExAFFORDABLE Electric
•Interior & Exterior
cellent conditio, well man *Commercial.
*Custom spraying for
tamed, AM/FM, air, power
*Residential,
lawn/patio furniture
locks, cruise $2,350
*Remodel
5pm
Louver doors shutters
after
753-0913
don't cost it pays"
•No lob too small
1991 Hyundai, red with "Quality
759-2488
'Free estimates
sunroof automatic, 2 door
AHART & Culver
Please call 753-8858
Body and interior in good
Septic Installation
to excellent shape Will
gravel
need new motor eventual- Also top soil and
(270)559or
437-4838
ly $700 OBO
LEE'S
4986
Call 759-9215

270-753-6895

NEED A CAR?
Divorce?• Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT 8 CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF

MNO

YARD SALE

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction'
Remodeling* Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

$675 installed Roy Hill

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

3
360
Storage Rentals

Sennces(fiered

lots of misc.

Tan living room set
with extra Chairs,
household items,
luggage, plants.

GARAGE
SALE

1619 Catalina
Dr. - off of S.
16th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Oland

2 older duplexes for sale 95 Dodge Caravan 7-pasnear campus NO REA- senger Clean 753-0114
SONABLE OFFER REFUSED, SELLING NOW,
753-2479
3BDR , 2 bath bnck house 2000 Nissan Frontier XE
on Brinn Rd across from King cab. 39,000 miles
Sullivan's Golf Course
$12,000 270-247-2790
753-2861
3BR, 2 full bath, 13 acres '72 Chevy truck 350 V-8,
auto, trans., longbed
of land 436-5064
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2 Great potential as restoration project $1700 Call
bath, red brick, double lot.
270-767-0710 and leave
town edge Consider lease
message
w/option to buy. Call 7534109.
FOR SALE
2br Duplex, Northwood.
1980 17' Procraft & Traile
$72,000. 759-4406
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! 140HP Evinrude, 12:24
Priced like a fixer upper, trolling motor & depth findbut everything new and er. 1990 19' Nitra & trailer
ready to move into. 2br, 1 185 HP Evinrude oil indictbath, carport, utility room. or, 12:24 trolling motor &
depth finder. Ph 753-8884
$39,900.
435-4632 or 559-8510.
HWY 121 near FarmingOffered
ton. Nice 3br, recent tilt
windows, central unit, nat- A affordable hauling, Junk
ural gas, new carpet, 1 clean up, tree work, gutter
acre more/less. Glinda cleaning. 436-2867
Barclay A time to take care of your
270-247-6954
Realty.
home. Affordable work
UNIQUE open floor plan, done to perfection buildfamily room has vaulted ing, remodeling, additions,
ceiling, skylights, 3br, 2 porches, decks, roofing,
bath, basement rec./work- siding, concrete, fences,
shop, attached garage. furniture design, and restoReduced to $74,00. 216 ration. Free Estimates
Woodlawn Call 436-5067 753-4380.

Don't Miss this one! Lots of household
items, couch, table & chairs, dresser, old
Singer sewing machine cabinet, items for
the handicapped (4 wheel walker w/basket) good women's clothes -size 8-12.
good toddler clothes.

1307 Doran Rd.
Sept. 28 & 29
7 a.m.-?

Advertise
your
sale
yard
l
i
l
t
kI
in the
m uRclassifieds!
r'

(The Fair Housim: Amendments Act of I9148I

'Iii the prmision of real
estate brokerage services

I

SALE

Hwy. 121 N.
(by fairgrounds)
Fri. 1-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

rhLE)ale I

Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law

the sale or rental rri
housing or residential lots

1

GARAGE
SALE

SELL OUT!

la

•i11

1

SEVERAL FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

Clothes, toys,
household,
Christmas
collectibles, 100's
of items

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

We

1_

11

13‘... Office Hours- Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Alter hours apps ioallable or call our
toll tree number I-800-817-2509, ext. 108.
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX, 2br Apt. inside
Mayfield city limits Call
(270)898-7042
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs,
$350.- up. 759-4406.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
LARGE 2br, 1 bath duplex
in private area. Central
gas heat & air, utility room,
no pets, lease plus deposit. 759-1087.

I

- GARAGE

ALL-NEW APARTMENTS
Brand new - Expected Availability Nov. 1, 2001
Beautiful flooring. updated appliances & cabinets,
spacious closets, energy efficient. Don't miss out on
this fantastic housing opportunity. Call Rita today at
Hilldale Apts. 437-4113 to be first on the list!

i- _I

I
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LEDGER & TIMES

6

FREE!
Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis

753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

CARPET
CLEANING

*Carpets 'Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
Residential Commercial
or Industrial
270-415-4645

1993 Ford Probe green. COMPLETE LAWN CARE
automatic transmission,
OF MURRAY
new tires all around Friday Openings Available
$2,500 437-3921 after
*Lawn mowing
5pm
.Landscaping.
1994 Mercury Sable LS,
•Bed mulching
new transmission, new
Residental-Commencal
tires, runs good $4,200 Free Estimates -Insured
759-1789 leave
OBO
270-753-6772
message
1998 Honda Civic 4-door,
loaded, looks new, never
any body work 270-4354579
Silver
Cougar
1990
47.000 miles Power everything, sunroof. spoiler.
6 disc changer Excellent
condition $12,000 OBO
Please call Paul for
(cell) 270-752-0227
88 Ford Escort $300
:0 free estimate at
767-0267
92 Chevrolet Corsica
107,xxx miles $1,500
489-2394

M & T Painting

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

41

270-759-4979
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

630
%tykes Offered

620

530
Services Offered
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
Al) Types ot Auto Repairs
306 lndustnai Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520
SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small jobs/ Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding, additions and repairs.

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

I

630
Services Memo

I

Offered

good home
Cocker Spaniel and

FREE to

Dalmatian mix
759-3815

mudellitma

tillliLt

NE

FREE
PALLETS

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

Swims Mond

Services Mersa

Free Column

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 cian.-&
pick up same day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

#1 & #2 available in most colors

753-1916

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

•

How To
Place
Your
Classified
Ad...

rra7;77=3;75;177/3

il•P;

'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
'Replace or repair water and drain lines.

=Moving-Cross Country Or Local

•Install moisture barriers

Licensed & Insured

P/us...all other home improvements

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2.555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

BY FAX

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

270-753-1927

(270)436-2222

www.murrayledger.com

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

BY E-MAIL

Cash, Visa, Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

mIt@murrayledgercom

Custom Furniture 8r Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

BY PERSON

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Residential/Commercial

True Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Tlimming Full Line al
Equipment
Tree & Stump
1'11,11 1.0ath
Removal

REPAIR S11/%1,I, ENGINE
& ALL APPLIANCES
tour
plush
lo it'mum
(weed-earec
II heeler & uiUijg: %ow)

104 N. 13th St.•Nlurray,KY -12071
Office:(270) 753-1252
Cell:(270)559-6107
yOUr 111Wrie1 ..
-we take eare
We 0150 de

home calk.

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

1001 Whitnell Ave.

BY MAIL
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

li
ttt

VISA

Fears and energy shortfalls this winter fade

Horoscopes

ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Events push you in a new direction You have a lot to daydream or think
about.' Brainstorm with a dear friend.
Perhaps you should invite one person to
join you in an adventure. You renew your
outlook when you get away from your
norm. Tonight: Play it intimate.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
***** Surround yourself with those
who care. You might opt to discuss a professional decision. knowing that others
do care and want to pitch in. Once you
clear your mind, you're ready to join
your friends. Accept an offer that also
might involve a project. Tonight:
Wherever your friends are.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20**** Sometimes you carry far much
more power than you desire. You might
want to defray some of the responsibility.
Have a discussion with someone who
cares and understands your situation.
Think in terms of scaling down, doing
only what you want. Tonight: Bnng others together.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Gather others together for a
fun afternoon or outing. Whether you go
to see a play or visit a museum. you
relax Let your imagination flow. Share
more of your core self with a close associate. Understand that a loved one wants
to indulge you. Tonight: Let it all hang
out.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might not feel in control,
but what is evident is how much some-

rCHRIS KROUP'S
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

Wiggins Furniture

BY INTERNET

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positi ye;
5-Dynamic:
Have
3-Average: 2-So-so: 1-Difficult

1

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

270-753-1916

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Sept.
29.2001.
Emphasize the quality of your day-today life. Let your work reflect your interests. and your health will mirror your
well-being. You develop new habits and
patterns. Express your creativity and
ingenuity in all facets of your life
Daydreaming and time alone replenish
your imagination. If you are single,
check out any interest with care, as you
could hook up with someone emotionally unavailable. Take good care of yourself. If you are attached, you often might
react by feeling insecure or overly sensitive. Express your vulnerability in a fashion another can hear. Work with PISCES.

c--/•>„-Lamb Brothers
,5' Tree Service

24 Hr Service

BY PHONE

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

David's Home Improvement

one cares Discussions remain on a oneon-one level. At this point, your vulnerability magnetizes more than your charm.
Let the natural Warmth between you and
another build. Tonight: Add romance to a
partnership.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
***** You could make a call or two,
but quite obviously, others seek you out.
Surround yourself with people. as you
won't want to be alone. What becomes
clear is how many choices • you have.
Play the field, wander or maybe just visit
with a couple of fnends. Tonight:
Wherever you are, it won't be alone.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Make it OK to further a project
or share a hobby with a friend. You don't
always need to be center stage or part of
an entourage. Allow your imagination to
flow. Others delight in swapping ideas as
you share more of yourself. Express caring through your actions. Tonight: Put
your feet up
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
A lw your imagination to
***** A.k
meet a chil ' tasy. Together you have
a ball. Others choose to be more childlike
with loved ones, perhaps your sweetie.
Adding lightness to relationships adds to
the trust and exchange. If single. someone you meet could be significant.
Tonight: Romp away.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Opt to spend a cozy day at
home, even if you get involved in a project. Your sense of humor emerges when
with a fnend who reads your mind cold.
Laughter comes out of nowhere, perhaps
making others wonder. Invite fnends
over soon. Tonight: Stay close to home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Don't just think about making a call. Do just that. Others are thrilled
to hear your voice Be spontaneous and
come up with plans. Give up an old
gnevance. Shop for a bargain with
fnends
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 181
**** Expenses could go out of
whack very easil). and you seem to not
care. Remember that there is a tomorrow.
Indulge loved ones and fnends as much
as you want. To express your affection.
just be authentic.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
***** Finally. you beam and draw
more of what you want Others respond
to your innuendo as well as to your
requests. Just don't postpone expressing
yourself. An invitation might simply be
too good to resist.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-13-QUE

WASHINGTON
—
(AP)
Gasoline prices have dropped a
nickel or more a gallon. The price
of natural gas. once sky-high, is
now so low producers are canceling
orders for drilling rigs. And crude
oil prices have taken a nosedive.
Amid the nation's economic
woes. the energy crisis has faded.
with abundant supplies, declining
demand and prices that suddenly
are lower than anyone had predicted just a few months ago.
The price drops are good news
for consumers and, barring any
unforeseen developments, analysts
predict a winter of lower heating
costs and plenty of fuel.
With the war on terrorism now
taking center stage in Congress and
elsewhere, what once had been a
rush to push through major energy
legislation has slowed to a crawl.
While the House has passed an
energy bill focusing heavily on production and tax breaks for industry,
leaders in the Senate no longer are
certain a bill will be possible this
year.
And there is growing consensus
among energy analysts. government officials and economists that
the Sept. 11 terror attacks will have
no impact on the flow of energy
supplies. By pushing the United
States — and possibly the world —
closer to recession, the attack, in
fact, exacerbated the downward
spiral of energy' prices, analysts
say.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Sometime in the 19th century. a fat
woman died and her body changed
almost entirely into soap.
It may sound like an urban legend, but researchers are serious. On
Thursday. they performed a CT
scan on the woman's mummified
body hoping to learn more about
the process that turns some corpses
into a waxy. soap-like substance
called adipocere.
The body, dubbed "Soap Lady,"
has been on display for more than a
century at the Mutter Museum, a
former haven for medical students
but now a Philadelphia tourist
attraction featuring thousands

medical oddities.
The CT scan unexpectedly
revealed some organ tissue, raising
hope that researchers might be able
to learn how the woman died.
"There's tons of stuff in there."
said Gerald Conlogue. a Quinnipiac
University professor of diagnostic
imaging. "What we may be looking
at is a shell or casing made out of
this soapy substance sealing out the
outside environment."
Conlogue said the results will
give researchers greater understanding of saponification. the
chemical conversion of fat into
ad i pocere.
Saponification is an

HOME PHONE SERVICE

$39-95 FREE
ACTIVATION
NO
Deposit
Cootract
Credit Check

-Serving The Best BBO, Ribs, Pork & Chicken;
(
..'Homestyle Vegetable Plates 'Sandwiches •Burgoo
'Pizza •Salads 'Homemade Desserts & More

CELLTOUCH,inc.

SERVING HOURS

76 7 - 9 1 1 1

Sunday & Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.4 p.m.
vVednesday-Friday 10 a m -9 p m • Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT

Dixieland Shopping Center
felohlnd Hot-noes on Chootnut St 1
4

— bringing prices back to where
they were two years ago before the
steep run-up that peaked at about
SI() in some,markets last winter.
Utilities used less natural gas
than had been expected this summer for power production, adding
to amounts in storage. And the economic slowdown has dramatically
cut industrial demand.
With prospects for a near-term
economic recovery dwindling,
demand for natural gas is not
expected to rebound until sometime next spring at the earliest, predicted Adam Sieminski, energy
strategist for Deutsche Bank
Alex.Brown.
—Heating oil prices have
declined as well and could soften
even more as winter approaches
and refineries chum out more of the
product instead ofjet fuel. Demand
for jet fuel has decline significantly
because of the big hit on business
that airlines have taken since the
Sept. 11 suicide hijackings.
The turnaround in energy prices
reflects a change in supply and
demand, energy experts say. There
is an energy glut — a mirror image
of just a year ago when supplies
where tight, prices were rising and
people were worried about whether
they could heat their homes in the
coming winter.
So what often had been
described as an energy crisis since
President Bush unveiled his energy
blueprint last spring seems far less

of one today. California went
through its summer without a
power blackout — the last one was
in May.'Predictions of $3-a-gallon
gasoline never materialized and
another winter of high heating
costs now seems unlikely.
The ramifications have been felt
on Capitol Hill. where Republicans
have argued that the recent terrorist
attacks make it that much more
urgent that energy legislation promoting increased domestic production be sent to the president.
The fact that the United States
still gets more than half of its oil
from abroad — including unfriendly nations such as Iraq — "is a
major national security problem,"
argued Sen. James Inhofe. R-Okla.
The same energy problems cited
in the president's energy report last
spring remain today, Energy
Secretary Spencer Abraham says,
calling on Congress to "move forward with energy security legislation."
But Democrats, although not
ruling out some measures aimed at
protecting energy facilities from
terrorists, are opposed to rushing
through broader legislation.
"I will not agree to attempts to
force through a one-sided energy
bill, or to short-circuit Senate consideration of these important
issues," Sen. Jeff Bingaman, DN.M., said in response to Inhofe's
call for the Senate to pass the
House-approved legislation.

Researchers use CT scan to study soap mummy

I
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Meeting in Vienna. Austria. the
ministers from the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries
on Thursday reiterated their commitment to current production levels. fearful that any cuts would
bring on worldwide recession.
In fact, energy experts say.
OPEC countries actually' are
exceeding their official production
levels by' about 1.7 million barrels
and that the cheating is likely: to
increase if prices tumble further as
some producers try to make up lost
revenue.
"The markets basically are saying that there's too much oil
around," said Van Levy, an energy
analyst for CIBC World Market in
Houston.
Earlier this week the price of a
barrel of crude oil plummeted by
nearly $4 to below S22 a barrel, the
biggest one-day decline since the
Gulf War a decade ago. Prices on
the New York exchange edged back
up slightly, closing at $22.73 on
Thursday with contracts for
November delivery about the same.
Across the board, energy has
become cheaper:
—Gasoline prices dropped
about 5 cents on average nationwide over the past two weeks to an
average of $1.48 a gallon because
of weak demand and plenty of supply, the Energy Department said.
—Natural gas prices on the
wholesale market have dropped
below $2 per thousand cubic feet
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occurrence, dependent on factors
such as humidity. temperature. the
presence of clothing and bacterial
activity. The fatter the person, the
greater the chance saponification
will occur.
Thursday's scan was the first
time the Soap Lady had left her
wooden display table since 1874.
when a prominent University of
Pennsylvania anatomist named Dr.
Joseph Leidy donated the body to
the museum.
Leidy claimed the Soap Lady.
who was discovered by workers
removing bodies from an old burial
yard, had died in the late 1700s.
"The woman. named Ellenbogen,
died in Philadelphia of yellow fever
in 1792 and was buried near Fourth
and Race Street^ according to the
original label attached to the exhibit.
Leidy's explanation stood until
1942, when museum, curator Dr.
Joseph McFarland determined the
Soap Lady had actually died in the
1800s and that her name had been
lost to history.
McFarland could find no record
of any yellow fever deaths in

Philadelphia in 1792. A yellow
fever epidemic did strike the city in
1793, but the name "Ellenbogen"
appeared nowhere on an official list
of the dead. Furthermore. there was
never a cemetery at Fourth and
Race.
A 1987 X-ray of the mummy
showed eight straight pins and two
four-hole buttons manufactured in
the 19th century.
"At this point, we know less
about her than we thought we did
before," said Gretchen Worden, the
Mutter's current curator.
The CT scan, a computerenhanced image of areas that cannot be seen by X-ray, was taped for
a new television series called "The
Mummy Road Show," premiering
Oct. 5 on the National Geographic
Channel.
The filming made for a bizarre
scene: With the television crew and
museum workers eating cheese
steaks a few feet away, the blackened mummy slowly passed
through a portable CT scanner in a
Mutter side room filled with large
long-dead
of
portraits
oil
Philadelphia physicians.
•

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What causes
post-nasal drip? Why does the mucus
cause such violent coughing? Would
surgery correct the problem?
DEAR READER: The membranes
high in the back of the throat, behind
the nose, are often the source of a prolific mucous discharge. This is usually
caused by a low-grade allergic reac- intestinal health, especially regular
tion (to smoke, pollen or dust) but enemas to benefit colon function. I
may also appear when these tissues have normal bowel movements every
are infected. The condition is wors- two days, but I believe that I would be
healthier if I evacuated every day.
ened by sinus inflammation, too.
DEAR READER: Not so. The norThis mucous drainage typically
heads south, pulled by gravity down mal human body will tell us when to
into the throat and trachea where it have bowel movements; we simply
triggers a hard cough for the same need to listen to the signals.
While I don't intend to make personreason we cough when we swallow
food the wrong way. Such coughing al remarks (and none should be so
spasms can be quite violent and they interpreted), patients - as they age
occur in paroxysms, frequently at - often become preoccupied, even
night. Because there is little material obsessed, with bowel evacuation.
to "bring up," the cough is termed
If you have normal bowel move"dry," unlike the productive cough ments every day or so, forget all the
characteristic of pneumonia and bron- publicity about laxatives and enemas.
chitis.
These options are not necessary for
Post-nasal drip is one of the most personal health. For obvious reasons,
common complaints I hear in the a significant and persisting change in
office. It can be diagnosed by looking bowel pattern should be medically
in the throat with a strong light; the investigated. However, occasional
gobs of mucus can be seen washing individual variations - or inconsisover the back of the pharynx. tent changes - are of no conseAvoidance of tobacco smoke and other quence. I urge you to focus your attenair pollutants, coupled with the use of tion to quality-of-life complexities and
non-prescription antihistamines (such forget the issues of bowel function.
To give you related information, I
as Benadryl or Actifed), usually
relieves symptoms. Patients with per- am sending you a copy of my Health
sisting and especially bothersome Report "Constipation and Diarrhea."
symptoms may require prescription Other readers who would like a copy
drugs, such as Allegra or Claritin - or should send $2 plus a long, selfa referral to an allergist.
addressed, stamped envelope to
Surgery is ordinarily not used to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
treat this condition, unless the sinus- OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
es are chronically infected and must title.
be opened and drained.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am interested
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss in lipoid pneumonia. Can you get it
from putting Vicks and similar products in your nose at bedtime? My husband does this every night to control
his snoring. It works.
DEAR READER: Products that
contain Vaseline or other oily derivatives can, when applied to the nasal
lining, melt- and be inhaled into the
lungs, where they can lead to lipoid
pneumonia, a chronic lung condition.
Therefore, most pulmonary authorities discourage use of these products.
OF MURRAY AND
I recommend that he check with his
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.
own physician to clarify the issue and
make any changes that may be neces(270) 753-9500 sary.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a female
supervisor of a staff of 30. My friend
"Diane," who is also the office manager, is my problem. She constantly
entertains personal calls and is very
loud. She's a smart lady, but her
work isn't up to par.(She knows her
job, but does it at her convenience.") Diane is also very bitter
because she hasn't received a promotion. She had been told many
times by the head of the department and by me to curtail her personal calls and to be more careful
with her work.
Recently I was forced to take a
lengthy medical leave. Diane was
wonderful, calling and coming to
visit. But I have recently returned
to work, and my boss has asked me
to talk to her again about the antics
I mentioned. I'm afraid if! do so, I'll
damage our friendship. Please tell
me how to diplomatically approach
her.
BETWEEN A ROCK
AND A HARD PLACE,
BRONX, N.Y.
DEAR BETWEEN: As a
supervisor, your first responsibility must be to handle the
problems with the staff you
supervise. While you are on
duty, that responsibility must
take priority over personal
friendships, which are afterhours relationships.
your
coExplain
to
worker/friend that while you
don't want to jeopardize the
friendship, counseling your
staff is part of your job. Tell
Diane that you are calling her
unacceptable practices to her
attention so that she can meet
company standards necessary
for her to be successful. If you
are tactful, she should be able
to distinguish between your
work relationship and your personal one.
DEAR ABBY: With the end of
summer comes the time of year I
dread the most - the holiday
season.
It isn't the holidays that get me
down, it's the prospect of visiting
my husband's family with our new
baby girl. They are all lifelong
smokers who think nothing of holding a baby and a lighted cigarette at
the same time.
My sister-in-law's kids have
allergies and asthma, but she
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smokes around them anyway. ParTen years ago
ties at my in-laws' are literally a
Published is a picture of led
cloud of smoke. When my husband's
county farm extension
Howard,
family are guests in our smoke-free
home, they smoke outside. These agent, with Karen Hicks, the new
folks think that as long as the baby county agent in home economics.
is away from the smoke, it won't
Teresa Bazzell of Murray won
affect her. They don't realize the best of show honors as well as first
smell lingers on them - whether in painting competition at the ongothey're smoking in or outside.
Art
With the colder weather ing Mayfield/Graves County
"Impressions
art
show,
Guild
juried
approaching, all our visits will be
indoors. Our daughter's pediatri- '91" with her oil painting, -Invasion
cian says no one is to smoke around of Triangle, Curve and Dot."
her. My husband refuses to say anyBirths reported include a boy to
thing to his parents about the Margaret and Michael Howard, a
smoke and insists we take our baby boy to Cynthia and Gary Harvey
to their house. What can I do? Our and a girl to Andrea and Gil Litada,
daughter is only 6 months old, and
exposing her to all that smoke Sept. 24.
Twenty years ago
scares me.
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
I should add that I get along well
with my in-laws except for this one Commerce will have ground breakissue. Please tell me how to handle ing ceremonies at its new business
this.
tourist center on Oct. 2 at 10:30
SMOKELESS a.m. at the sight on U.S. Highway
BUT OUTNUMBERED
IN PENNSYLVANIA 641 near Highway 121 Bypass.
In football games, Murray High
DEAR SMOKELESS: Sched- Tigers won 14 to 6 over Fulton
ule a session with your baby's County Pilots at Hickman; Callopediatrician and take your hus- way County High Lakers lost 27 to
band. He needs to be told by a 21 in overtime to Trigg County
professional that a smoke-free Wildcats at Laker Stadium; Murray
environment for your infant is
State Racers won 15 to 10 over
"doctor's orders." Once he
understands the importance of Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles at
a smoke-free environment for Stewart Stadium with the largest
the baby's health, the two of paying gate crowd estimated at
you can restrict the family 16,300.
visits at his parents' house and
Thirty years ago
do it with a clear conscience.
Murray State University has
***
been awarded a $3,750 federal grant
as part of a program designed to upTo receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable - and most frequently
grade criminal justice manpower
requested - poems and essays, send a
through educational development,
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
according to Johnny McDougal, diplus check or money order for $5 (U.S.
funds) to: Dear Abby - Keepers Booklet, rector of student financial aid at
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 81064MSU.
0447.(Postage is included in the price.)
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Specialist I-ourth Class Ronald
David Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J.W. Hill of Almo, is now serving
with the U.S. Army in Son Tinh.
Korea.
Lucille Ross, nurse for Calloway
County Schools, and George
Dowdy of Complete Auto Repair
presented programs at Story Hour at
Calloway County Public Library.
Forty years ago
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.T. Lilly and a senior at Murray High School, has been named a
semi-finalist in the 1961-62 National Merit Scholarship Program,
according to Fred Schultz, principal.
Army Specialist Five Jerry W.
Weaver is serving with the 8th Infantry Division in Wiesbaden. Ger,7
many.
Murray Lions Club conducted its
annual light bulb sale Sept. 26 with
club members calling on homes in
Murray, according to Z.C. Enix,
sale chairman.
Fifty years ago
James C. Williams, general manger of The Ledger & Times for past
six years, will become publisher
Oct. 1, succeeding his father, W.P.
Williams.
The new street lights were turned
on Sept. 27 in Murray. Forty-five
new lights have been erected with
27 of them being placed on new
steel posts.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Mitchell, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grogan
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max
Nance, Sept. 25.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Sept. 28. the
271st day of 2001. There are 94
By rebidding your spades, you inYou are South, and the biddays left in the year.
dicate five cards in the suit. Partner
ding has gone:
Today's Highlight in History:
North East can then infer that you also have at
South West
On Sept. 28, 1939, during World
since
you
would
not
1V
Pass
least
five
clubs,
Pass
1+
War
II Germany and the Soviet Un1 NT
Pass have bid clubs first with less than a
14
Pass
ion
9
agreed
on a plan to partition
suit.
five-card
3.Three hearts.You should press Poland.
What would you bid now
On this date:
with each of the following four hard for game despite your minimal
In 1066, William the Conqueror
trump support (partner knows you
hands?
1. 4 KQ82 V AK•J3 KQ976 have only three hearts, since you invaded England to claim the EngAQ982 would have raised immediately with lish throne.
2.4 KQ964 V Q7•
3. 4 AK53 V Q42•J AKJ74 four-card support.) A two-heart bid
In 1787. Congress voted to send
4.4 AQJ2 V-•A954 AQJ43 would be proper if you had a king the just-completed Constitution of
***
less; as it is, though, you can show
the United States to state legisla1. Two notrump. Partner's your actual values with the threetures for their approval.
carry
on
can
then
bid.
North
over
one
heart
rebid
one-notrump
In 1850, flogging was abolished
spade is ambiguous. It might to game in hearts if he has five
as
a
form of punishment in the U.S.
notrump
three
retreat
to
hearts
or
hand
range from a poor six-point
Navy.
without spade or club support to if he has only four of them.
In 1924, two U.S. Army planes
A rebid of three clubs would cona moderate hand with as many as
10 points. By raising to two ceal your heart support and would landed in Seattle. Wash., havimg
notrump,you indicate a relatively also fail to pinpoint your singleton completed the first round-the-world
balanced hand containing about diamond.
flight in 175 days.
4. Two diamonds. Your dia17 or 18 high-card points, and
In 1961. "Dr. Kildare.- starring
thus invite partner to go on to monds are certainly not hefty, but Richard Chamberlain and Ray the situation calls for identification mond Massey. and "Hazel.- starthree notrump.
Two clubs over one notrump of your distribution. Partner should ring Shirley Booth. premiered on
would fail to identify your 18 high- now read you for 4-0-4-5 distribu- NBC TV.
card points, while ajump to three tion and should be able to make the
In 1974, First Lady. Bett.y. Ford
clubs would show your point appropriate decision as to the best
underwent
a mastectomy at Becount, but would misrepresent contract.
thesda
Naval
Medical Center in
behere
jump-rebid
don't
You
of
your
strength
the length and
cause, after partner's one-heart re- Maryland, following discovery of a
club suit.
2.Three spades.With 17 high- sponse,there is a distinct possibility cancerous lump in her breast.
In 1976. Muhammad Ali kept
card points of the quick-trick va- that no satisfactory trump fit exists,
riety and exceptionally good dis- in which case there might be no his world heavyweight boxing
tribution, you should express your game in the hand. At the same time, championship with a close 15game prospects very strongly. though, the fact that you have round decision over Ken Norton at
The jump-rebid describes your elected to bid all three suits strongly New York's Yankee Stadium.
high-card power and distribution implies a good hand and urges partIn 1989. deposed Philippine
ner to go forward.
at the same time.
President Ferdinand E. Marcos died
in exile in Hawaii at age 72.
CROSSWORDS
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1 Understand
6 Gas
11 Cascade
Range
volcano
12 Rolle. of
"Good
Times"
14 Refusal
15 Bedding
plant
17 Fifty-one for
Flavius
18 "Wiedersehen"
20 Ore sources
21 Relatives
22 Wave down
24 Type of
poem
25 Pay attention
26 Takes over
28 Bursts of
applause
30 102, to a
centurion
31 Vase with a
foot
32 Oath

35 Boned fish
38 Equine
fodder
39 N.J. neighbor
41 Grand (bridge term)
42 Brown-truck
logo
43 Cares about
45 Workout
center
46 Mont.
neighbor
47 Implore
49 San Juan's
Commonwealth
(abbr.)
50 Musician
Fats 52 Pill
54 Pun
feedback
55 Got up

DOWN
1 Horror flick
extras
2 Egyptian sun
god
3 Cleopatra's
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29 Yes. to Pierre
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33 Pampered
pet
34 Light bulb
inventor
35 Convoys
36 Rapped softly
37 Well-dressed
40 - out (use
thriftily)
43 "One For My
Baby" singer
44 "Out, cat"'
47 Profile, briefly
48 Cinemax rival
51 Gentleman's
title
53 - and
behold!
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InTennessee
JACKSON, Tenn. (AP) — Former Vice President Al Gore said Thursday
that dealing with the terrorist attacks will take diplomatic, military and economic solutions.
Gore told a Democratic Party gathering that he is backing President Bush
and hopes the rest of the country is.
1 ran against the fellow who is president, but I support his leadership of
our country and we're going to stay unified as a country and go after the people who came after us," he said.
Later, in an interview with The Jackson Sun, Gore said, "America's
response is going to take diplomacy, in addition to a military and an economic
response."
His remarks were the first meaningful public comments Gore had made
since the attacks on New York and Washington Sept. 11.
Local party officials said they had been told by Gore's staff to keep the
event low key and unpublicized for security reasons.
In his speech, Gore said the economy requires attention.
"We need to create jobs," he said.
Gore, who lost a close race for the presidency last year to Bush, said
Americans have to preserve their civil liberties.
"Because if we give these up, then they win. That's one of the things they
hate about us, that we've got freedom, and we're not going to let them take
it away from us," he said.
He discussed one of his students at Fisk University in Nashville, where
Gore now teaches part time. The student's family is from Pakistan and has
been dealing with some "terrible things" on the streets of Nashville.
"We cannot let the terrorists stampede us into acts of discrimination,"
Gore said.

RIK JESSE, Florida Today. AP Photo

TUNNEL VISION ... Bryan French welds the barrel for a pump at MWI Couch Pump Co. in
Grant, Fla.. July 26, 2001. Now, MWI Couch Pump Co. is planning to leave the shores of the
Indian River were it has been since 1917.

Pacifist churches struggle with attacks
By The Associated Press
America's "peace churches."
with some I million members. are
restating their pacifist beliefs hut
also struggling with how they and
the nation should react to the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks.
Pacifists say they are confronting
questions of citizenship that have
been dormant for decades. The current conflict is "much more complicated" than previous ones, tiays a
pacifist scholar. Alhert N. Kenn.
"These people are killing people
in a particularly dreadful way We
pacifists know how to behax e in
war. hut we're still learning how to
react to terrorism." said Keim. a
retired history professor at Eastern
UMversity
Mennonite
in
Harrisonburg. Va.
Retha McCutchen. national general secretary of the Friends United
Meeting, better known as the
Quakers. describes what her fellow
believers have been experiencing
during the extraordinary, day s since
the attacks: "Grief.. Some fear.
Anger. of course, and concerns for
future loss of life."

l,ike millions, they look for ways
to assist relief efforts and console
the suffering. and the worry about
discrimination
against
ArabAmericans. Unlike millions, they
hear a renewed call to oppose war.
This week the Quakers urged
members to recall the words of their
17th century founder. George Fox:
"The Spirit of Christ ... will never
move us to fight and war against any
man ‘k ith outward weapons."
Besides Quakers. the pacifist or
"peace church" tradition is upheld
hY Mennonites. Amish and various
Brethren groups. among others. All
told, there are more than a hundred
such denominations in the
States with a following of 1 million
people.
Though not considered strict
pacifists, the 862.000 Seventh-day
Adventists are asked never to hear
arms, and are allowed to take noncombatant 'ohs if they join the military.
The religious reasoning of the
peace churches is straightforward.
"We believe Jesus meant w hat he
said about loY ing our enemies."

explains Bruce Birchard, general
ses:retary of the Philadelphia-based
"fiends General Conference.
True, there's lots of warmaking in
the Bible, but "we tend to interpret
the Old Testament through the eyes
of the New Testament, and the New
Testament through the words of
Jesus," says Ron Byler of Elkhart,
Ind., associate executive director of
the Mennonite Church USA.
Top officials from some denominations in the National Council of
Churches have joined several prominent Catholics. Jews and Muslims in
this plea to the U.S. government:
"We must not, out of anger and
vengeance, indiscriminately retaliate
in ways that bring on even more loss
of innocent life."
John A. Lapp, retired executive
director of the Mennonite Central
Committee in Akron. Pa., worries
about the international impact of
U.S. action.
"The United States will be identified as a quote Christian unquote
power and that becomes part of the
Christian burden in the world everywhere." he said.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Gov. Don Sundquist said Thursday he would
order the Tennessee National Guard to do whatever necessary to enhance
airport security as requested by President Bush.
It's not yet been decided how many Guard members are needed, and at
which of Tennessee's airports, said Guard spokesman Randy Harris.
Bush asked that each state use its Guard units to beef up airport security
around the country until permanent improvements can be put into place
under a federal plan. He envisions stationing 4,000-5,000 troops at the
nation's 420 commercial airports for up to six months.
"The Tennessee Army and Air National Guard is a highly trained, professional force that has traditionally accomplished any mission it is assigned. I
have no doubt that they will continue that volunteer tradition in whatever role
required," Sundquist said.
The Tennessee National Guard, with more than 14,200 members, is the
seventh largest in the nation.
"We feel that our soldiers and airmen are equal to the task of assisting in
securing our nation's airports," said Maj. Gen. Jackie Wood, the state's adjutant general.
Meanwhile the state Department of Safety announced new measures
Thursday designed to ensure the safe transport of hazardous materials. The
measures were requested by the U.S. Department of Transportation in the
wake of concerns about terrorists using chemical or biological weapons.
GATLINBURG, Tenn.(AP) — Visits are down and air quality is up in the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, but officials are attributing the cleaner air to the weather, not a falloff in autos and RVs.
"Cloudier and wetter conditions this summer helped keep ozone levels
from building up too high.- Smokies spokesman Bob Miller said Thursday.
He added, however, that the 13 high-ozone days measured this season
"are still 13 days too many for a national park."
The nation's most visited park recorded that 13th day on Sept. 13, when
an eight-hour ozone measurement of 86 parts per billion — two parts above
the unhealthy standard — was charted at Cove Mountain.
By this time last year, the park on the Tennessee-North Carolina border
had 25 high ozone days, eventually recording 32 days for the spring-to-fall
season that typically runs to October.
Ozone is a colorless pollutant formed when nitrogen oxides from the emissions of coal-fired power plants and automobiles mix with hydrocarbons in
sunlight. Ozone can make breathing difficult for the elderly, the young and
those with respiratory problems.
Despite the relatively cleaner air, the Smokies saw visitation fall again in
August at its main entrances in Gatlinburg and Townsend and Cherokee,
N.C. The Tennessee entrances were down 10 percent and Cherokee was off
6 percent, while 10 outlying entrances saw a 20 percent gain.

YOU

Nissan moves
Maxima line
production to
Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Nissan Motor Co. will move its

Maxima production line from Japan
to Tennessee, part of an expansion
that will create 2,000 new jobs in the
state.
A redesigned model of the
Maxima, Nissan's top-of-the-line
car, is set to roll off the assembly
line in January 2003, the company
announced Thursday.
The move is pan of the company's strategy to produce cars close to
the markets were they are sold, said
Emil Hassan, Nissan's senior vice
president of North American manufacturing.
Gov. Don Sundquist joined
Hassan in making the announcement
at the Capitol. He commended the
Japanese-owned Nissan for its
investment in Tennessee over the
last 20 years, creating thousands of
jobs and hundreds of spin-off businesses, mostly small pans suppliers.
Last year, Nissan announced a $1
billion expansion to its parts plant in
Decherd and its Smyrna manufacturing plant, the company's only vehicle assembly factory in the United
States.
Hassan said the Maxima move is
part of that expansion, which will
add 1,000 workers each to the
Decherd and Smyrna plants over the
next four years.
Nissan recently closed its 40year-old Murayama plant outside
Tokyo in preparation for moving
more of its manufacturing to North
America. At its peak, the company's
flagship factory employed 5,000
people.
Carlos Ghosn, who became chief
executive
after French-owned
Renault became a controlling shareholder in Nissan in 1999, closed the
plant as part of a plan to return the
company to long-term profitability.
Nissan shares were up 29 cents
Thursday to close at $8.20 on the
Nasdaq Stock Market.
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APR Financing
up to 60 months

Taurus

All 2001 Ford, Lincoln and Mercury Cars
•
0010.APR Financing up to 36 months or 2.9-/o APR Financing
All 2001 Ford Trucks
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F-150

Etplorer

'0% and 2 9% APR financing rates or rebates up to $3000 vary depending on credit worthiness of customer as determined by Ford Credit
Some
customers will not qualify Take new retail delivery from dealer stock
by 10131101 See dealer for complete details

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Posters can be picked up at any Area Bank location while supplies last.

701 Main Street • Murray • 270-753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Home Selling/Buying

Upkeep can aid in fall, winter selling
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.\n other tip for ellinu a home is mak-

Opportunities for 1st-time Homebuyers
Each year. rhalions ot American., achieve the dream of homeowriefship In tact,
homebuyers purchased 42 percent of the homes sold in the United
States in 1999, accvdine to the National Association of Realtors' '000 Profile of
Real . Estate Markets
Wells Fargo Horne Mortgage, a leading originator and service!' ct home modjages. says now is a great time to become a homeowner
• Increased affordability due to tow interest rates. Tbday's sos nterest rate
envifionment makes it easilr.
i for first-time homebuyers to afford a home. Lower
interest rates allow first-time homebuyers to secure a lower rrionthf,ii payment or
to qualify for a larger home.
• Availability of low down-payment loans. In the past, homebuyers usually
needed to have a substantial amount of money, available for a down-payment on
a home. Today. many lenders offer loans that require little or no money down •
Down-payment assistance programs. In an effort to make it easier for Americans to become homeowners, many first-time homebuyers may be able to receive
down-payment assistance through federal, state or local programs Lenders and
realtors are good resources for information about the opportunities available.
Some of the benefits assoc,ated with homeownership flclunle:
• Avoiding the rising cost of rent. According to the Natlonal Association of
Realtors, rent has beer Increasing faster than the rate of inflation In some cases,
rentng costs as much as owning, making homeownership an aft:active option.
For example, the average renter currently pays $762 per month. This is the same
amount a homeowner would pay each month on a $109.000 mortgage, assuming a 30-year mortgage at a fixed interest rate of 7.5 percent.
• Tax benefits. The interest paid each year on a home mortgage is tax
deductible. The deduction allowed is based on several factors, including annual
income, the federal income tax bracket of a household, the amount and interest
rate of the mortgage loan and the annual taxes paid on the property. A homeowner with a $150,000 mortgage may be able to save as much as $3,500 per
year on his or her taxes. For specific benefits, consult a tax advisor.
For more information about mortgage products and services, visit Wells Fargo
Home Mortgage on the Internet or call (800) 222-3408.

The home of your dreams
may be closer than you think.

"t)(

Turn \'our old home into a new one with a fresh coat
of paint, new furniture for the den or a much
needed addition.
Whatever your Home Improvement project may be,
the Murray Bank can help you create the home of
your dreams with a Home Improvement Loan.
See how easy it can be.

e
Miliray Bank
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How Bank*Should Be
753—LOAN
www.themurraybank.com
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On The Outside

Fall composting ensures bountiful garden
(ARA) — As the air turns cooler
and the days grow shorter, our backyard
gardens surrender their last fruits and
vegetables of the year, and the last leaves
fall from the trees.
When we pull out the yellowing vines
from the garden and bag leaves from
the yard, we're a little saddened that we
must wait until spring to see new growth
again.
Autumn, howo
er, is the perfect time
to begin a project
that will ensure a
bountiful
garden
next year: a compost pile.

one loot into the ground. Fence in three
sides with chicken wire, leaving one side
open for easy access. If you like the
idea of a compost pile but don't have
time to build one, purchase a prefabricated compost unit.
Next, collect chopped tree leaves, grass
clippings, and all the vines and fading
plants from your vegetable garden and
build a pile that's at
least three feet in
diameter and three
feet high.

"Harvest time is a
great opportunity to
start a
compost pile ..."

Harvest time is a
great opportunity to
start a compost pile
because decaying vines, vegetables, leaves
and grass clippings contain excellent
nutrients that break down over time to
recharge soil with nitrogen for spring planting. Building a compost pile is simple
with these easy tips from the lawn experts
at John Deere.
First, find a place for your compost.
Drive four 5-foot wood or metal stakes

This will build a
hot internal temperature that gets nutrients "cooking."

Flowers also contain many nutrients
that are great for cornposting. If your annuals have gotten
"leggy," pull them up and toss them in
the compost pile and till the bed.
Leave the fall perennials while the
leaves are green-,-- and then mow them
down once they turn brown and compost the leaves. Add the material in fiveto six-inch layers and sprinkle a 10-1010 fertilizer — ten parts each nitrogen,

phosphorus
and
potassium — on top
of each layer, and
add a dusting of lime
to prevent odor.
Cover each layer
with soil. Shape the
pile like a volcano
and make an indentation on top to catch
rain. Water the pile
occasionally to keep
it moist and turn it
once in a while to
move drier outside
material into the middle where it can break
down
into
lush
humus.
Courtesy of ARA Content

To avoid odor Fall work in the garden can pay off by the time
and bothersome ani- spring rolls around.
mals, never deposit
treated before composting grass clippings.
meat or bone into the pile.
Instead of having the autumn blues, turn
As a safety precaution, avoid adding your attention to a fun and easy project
diseased plants or lawn clippings that that will ensure a healthy garden next
have recently been treated with herbi- year. cides or weed killers.
Compost now and in the spring, your
John Deere also suggests waiting at garden will get a shot of nutrients that
least four mowings after the lawn's been have been cooking all winter long.

Your Complete Hometown Electrical
Store Since 1955
"Top Quality Products, With The Service You Deserve!"
Over 50
Ceiling Fans
On Display

Over 700
Lighting
Fixtures On
Display

•
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Pansies are perfect plant:
They dig the c-c-cold
Need a little color in your
life?
How about deep Indigo, or
a mix of Regal colors for your
fall and spring garden?
Courtesy of ARA Content
Flowers can add to a home's feel in fall and wintertime.

Homes should
have 'cozy' feel
• Run page 2
"Also keep the heat on, even of the house is vacant," Kopperud said.
Plants and flowers always make a good impression when selling a home.
"Place evergreen plants in pots on the front and back porches," Campbell said.
Brandi Williams is a staff writer for the Murray Ledger &
Times.

YARD SALE
Friday & Saturday
Sept. 29th & 30th
'Used Furniture
'Wallpaper
Starting at $1 roll
'Accessories
•Area Rugs
•Fabric & more!

0
250/*

Fernlea Flowers' new Icicle 151
Pansy colors can light up your
life this fall and again next spring.
Super hardy, Icicle Pansies
were launched last fall in a limited release to the North Eastern U.S. and filled many beautiful gardens until the winter's
deep freeze.
Reappearing after a particularly harsh winter season, these
pretty Icicle Pansies show they
really dig the cold.
Backed by a money-back guarantee, the line-up of Icicle Pansies and Violas is expanding to
include the stunning Indigo Viola
and Regal Viola Mix made up
of Yellow, Purple and Cream

blooms.
"Last fall, consumer demand
for Icicle Pansies was exceptionally high", says Jeff Howe,
U.S. Operations Manager, Fernlea Flowers, "so this year Icicle Pansy distribution will be
expanded throughout the North
Eastern U.S. in independent garden centers, larger chain stores,
and major big box retailers.
Over 100,000 Icicle Pansies
were planted in trial gardens last
fall, including those at the American Horticultural Society.
-Many plants flowered beautifully all winter long" states Janet
Walker, the organization's Director of Horticulture.
Fernlea has also developed
more knowledge about creating
the best planting success with
these amazing bloomers including the fact that they will endure
extreme cold as long as they
are not planted in highly wind-

'Many plants
flowered
beautifully all
winter long.'
—Janet Walker
American Horticultural
Society Director of
Horticulture
exposed areas where they can
dehydrate.
In fact, Fernlea plans to
expand the availability of Icicle
Pansies to even more Northern
climes this year in Canada.
Interested gardeners can sign
up at www.iciclepansy.com to
be notified when plants arrive
at their local garden centers this
fall. More plant information and
tips are also published on this
web site.
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Equity Loan locked at prime rate for the life of the loan! So, whether

ANN! ,••

In-Stock Home Fashions
& Coordinates
(Table Linens, Wallpaper,
Valances & Pillows
`Sale good thru Oct.6

T
DECORATING,INC.
1306G South 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3321

you need new carpet or a new carport, Union Planters Bank offers you
the best solution in lending. Call or stop by to speak with a loan
professional on how you can turn your home into the home of your
dreams.

The prime rare as of 9/3/01 is 650% APR The "Prime for IA.' Is available at Union Planters Ranks in the Kentucky counties of
Ballard. Callowm, Craves, Loingston, Marshall & McCracken All applications are subject to approval and must meet oertain
minimum credit standards to obtain these terms the rate is subject to chase without notice Standsrd 63014 APR is based on a SO%
loan to value(LTV) Standard APR is 50% for RI% or greater I.TV APR may vary Minimum loan amount is 115,000. Annual fee
is $20 00 Comm& a tam advisor about tax deductibiliti. Properti and/or Rood insurance may be required Available on owneroccupied dwellings only ©Copyright 2001 Union Planters Rank Member FDIC Equal Maoism Under.
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Attracting birds in winter is quite simple
(ARM — There's nothing more
delightful than watching birds flit from
one area of your garden to the next. Attracting birds to your yard is really quite
simple: if you supply their three basic
needs — food, shelter and water — you
will have an avian oasis in
your own backyard.
The experts at Garden Atlis
a
www.gardenartisans.com,
offer these tips for enjoying
birds in your backyard all
winter long:
As
winter
Food—
approaches and the natural
food supply for birds dwindles, birds become dependent on bird feeders for seeds
and suet.
Although there is debate
about whether artificial feeding disrupts
the migration urge of some birds, research
shows this is not a significant concern.
For birds that are not strong enough to
migrate due to injury or illness or because
of some undeveloped natural migration
cue, your feeder may be what enables
them to live through winter.
Also, for birds that do not migrate,

winter storms can bury their food supply. When you add to that the natural
condition of reduced time for foraging
due to shorter days. winter is a real
hardship for birds.
There are two ways to provide food:
through bird feeders and
by growing plants around
your yard that offer fruits.
seeds and a habitat that
birds love. Black oil sunflower seed is the best
seed to attract a diverse
group of birds to your
feeder, including clOckadees, nuthatches. finches. cardinals. grosbeaks,
sparrows. blackbirds and
jays. To attract insecteating birds such as
woodpeckers. chickadees
and nuthatches. offer suet
in the wintertime.

that will attract birds include aster, blanket flower, cone flower. sunflowers. blackeyed Susans. California poppies. goldenrod, marigolds, phlox, salvias and zinnias.

Things to remember about feeders:
• It's nice if you can place the feeder so you can watch birds from a comfortable location, but also keep in mind
their needs. They need an escape route.
so make sure you place the feeder near
shrubs or evergreen trees so they can
make a quick get-away. Woody plants
with thorns, such as roses or hawthorn,
are helpful to birds because they provide refuge from predators such as house
cats. This can also help keep the feeders out of the rain and food dry.
• Keep your feeders clean to prevent
diseases and deter pests. Disinfect occasionally with one part chlorine bleach
and nine parts lukewarm water and dry
thoroughly before refilling.
• Once you start to provide food for
Ground feeding birds like juncos, sparcontinue throughout the cold seabirds,
predoves
rows. towhees and mourning
fer cracked corn scattered on the ground son. It's best to provide only one type
or placed in an elevated tray. Plants to of food per feeder. Birds feeding at feedadd to your landscape include service- ers with mixed seed discard the seeds
berry, dogwood, fir, hawthorn, sweet gum, they do not want while selecting their
crabapple, pine, coralberry and fruit-bear- favorites.
• Do not feed birds spoiled leftovers.
ing viburnums. Seed-producing flowers

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK IS
OCTOBER 7- 1 3
For your safety remember:

Change smoke alarm batteries at least
once a year. A good way to remember is
to change the batteries
when you turn your clock
back to standard time in
the fall.

salty snack foods or sugary. cereals. Shelter Shelter can he provided in many
ways, including bird houses or nest boxes.
As winter days grow longer • after solstice, birds get ready to mate and nest.
so it is time to start thinking about putting up a bird house or nest shelf. Fall
is a great time to shop for bird houses.
remembering that many people you kno%%
would welcome a birdhouse as a ChriNtInas present.
Choosing a bird house will depend
on your goal. Do you want a great looking garden ornament or are von looking
to attract a certain ty pe of bird? All
birds have their ow n particular preferences.
For example. robins will not nest in an
enclosed box, while wrens and bluebirds
are attracted to single unit, enclosed bird
houses.
One other way to provide shelter is
with the types of trees and shrubs in
your yard. For a list of shrubs and plants
that attract birds to your yard. refer to
the Garden Artisans' February 2001 online
newsletter.
Things to remember about, birdhouses: • Face the entrance hole to the
• Contrued next page

Let Us Help You Save S$S
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Weather-Guard Window Co.
Specialists in Custom Mfg. of True Vinyl Thermal Replacement

Thermal Replacement Windows & Vinyl Siding
FEATURES
Solid vinyl - no plastic, retains beauty and maintenance free. • Fusion welded/welded seams(frames
& sashes).•Custom built to fit opening air tight - no shims.• Extra heavy-duty main frame and sash.
• Both sashes tilt in for easy cleaning.• Double pane high tech glass.• DLA/LOW E argon« filled for
kgreater thermal value.• Double full cam steel locks for security.•lifetime unconditional non-prorated/
warranty.• Financing available.• Locally owned and operated company.
All Prices Include Expert Installation • Call Us For An Appointment

200 N. 4th St., Murray •(270) 759-4766

Toll Free 1-888-321-0818
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• Vanity Tops
• Kitchen Counter Tops
• Bath Tubs & Showers
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• Mirrors
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Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.

759-4979 or 753-9382

M&T Painting
Owners - Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell

Visit Our Showroom
Monday thru Friday,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Birdhouse maintenance
important for winter months
• Fran previous paoe
Heaters are completely safe.
hut make sure they have an automatic shut-off feature if the
bath goes dry. which can happen on windy days or if there
are too many birds drinking
from the bath.
The plug must be attached
to a grounded (three prongedi
outlet ---- preferably a GFI
(ground fault interrupt) outlet.
This will eliminate the risk of
electrical shock.

north Ica,t to prL:\ ent the
ho.d, trout crticAiltil! it urn are 1101 iii \ our area
• Mount bird houses on poles
Olr
posts rather than nailing
them to trees or hanging them
Irk m limbs, making them less
\ Muer-able to predators.
• Dm m't put bird houses nest
to bird feeders.
• Clean sour bird house
\ early. Water While water is
the least important of the three
requirements. it can make
difference to the number it birds
visiting your feeders,
If birds must II\ long distances to find water in the winter, the\ may choose to stav.
near their water source rather
than cimiing hack to your feeder.
The easiest way to provide
water is by maintaining your
bird bath year round. This could
mean filling the bird bath several times a day, which is not
always practical. The easiest
method is to have a heated bird

The heating element also
should he covered in some way.
If yours is uncovered, it would
he good to place a piece of
shale over the top to prevent
any birds from burning their
feet.
In addition, birds will enjoy
perching on the warm rock.
especially the mourning doves.
To view a large selection
of bird feeders and houses and
to learn more about plantings
to attract wild birds, hummingbirds and butterflies, visit
Cortesy of ARA Content www.GardenArtisans.com.
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Safety urged
with chimneys
INDIANAPOLIS — This fall, during National Chimney
Safety Week, chimney sweeps certified by the Chimney Safety Institute of America will be working to educate wood
burners about the need for annual chimney and venting
inspections for safety.
The title of this year's CSIA public education campaign is
"Keep it Clear for Safety." National Chimney Safety Week
begins Sept. 30 and runs through Oct. 6.
"This past year we have seen an increased interest in
wood burning due to the energy crisis," said Greg
Williamson, Executive Director of CSIA. "At CSIA, we are
concerned that people burning wood more frequently —
including pellets and manufactured firelogs — haven't taken
the time to have their chimneys properly maintained."
In 1998. there were 18,300 residential tires in the United
States originating in chinmeys, fireplaces and solid fuel appliances, according to the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission. These fires resulted in 160 personal injuries,
40 deaths and $158.2 million in property damage.
The National Fire Protection Association also recommends
that all chimneys be inspected on an annual basis.
For more information about chimney and venting safety,
National Chimney Safety Week, or for a free copy of the
brochure "Chimney Inspections Explained for the Homeowner," call 1-800-536-0118 or check out www.csia.org.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Ouctlity Work Sinec 1 937"
802 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

(270) 753-8181
SHEETMETAL • HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING • INSTALLATION AND SERVICE
Industrial • Commercial • Residential • Mobile Homes • Marine Air
• Commercial Refrigeration
• Sheet Metal Mechanics with 10-26 years of experience! • Six Radio Dispatched Service Trucks! • Emergency Service •
Factory-Trained Service Technicians • Over 90 years Combined Management Experience
NOV

Ft V'

ALA_ EtFt A NIEPS3

OTHER SPECIALIZED SERVICES!
• Architectural Sheetmetal • Custom Welding Fabrication • Custom Sheetmetal Work • Galvanized, Brass, Copper,
'Aluminum and Stainless Steel • Commercial Gutters • Humidifiers and Air Cleaners • Designer Grilles and Registers

SERVING THE PEOPLE or WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR OVER 64 YEARS

(270)7534181
- rtoben@murray-ky.neit
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Smarter insulation choices are needed
(IHIT) — After experiencing heating and cooling bills
that increased . by as much as
50 percent recently, homeowners will want to make their
homes as energy efficient as
possible this winter.
The LS. Department of Energy estimates the. cost of heating and cooling a house accounts
for 50 percent to 70 percent of
a homeowner's utility bills.
So, whether it is the chill
of winter or the heat of summer. a well insulated home LS
one of the keys to keeping utility hills in check this winter.
To help consumers reduce
heating costs, Johns Manville,
a leading building materials manufacturer. advises homeowners
to pay close attention to how
they select and install insulation.
It's important for homeowners to know that all insulation
comes with a rating called an
R-value. indicating the material's resistance value to heat
flow.
The higher the R-value
marked on the insulation pack-

aging._ the greater the insulating quality.
recJohns Manville also
ommends homeowners check
their local building code for the
correct R-value for their area.
One way homeowners can
make a home more energy efficient is by examining their
home's current insulation levels and consider adding insulation.
The short-term investment in
insulationi has long-term benefits nor•only for the winter,
but also by helping you save
money on year-round energy
costs.
Here are the most important places in 'our home to check
for proper insulation:
Attics/Ceilings: Attics and
ceilings should include 10 to
22 inches of insulation. The
of Energy
U.S. Department
says that up to 45 percent of
a home's energy loss is through
the attic.
If you choose to insulate
your attic/ceiling or add more
insulation, it is recommended
that you install fiberglass baits

between the ceiling .joists or
loose fill fiberglass insulation.
Loose fill fiber glass can he
installed easily and cleanlv, to
completely fill voids and gaps
Walls: People who live in
older homes with little or no
insulation in the walls can often
save a lot of money by retrofitting insulation.
The fiberglass insulation is
blown. into a home's exterior
walls through holes drilled into
each stud cavity, something you
will want a professional contractor to do.
Crawl Spaces: For crawl
space walls that do not ha\ e
the proper insulation, you will
want to secure insulation baits
at the sill by nailing wooden
furring strips over the insulation and draping the insulation
down the walls.
Pipes: While examining all
of these spaces in your home,
you may want to also check
water pipes.
for uninsulated
Insulation can he wrapped

Courtesy of !HI'

Attics and ceilings should include 10 to 22 inches of
insulation. The U.S. Department of Energy says that
up to 45 percent of a home's energy loss is through
the attic.
around these to save water heating energy • and prevent them
from freezing and bursting during the winter.
Other weatherizing projects
you may want to consider are

caulking and installing weather
stripping around windows and
doors, scheduling a heating-s\ stem tune-up. cleaning furnace filters and installing storm doors .
and windows.
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At AREA Bank. we believe that our success is about the
success of our customers And, we know that making
your house your home is one of life's most rewarding
goals Because not every family or home is alike, we've
made It our goal to provide you with the options and
personal guidance you need through our home equity
loans
Visit one of our banking centers to talk with a consumer
lender about how to realize your goals - whether it's a
home Improvement prolect. a room oddition - through
a home equity loan With no closing costs and no minimum loan amount you realty can Have It All Visit AREA
Bank's website at www.abcbank.com to find the banking center nearest you
ni for lirg Jeductibky. Pmperty Inskw4noi fefpnriod Otlart
•conool vou, tiut whei,

}lid (intim" out

AREABank
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Cool Ways to Create a Hot Property
With interest rates nearing a 30year low. this is a great time to
sell our home. But While a thm rug real estate market [mikes a
quick sale more likely, ins esting
a small amount of tunic and
money to spruce up your home
can greatly. enhance its appeal.
With lust a few .‘Yeekend pro;cc's you can create that all-important. good I Ni impression yy hen
house-hunters pull up to your
lunne. Spray paint \NW Make
V‘eckend restoratunts taste! and
easier. ‘Yith an array of c(4or. finish and pna(ction options.
:1-n Inviting Setting
(
of the easiest ‘.%;.11,. to spark
interest is to create a local point
at your home's front entry. using
some or these eye-catching techniques:
Paint your main entry door a
different color. Use a contrasting
color to those of the house and
trim to draw the eye to the entry
and away from less attractive
areas of the home, like the garage

and gutters. If your house is yellow with white trim. trv a blue
door. Accent a green exterior bv
adding a red door.
Re-do those fading shutter,
With the same product on can
give your home an instant
facelift. without repainting the
entire house. In one afternoon
you'II have a beautiful. highgloss finish and a great new look.
Frame the entry with attractive
landscaping. For a quick fix.
flank the doorway with two large
planters brimming with inexpensive geraniums or mums.
Freshen the Interior
Before putting your house on
the market, look at it as if it were
the first time. Potential homebuyers will notice stains, scratches
and marks. Even if you're on a
shoestring budget, it's easy to
increase your home's value by
updating a few quick details in
the house.
Cover water spots, fingerprints
and stains. The smoke stains

Sprucing up your home with minor touches like spraypainting a new paint color on doors and shutters can greatly enhance its sales appeal. It's also a quick way to add
value to the house.
above the mantel and Junior's
wall scribbling need special
attention. A stain fix will quickly
block them out and prevent

bleed-through. Use it for water
spots, too.
Consider adding molding to the
living room. It will make any

room look more expensive and
it's easy to install. Spray-paint it
in an accent color before
installing, and you've just added
dimension to the room.
Turn on the lights. A bright
house always shows best. Even
on sunny days. turn on table and
floor lights to create a cozy
ambiance. Then light scented
candles in the bathroom and
kitchen to further treat the senses.
Finally, take one last look at
your entire property and discard
any clutter. The idea is to let
potential buyers see your home as
theirs, not yours. and to eliminate
distractions. With a critical eye
and a minimal amount of effort
you can easily maintain your new
"hot property" and keep both
realtors and prospects interested.
Sprucing up your home with
minor touches like spray-painting
a new paint color on doors and
shutters can greatly enhance its
sales appeal. It's also a quick way
to add value to the house:

INTEGRITY CUSTOM CABINETS
Kitchen Cabinets
Vanities
Counter Tops(Conan & Surrel)
Bookcases
Entertainment Centers
Gun Cases
Jeff Henderson
Owner
'It's Not lust Our Name, It's The Way We Do Business"

270-767-9663
203 LP Miller Street • Murray, KY

rook 3amiliar?

HOMEIMPROVEMENTBAN
VACUUMS

*Wallpaper
As ow As 53 i)R

*Custom Framing
& Matting
(Old and New Works)

*Borders
As Low As Si Roll
(Selected Patterns)

109 S. 4th

St., Murray

753-7575

*Special Order
Prints

•New
Unit Sales
• Service
For Most
Brands
'Bags For
Most
Brands

Plumbing- Electrical
ONE-PIECE
Contractors
Call us for all your
service residential
commercial needs!

Steele•Allbritten
209 S. 3rd St., Murray, KY
(270) 753-5341

FIBERGLASS
POOLS
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Fall designs can be really Wi Ld!
Home furnishings change as fast as
fashion trends.
This fall, stores are seeing more styles
with leather, color and a little bit of the
jungle.
One of the biggest trends for this fall
is the animal prints for the home. Leopard print, black marble and elephant statues adorn many of the home displays in
furniture stores all over town.
"Animal prints are going to be good
this fall," said Nell Wiggins, owner of
Wiggins Furniture.
Connie Terry, an associate at Terry's
decorating, said people are grabbing animal print items left and right.

Wiggins said she has also sold several items in the moss and sage greens.
• "It is a green you can live with forever," Wiggins said. "I don't think you
would get tired of any of the new colors now."
Some of the other popular colors people are using in their homes this fall
are eggplant purple, beet red florals,
antique gold or harvest gold and charcoal.
People are also adding more color to
their homes by using painted pieces of
furniture.

"They are even putting animal print
pillows with something traditional," Terry
said.

Along with color changes, Furniture
styles are also changing. People are
adding items to the homes that haven't
been popular in several years such as
chaise lounges, secretaries and bombay
chests.

Another major trend this fall is use
of color. Terry said more people are
using colors in their homes, instead of
sticking with neutrals. And the hottest color
for this fall is moss green.

"You are seeing a lot of heavy, massive Furniture because of larger homes,
taller ceilings and bigger rooms," said
Mertle Terry, owner of Terry's decorating.

"Moss green has become the new neutral," Terry said.

Wiggins said she has sold several secretaries recently.

100 CHANNELS.
FREE INSTALLATION.

$9 A MONTH.
Can your cable company do that?

Just purchase a DISH301 or other DISH Network digital satellite TV system with
MSRP of $199 or more and receive one full year of America's Top 100 programming package for only S9 a month. That's a savings of $21.99 per month over
our regular price You'll also get free basic Professional Installation
All together that's a $462 savings.

Call today to take advantage of this incredible offer.
Over 100 of America's Top
Channels
Amema's Top 100 programming package includes
channels such as Discovery Channel. TNT, ESPN,
Nickelodeon, USA NeNvork, Cartoon Network, A&E,
Disney Channel. AMC. TBS Superstation, Lifetime. FOX Sports Net
at many other favontes Want more programming? Add your focal channels
YOU r favorite movie channeis like HBO Shaer* STARZ and Cinerial
liiu
A ri T 100
1 :pins Cum*
15 Faly famills
12 IWO Moils
5

r
11 Vriety Clam*
1 Leviim Mods
4 Nis Mist CMOs 17
2*Wiwi*

"Pillows
always
are
good," Terry
said. "Or area
rugs. Just putting an area
rug next to a
really
bed
some
adds
color."

"Thirty years
ago that's all
you'd sell and
then they were
out," Wiggins
said. "Now they
are trying to
come back."

Terry said she
has sold several
Terry also
chaise lounges.
suggested
even
"We
to
lamps
have some that
a
change
are vibrating,"
room.
Terry said.
One thing that
-Put them
has made a big
MLT Photo
anywhere and
on
comeback
elegant bed assures sweet dreams
everywhere,"
several levels are This
nights.
frosty
cold,
Terry said.
those
on
books.
"Books,"
However, the most important decoratTerry said. "Books everywhere. Books
ing tip is to pick your own style.
on a shelf, books to elevate lamps."
Terry also has large leather end tables
and coffee tables in the shape of books
with titles embossed on the spines.

"You've got to like it," Wiggins said.
"You might like one thing and someone
else might not like it."

There are several ways a person can
spruce up a home for the fall without
having to completely redecorate.

Brandi Williams is a staff writer for
the Ledger & Times.

Beasley
Antenna
Satellite
500 N. 4th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Avenue
Pans, TN 38242
(901)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Build Your Dreams!
Our home equity line of credit and low-interest
mortgages have never been so affordable.
the time to make your dreams come true
Come see us, and then you'll be able to raise the roof, redo your
kitchen, or build your dream home.
Now is
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Enjoy the view, but don't take the heat
Everyone enjoys a
(MIT
window with a great view. You
pull back your curtains and open
your blinds.
In winter, many windows let
heat out and invite fade-causing
UV rays in. The same sunlight
that brightens the day and lights
up a room. however, brings
indoors the problems of excess
heat, glare. and fade-causing UV
rays.
The common way to block
the sun's heat. glare. and fade
is to close a window treatment:
shades, blinds, shutters, or curtains. Unfortunately, these traditional window coverings solve
one problem and create another
- they block the view and darken the room.
A covered window is like a
wall that blocks the view. Several options exist for homeowners who want to enjoy the
view through their windows without taking the heat.
Sun control window film
reduces the sun's heat, fade, and
glare without blocking the view.
You can apply it yourself to the

inside surface of existing windows, so they can enjoy the
view of your windows, and close
your window coverings for nighttime privacy. •
Specific films can solve the
most common problems: heat
(both summer and year-round
insulating), glare, and privacy.
According to the manufacturer, to reduce fade, these films
reduce up to 99'4 of both 1.1VA and UV-B rays, according to
the manufacturer.
Films are precut in 2 foot, 3
foot, and 4 foot widths and 15
foot lengths to cover the most
common household windows,
including patio doors.
A 3 foot by 15 foot (45
square feet) heat control film
sells for about $40 a roll.
De-pending on the energy rating, usually listed on the carton
by a percentage or icon, an
effective heat control film can
reduce summer heat gain by 70
percent. This level of heat control significantly improves comfort, saves money, and reduces
energy loads on the air condi-

tioner.
A 70 percent film can reduce
summer cooling costs from 1525 percent, depending on the
type and exposure of the windows.
With utility rates rising from
20 to 40 percent in many states,
homeowners have a critical need
to find cost-effective do-it-yourself products than can reduce their
energy consumption without
changing their lifestyles.
For example, a 2,000 square
foot home in California could
have utility bills this summer of
$800 a month. A heat control
film can cut this bill by $100200 per month.

Courtesy of IHIT
Films offer solutions to common problems: heat (both
summer and year-round insulating), glare, and privacy.

The payback on the film for
that home would be 3-4months.
Over 10 years, with no additional rate increases, the savings
add up to over $12,000.

better appearance, and easier
application, and full compatibility with single- and dual-pane residential windows.

Long-term savings on utility
bills and improved comfort are
two of the most common reasons why homeowners apply sun
control films to their windows.
Technological changes in
recent years insure longer life,

The best way to shop for
window films is to first determine what the film should do
and how long it should last.
Three types of"films" exist: longterm, static-cling, and shrink-on.
Long-term films have a pre-

DARNELL
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Appraisal & Consulting

Murray's Largest Appraisal Firm
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • FARM • ESTATES
Accepted by all local lenders
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• Benjamin Moore Paints
111.1,
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,
t • Hardwood
A 111•11
• Wallpaper & Borders
At111•1111111
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• Carpet
immin
• Custom Mini Blinds
VA11111111111111hA ,
c
'
111
• Laminate Floors

coated non-sticky adhesive for
easy application onto the glass.
They last at least 10 years and
offer the best insulation, UV
control, and optical clarity
because they contain exotic metals and coatings in a paper-thin
sheet.
Regional utility companies
have recommended certain heat
control films for energy efficiency.

t ••._. ya
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Murray Office 100 N. 6th • Old National Hotel

(270) 753-9999
www.darnellappraisal.com
Serving Murray and Western Kentucky
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Picking out your home's new brick exterior
(BIM-Home buyers this fall deciding on brick
for their ness home's exterior ‘/14 ill dist.:0 er increas. in satiety. textures and colors at
ing option,
point.
price
(...ver
Mans home bus ers choose brick because thes
want an am:tense. loss -maintenance exterior that
adds (walks and
want the opportunit to person:Mit'
the look through decorause ark:hes. LtistOfll y, in and raised corners.
Jo
-Like mans products in the home building
industrs. the hrick manufacturing process has henefited from technologs,- said "him i1err. 'ice
president marketing. the Brick Inclustr, \ssociaReston. Va .
lion
Although a production builder will likels otter
a limited brick selection that will he packaged
ssith other trim :old detail features-- -such as
matching brick and shutter sts les home busers
may he able to mos and match s al IOUs options
achies e a unique look.
ith a 1. LiNtOin huilder. brick selection should
imagmation and
onls he limited hs a bus ci
budget.
brick purUnderstand Your Options:
chased in the I S is extruded. or forced through
die then sliced into indis idual
a rectangular
hricks.
Nlanutacturing efficiencies base made this both
the lossest cost brick and added nes.. textures.
Understand Your Contract: Re'. les'. \ our ion
tract to see ‘,N hat our huilder al loss'.. sour ()pump,.

(both standard and ss hat can he ordered
scnir as ailahle budget

and

See It All At lour Brick Distributor's Showroom: Your local brick distrihutor can sllo‘k VOU
hundreds ot sample hick panels, color photographs ot the lines it carries. how mortar can
change the look ot our brick. and direct sOtt
to actual sample iii
Don't Forget the Nloriar: \l Flu mal.c, tip
dif 2() percent of a brick s al I..nd comes
shade, A minor change in
!crew colors and
mortar color could dramaticall s change the look
ot your house.
Mans home busCrs are now matching the mortar to the brick for a monochromatic, seamless
look. Some distributor, offer computer or \Vehbased program that show how different color
mortars \.‘

Roof. Shutters and Trim Create the 'final
Package: The 1\ pc and color of sour tool shin lititters will also base a drades and ss indoss
matic ellect on the look ot our house. Again,
where possible. use computer or Web-hased programs that allow on to rots and match roof and
shutter options to determine the finished look.
Courtesy o, IHIT
Machine-made tumbled brick offers
interesting color blends for both traditional and contemporary designs.

"*PLUMBING SUPPLIES *ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES *EQUIPMENT RENTALS
"Over 46 years Of 3riendly, Professional Service and Quality Products"

Y
iRgA
rilL
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

DELTAMIO
'Aueeet4

206 EAST MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY
753-3361
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Wintergarden eases seasonal blues
t.-AR \
- As the (far get shorter
and the %readier more gloomy, manly of
us tend to get the iv inter blues. Easing
those doldrums can he as simple as
adding a little sl111•11111C to ',our life hy
/14-1Catin g a "Inter12:irden iii snr home.
A rrintergarden. also commonfr known
as a sumo,'in. is a tflass-enclosed room
that creates a sunn r has en in winch to
relax ,ind rer itahte.
A sunroom offers homeowners a chance
to reap the benefits of natural sunlight
w hen cooler temperatures keep them
indoors for extended periods, of time or
rr hen heading south for the Winter isn't
r iahle opium.
A lack of natural sunlight can sometimes cause the sr inter blues. leas mg
some indir iduals fatigued and depressed.
Then increased need for sleep mar often
lead to a feeling of hibernation.
Scientific studies hare shown that natural sunlight can actualfr improve our
mood. our health and boost our energy.
level 24 percent more than artificial light.
according to Men\ Health and Current
Heafth maga/inc..
Designed w ith insulated glass and
optional glass roofs, wintergardens provide a comfortable retreat that can he
enjoyed year round, according to Patio
Enclosures. Inc., the nation's largest manufacturer and installer of sunrooms.

In addition to soaking up natural sunlight. homeowners are discovering the
many war s these light-filled rooms can
provide an invigorating and energiting
experience for the whole family:.
As a large, open family room, the
sunlight and tranquil environment attract
the entire family and enhance the r aluable leisure time they spend together.
Children, who seem to he naturally attracted to sunlight, enjoy using a wintergarden as a play area to escape the harsh
effects of cold. wind. rain and snow.
‘Vintergardens also are used as enclosures for hot tubs, creating a romantic
getarr ay for wintertime star gating. or
as a place for plants and gardens to
thrire. Surrounded by soft, casual furniture and sunlight. blooming flowers help
create a w arm. sprml..nime feeling es en
in the dead of w
Many homeowners create their wintergarderts by enclosing an existing porch.
an open carport or a patio overhang.
Others add one to an outside wall of
their home, often constructing an enclosure with an insulated foam roof or an
all-glass solarium on an existing deck
or concrete pad.
However, wintergardens are designed
or Used, they offer homeowners a chance
to relax and revive in natural sunlight

Photo courtesy of ARA Content

This sunroom or wintergarden lets increased sunlight into the home
and can even help shake off those wintery blues.
while cruel winter weather stays outdoors.

at

For more information on how to design
your own wintergarden, call (800) 4801966 or visit Patio Enclosure's Web site

Courtesy
ARA
of
www.ARAcontent.com,
info®ARAcontent.com

www.patioenclosuresinc.com.

Content.
e-mail:

Come In And See The Arclica On Display
.-.0

25.3 Cu. Ft. Capacity
Dispenser Refrigerator

Take advantage
of our

bin with ExpressChilTM,
ExpressThaw'm and SelectlempTM.

•CUStOMCOOI TNI

•ClimateKeeper" system maintains
temperature settings.

CLASSB
TRUCKLOAD
SALE!

•FrostGuard'm technology reduces
freezer burn.
•Tall LightTouch! dispenser with
SmartWaterrm filtration system and
Quick Ice' m. Delivers crushed ice,
cubes and chilled water.
•Tri-level interior lighting.
Model PSS25NGM

_A
Model GIS 1 litHBM

"We service or carry partsfor all major brands of major appliances."

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 E. Main Street

753-1586

